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" «•• India is like a bride which has 
got two beautiful and lustrous eyes -
Hindus and Musalmans. If they quarrel 
against each other that beautiful bride 
vdll become ugly and if one destroys the 
other* she will lose one eye* Therefore, 
people of Hindustani You have now the 
right to make this bride either squint 
•yes or one eyed •.* 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
** ••• India is the h<xae of both of us. We both breath 
the air o^ India and take the water of holy Ganges and 
Jainuna* We both consume of the products of the Indian 
soil. We are living and dying together. By living so 
long in India, the blood of both have changed. The 
colour of both have become similar. The faces of both, 
having changed, have becc»ne similar. The imislims have 
acquired hundreds of customs from the Hindus and the 
Hindus have also learned hundreds of things from the 
li^salmans. We mixed with each other so much that we 
produced a new language* Urdu, which was neither our 
language nor theirs ... the progress of this country 
and that of both of us is possible through mutual 
cooperation, sympathy and love ••• " 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Allgarh Movement and Sir Syed Ahmad Khan is an 
important topic virtiich is attracting a lot of attention 
in the academic world. In the words of Ntr, W.H. Razvi, 
the University Librarian, "not only the social scientists 
of the east but also of the west are deeply interested 
in the studies of this topic, especially those who are 
concerned vdth the history, education, political 
development and the social f»roblems of the 19th and 
20th century India". This topic is of equal interest 
to the people who are studying the modernisation of 
Islam, and to the research scholars who are interested 
in the study of the struggle for the independence of 
India. It is also an important land mark and turning 
point in the history of Urdu Literature and from it 
a renaissance in its history begins. Thus we notice 
that the intellectuals and research scholars in 
various fields of Social Sciences and Humanities 
are engaged in the study of this subject from various 
angles. 
Though several books have been written on the 
subject, but in viev; of its great importance, the number 
- a -
of such bools is not enough* All t^ e standard books 
relating to history and cultural study of modern India 
published in Urdu and English contain chapters on this 
topic* A large number of articles on various aspects 
of Sir syed Ahmad Khan*s life and his 'Aligarh N^vement» 
have been published in learned periodicals. There is a 
derth of bibliographies in this topic* A select biblio-
graphy on Sir Syed was published by the Maulana Azad 
Library in 1971, which lists the books by Sir Syed Ahmad 
Khan, on Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, books having chapters on 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and standard articles on the subject 
published in learned periodicals in Urdu and English* But 
to my knovdedge, there is no annotated bibliography 
prepared on the topic so far. As a student of Urdu Literature 
I consider it a great previlege to be aole to work on 
the preparation of a bibliography on such an important 
topic* The bibliography is prepared in partial fulfilment 
of the requirement for the award of the degree of f-iaster 
of Library Science of the Aligarh f.*uslim University. After 
the partition, a large amount of material has been published 
on the topic and so this study is confined only to the 
material published after 1950 in the form of articles and 
jooks upto 1976* 
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The work consists of two parts - first part is the 
descriptive part in which all the aspects of Aligarh ^ 'iOv•ment 
and its influence on various disciplines are discussed* 
References to the sources consulted in the development of 
this part are indicated in brackets. These numbers ref«r 
to the respective entries in the bibliography in part two. 
Part two consists of the main bibliography on Aligarh 
Movement. The following appendices are also included : 
(i) a list of periodicals, giving their place of publication, 
the abbreviations used for them, v<fhere necessary and their 
frequency; (ii) a list of subject headings under v.hich the 
entries in the bibliography have been arranged; (iii) a 
transliteration table through which the titles of periodicals 
and chapters written in Urdu are transliterated in rcxnan 
script; (iv) an Alphabetical Index, in which author, title 
and subject entries have been arranged in a single alpha-
betical sequence* In the Alphabetical Index, the subject 
headings are given in capital letters, the names of authors 
also in capital letters on the CGC pattern and the titles 
of articles in Caps and small letters. The initial articles 
of the titles have been dropped in the index. Arrangement 
is word by word as well as letter by letter where necessary. 
References are made to the serial numbers of the entries. 
-10-
SCX)PE & SOURCES OF CQ?/iPILATION : 
The bibliography includes 276 entries which are not 
comprehensive but are fairly representative of the subject. 
Since no secondary sources were available in the topic 
except a Select Bibliography on Sir Syed Ahmad Khan published 
by the Maulana Azad Library in 1971, a oeneral survey of the 
literature available in Maulana Azad Library, Seminar Library 
of the Department of Urdu and Sir Syed House Librdry were 
consulted. Kelps were also taken from the pirsonal collections 
and libraries of SOUK lf?arned toachers of the C^ partraent of 
Urdu, History and Political Science. Various original journals 
and latest books were scanned and out of the fairly large 
number of F>eriodical articl :s and chapters of latest books 
convering the field only important ones were selected for 
inclusion. 
Although the bibliography is selective in nature, it 
has been the endeavour to include the latest material pub-
lished and to cover all the aspects and to make it fully 
representative of the topic. 
• 11 -
STAM^ARDS POLLOIVED : 
As far as possible the Indian standards recommended 
for bibliographical roferonces (IS : 2381-1963) have boen 
followed. In certain cases, in the absence of the guidance 
of Indian standards, either the fall vrords have been used 
or abbreviations conwionly used are retained, e.g. the 
abbreviation of 'Aligarh Magazine* is *Aliq.?toq.* The 
other abbreviations used for months, etc., have also been 
listed separately. 
The entries in the bibliography contain informative 
abstracts, giving the essential information about the articles/ 
chapters documented. I hope the users of this bibliography 
vdll find it useful. 
ARRAM3B!ENT : 
Efforts have been made to arrange entries under 
co-extensive subject headings. For this purpose a compre-
hensive list of subject headings was compiled which is 
given in Chapter 2 of Part 2. For the development of 
subject headings, no classification scheme 'vas found to 
give a co-extensive class number. Therefore, the headings 
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have been derived by following a logical helpful sequence 
guided by postulates and principles of helpful sequence 
given in CC. Although there is always scope for difference 
of opinion in any issue, the list of subject headings is 
expected to be helpful to the consultants of the bibliography. 
So far as is possible, the cataloguing rules for 
author & title« entries have been followed. However, in 
the case of several authors, it was found that they have 
not followed any consistant practice of using their pen-
names. In such cases entries have baen trade in the porsonal 
names* The personal names v/ithout a surname, or a pen name 
have been entered under the forenames of the author. 
There are two types of entries - (i) entry for a 
periodical article; and (ii) entry for 3 chapter or portion 
of it frocn any document* For a periodical article entry the 
following] itesis of inforraation are liven :-
(a) Se r i a l number; 
(b) Name of aurhor/authors 
(c) A ful l stop ( , ) ; 
(d) Tit le of contribution including suo- t i t le and 
alternative t i t l e , i f any; 
(e) A fu l l stop ( . ) ; 
(f) Title of periodical in abbreviated form so far 
as possible. This has to be underlined; 
(g) A full stop (.) 
• 13 
(h) volumii nuniber; 
( i ) A consna ( t ) ; 
(j) Issue number; 
(k) A semi-colon ( ; ) ; 
(1) ?tonth; \ 
(m) A comma ( , ) ; 
(n) Year; 
(o) A s«nii c o l o n d ) ; 
(p) Inclusive pages of tfte aS'ticlef* 
Specimen entry : 
17. SH RVANI (Harun Khan). S i r Syed ke t i n ghair 
khatut . Fikr-o»»Ma2ar« 1,3; Ju ly , 1960; 101-4. 
The follovdng items of information are given for the entry 
of a chapter or a port ion of i t » -
(a) Serial nuriber; 
(b) Name of author/s of contribution; 
(c) A full stop (.); 
(d) T i t l e of contr ibut ion including su i i - t i t l e and 
a l t e r n a t i v e t i t l e , i f any; 
(e) A fu l l stop; 
(f) The word 2ll a'^ ^ its number, if it is given 
(g) Within the circular bracket word In, and the 
follovdng items of information ofTho host 
document : 
« 14*. 
(i) name of author/editor/coinpiler of the whole 
v;oj?kj in catalogue entry f ortnj ( i i ) A full stop ( . ) ; ( i i i ) T i t le of the whole work; (iv) A f - r stop (.) (v) vtford 'P' and page nos. 
(h) outside the circular bracket, place of publication; 
(i) A comma (,); 
(j) Pi&lisher*s Name; 
(k) A coriina ( , ) ; 
(1) Date of publication; and 
(ra) A full stop (.)• 
Specimen entry i 
5, SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Sir Syed aur Aliqarh. (^ n 
Nasim Qjreshi, ed« Aligarh Tahrik : Aghaz ta imroz. 
P JU.27). Aligarh, Muslim University, I960. 
ALPHABETICAL INDEX : 
Bibliography contains an exhaustive author, title, 
and subject index in one alphabetical sequence* See refe-
rences have also been provided, vjherever n.cessary, to 
facilitate the consultants of the bibliography and to 
meet the needs of various approaches* Consideration of 
the penr.utation in the names of the authors has been 
specially kept in mind, e.g. 
I^DVI (Altaf Husain) 
See ALTAF HUSAIN moVI 
P A R T :: O N E 
( DESCRIPTIVE ) 
CHAPTER !>! 
HISTORICAL BACKGROM) OF THE ALXGAFH MOVB/£IN.T 
The revolt of 1857-58 marked a turning point in 
the history of India* With its suppression the long line 
of muslim rule in India catne to an endt and all hopes of 
recovering rauslim hegemony were removed. In 1857 Emperor 
Bahadur Shah Zafar, was rwtoved from the throne of £}elhi 
and exiled to Rangoon. In 1858 India was declared a colony 
of the British Crown, marking the end of the rule of the 
East India Conpany. 
Against the background of the Revolt two signifi-
cant movements arose among the muslims of India* One was 
the conservative Deoband Movement which claimed at the 
preservation of muslim culture through the spread of 
religious education and preaching. The other was the 
modernist Aligarh Movement v^ch sought political and 
educational achievement of muslims through the culti-
vation of western science and philosophy (240-41), 
The founders of the Deoband f^ ovement were largely 
the successors of Shah Wali Ullah»s reform move^ .e'nt. They 
viewed the western penetration into India as a challenge 
of Christianity to Islam. They were suspicious of Europe 
« 16 -
and based their system of education on the traditional 
Nizamiah scheme* 
To the liberal section of the muslim community the 
European impact appeared as a politicalt economic and 
intellectual change rather than a religious one. They were 
quick to realise the significance of the impact of modern 
science and technology on the old ways of life* Accordingly, 
they based the Aligarh Movement on the model of Cambridge 
and Oxford Lfniversities. 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan (1817-1398), was the chief 
architect of Muslim modernism in India* He was born in 
Delhi in 1817 and v;as the son of ftohammad Muttaqi, a 
substantial and scholarly gentleman connected with the 
?Aighal Court* Like most youngmen of the day» he was 
allowed to grow up anyhow and at nineteen, when he was 
married, all he had to his credit was a smattering of 
Arabic, Persian, Mathematics and Theology* This time he 
cut off his connections with the f^ jghal Court against 
the wishes of his relatives and joined British service* 
He rose very quickly and in 1840 he v^ as pronoted as a 
Munsif at Fatehpur Sikri, where he stayed for four years. 
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The literary output of this period is a few theological 
essays of the orthodox type. This time he had sympathy 
vdth the reforms in-augurated by K'laulvi Ismail Shahid 
and his colleagues* He had no sympathy vdth scientific 
thoughts represented by the Delhi College. 
In 1847, he write Asar-e-Sanndid (an archaeolo-
gical history of the buildings of Delhi). In 1874, it 
was translated into French and it procured him a fellow-
ship of the Royal Asiatic Society. This book furnishes 
an account of the buildings and climate of Delhi, and 
traces the rise of Urdu. 
CHAPTER X.2 
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE ALIGARH /.^ VEMHNT 
Indian imjtir^  was the turning point in the life ©f 
Sir Syed, It gave a new and unexpected direction to his 
energies* and he became the most constructive force in 
the life of his community. The f/wtiny had left the njuslims 
utterly stunned and paralysed* Their gradual transformation 
into a progressive conununity, eager to assimilate western 
civilization, was the work of Syed Ahmad and liis followers 
when he had filled with a new missionary zeal (1, 4, 8). 
His first task was to try to exculpate the muslims 
of Wiechief share in the mutiny. To this effect he wrote 
Asbab-e-Baqha'at»e«-'Hind (Causes of the Indian Mutiny) in 
1858. His main contention is that the mutiny was not a 
religious crusade, but was mainly due to the despotic 
character of the British Government and the spread of 
the missionary activities giving colour to the suspicion 
that the Government intended to force Christianity on 
Hindu and muolim alike* This bold statenient .roused an 
explosion of wrath in official «»A circles in India and 
England. His brilliant record of service during mutiny 
was strongly in his favour, and he came out unscathed 
(98, 102, 105, 108, 109). 
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This was followed by the Roval fv'uslims of India 
in 1860 and Tabvinul Kalaro. or a r.uslim commentary of the 
Holy Bible* the first volume of vi^ ich canie out in 1862 
and the second in 1865* In the latter he v;as assuraod 
the role of a poaceraakex* between the tnuslims and English 
by attempting to reconcile the principles of Islam vd.th 
Judaism and Christianity and by clearing the misunder-
standing in the minds of the muslims with r::gard to the 
authenticity of the Bible. 
Sir Syed tried to remove the misunderstandings 
between Enolish .oeople and muslims ana considered all 
the communities of India as one nationality. He was in 
great favour of United Nation. According to him as the 
muslims were backward in educ tion, in services, in 
business and in other spheres of life and so they could 
not play a role in any movement. He was not in favour 
of joining the Indian National Congress and considered 
it harmful for Indians in general and muslims in particular 
(27). 
CHAPTER X>3 
£DU:ATI0NAL ASPECTS O F THE AIJGARH m/BfENT 
In 1867 Sir Syed founded a Persian School for 
Historical Research at Moradabad. After the mutiny. 
Sir Syed was fully convinced that the only remedy for 
the Ignorance of h^e rauslims was education on western 
lines (84, 88, 93). 
In 1363, he organised the Scientific Society 
at Ghazipur with the object of producing Urdu trans-
lotionc of European scientific works (15, 16, 18). The 
Society was later transferred to Aligarh. In 1864, he 
founded a High School at Ghazipwr with provision for 
English courses. In 1866, a journal of the Society came 
out which later on named the Aliaarh Institute Gazett^. 
At first a weekly, and then bi-weekly it continued to be 
published as long as Sir Syed lived (^, 21). 
His dream was to establish a College on western 
lines. With this object he left for England in 1369 and 
during his eighteen months' stay there made a careful 
study of the British educational systeiri. On his return, 
he started the famous Tahzib~ul-»Akhlaq (The Social R former) 
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which effected a remarkable change In muslim ideas. The 
aim was to persuade the muslims of India to embrace the 
highest form of civilization with a view to clearing 
them of the contempt with which the civilised world 
looks down upon them and in order that they may be called 
civilized in the world* It was a weekly started on 
24 December, 1870 and ran for nearly 12 years (22-24), 
In 1873, he established a High School at Aliqarh which 
was raised to //.oha.i-medan Anglo-Oriental College in 1875 
with the object of combining religious education with 
modern scientific studies (181, 182). In 1920, it became 
a first grade University and has since been known as the 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
In order to encourage education among muslims he 
organized around 1872 a "Conference for the better duffu-
sion and advancement of learning among P'uhatrjnadcnns of 
India" and created a fund to help muslira scholars in 
research work» Haunted by the terrors of the Sipahi Mutiny. 
he organized the British Indian Association to keep muslims 
within reasonable bounds in practical politics* Further-
more, in order to defend the rights and privileges of 
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the niuslims, he founded the 'l.'.uslim Defence Association' 
and pleaded to the Government for the r lease of thos* 
innocent persons ivho were kept under detention on 
suspicion od disloyalty. 
CHAPTER 1*4 
RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE ALIGARH f/.OVB..ErJr 
His theological work ' Khutabat~e~Ahmaciivah' 
(Religious Addresses) was pid^ lished in 1876. It dis. 
cusses the pre-Islamic conditions of Arabia, the reforms 
introduced by the Prophet, and tries to give a rationa-
listic interpretation of Islarn. The long letters he 
wrote to his friends from England were published in 
the Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq bear a v^nderful testimony to 
the spell cast on him by European civilization. 
According to Sir Syed, some institutions in 
Islatn are eternalt others are temporary. So v/e must 
give up these customs and institutions which were useful 
in the past but are no longer so in the present. Some 
of his views may be summarised here to give some idea 
of his deportire from traditional theology (116-119). 
He does not believe in the existance of shaitan as an 
independent entity outside man. According to hira, it 
only symbolizes the elements of evil inherent in a man. 
He denies the existence of angels and holds that they 
merely stand for the powers resident in cert air. forms 
of matter. fAlracle he denies in toto» holding that the 
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Prophet never worked a miracle; nor is there any mention of 
than in the Quran, he says. The stories of the Prophet's 
Ascension and the cleaning of his heart by an angel are 
explained as dreamst He also rejects the story ot the 
Immaculate conception of Mary, the account of creation, 
and the fall of Adam. As .regards prayer, ho holds that 
it is the expression of our spiritaal yuarnin is and hos 
nothing to do v/ith the realization of our vashes (75, 76, 
78, 79» 80). 
Sir Syed was influenced with tho roligious viev^ s 
of his parents. The atmosphere in wtdch sir ^yed was 
brought up was purely religious. H-. v/as a staunch muslirr., 
had full belief on truth of Islam and Quran. According to 
his belief fv^ uhawmad Sul*aro was the las'- prophet. Sir Syed 
wanted mainly political and economic r«formctionG of 
rouslims (75, 76), 
The Aligarh Ntovement led by Sir Syed soon became 
the centre of intellectual activity among Indian muslims. 
It dejyeloped a rationalistic outlook, wliich inspired 
support from a large section of the inuslirn community. He 
was not a roalist4« in a strict sense as Arnold and Spencer, 
who, in clash between Science end Theology discarded 
- 25-
whatever in the bible was not in accord with human 
experience. Sir Syed made it his business, as an inter-
preter of the Quran, to reconcile religion with the 
scientific knov;ledge of the age, by explaining whatever 
appeared to him to be morally and intellectually indefen-
sible in it, in a way acceptable to reason (69, 30, 82). 
In other words, rationalist prefers truth to everything 
and is prepared to stake everything for it. Contrary to 
this, uir Syed wA4*i started vdth an unshaken faith in the 
truth of divine oricjin of Islam. In Sir Syed, reason and 
faith both elecnents are in a state of eq'-silibrium. 
The secret of his success lay in his grGel personali-
ty, his self confidence, and his infectious zeal. The writing 
of Sir Syed reveal an alert and critical mind. ;3orn in 
conventional age, he was the first to reaa the signs of 
the times, and to interprete his age to itself. The impact 
of the west had begun to act much earlier but it worked 
slowly and there was no active thought. I: .as reserved 
for him to articulate the new self consciousness, and to 
make it a real force in the life of his coronunity. 
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The English influence on Sir Syed was general and 
pervasive (35, 36). His acquaintance with English writers 
was Casual and meagre. His favourites were IJlllt Addison 
and Steele* All his social and critical essays are trans-
lations with slight modifications from English. In the 
longer essays adapted from Millt he uses examples froo 
Islamic and Indian history in place of those from the 
Eurof^n history in the original. Ho has raade a general 
ackrwjwledgement of these borrowings in summing up his 
works :-
"We have also written some of the essays of 
the faHK>us writers of Europe, Addison and 
Steele in our own language and style..."* 
Sir Syed had a dtoep respect for Addison and Steele 
and that is why his Tahzib~ul«-Akhlaq was modelled on the 
pattern of Tetlar and Spectator. Sir Syed drew his material 
from others and had nothing of his own to give to his age, 
(13, 23). 
* Syed Ahmad Khan j Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, p. ^ 76. 
CHAPTER 1.5 
INFLUENCE ON URDU LITERATURE 
In the field of literary contributions. Sir Syed 
carved a nitche for himself by influencing the use of 
Urdu Literature and the life of his own community. His 
earlier writings were ephimeral; they did their work and 
are no more read today than last month's newspaper. His 
theological writings to which he gave most of his time 
and labour do not interest the modern reader. He does not 
satisfy the intellectuals* because he fights shy of the 
conclusions to which stark nationalistn v/ould seem to lead 
him. His social essays occasionally figures in the curri-
cula of some of the UnivorsitieSf but this artificial 
resuscitation had not added much to his reputation as a 
writer. What ensures an author's fame is not so much his 
modernity as his Style. Sir Syed never paid much heed to 
style; he had in fact, liitle or no feeling for it. 
His greatness lies in the fact in the fact that 
though he himself was not a great writer but he was the 
cause of great writings in others. The impulse he gave 
to literature v.as great; he inaugurated a new era in 
literature in Northern India (29, 31, 32, 55, 56). 
C3^ APTER 1.6 
SIR SYED'S CHIEF COLLEAGUES. FOIXOWERS & CPPONENTS : 
The success of Aligarh Movement i s a lso due to the 
unt i r ing cooperation and zeal of S i r syed ' s colleagues. 
Some important colleagues and prominent co-workers of 
Sir Sy.'d arr, Maulvi Samiullah Khanj Chiragh Ali; Uavisb 
Mohsin-ul-Mulk; Nawab Vaqar<*ul«>Mulk; Khv/aja Altaf hftisain 
Hali j Shib l i Naumani, Maulvi Zakaullah and Jus t i ce Syed 
^^lw»ood• Among the opponents of the Aligarh I'vlovemeht 
Akbar Husain Akbar I lahabadi , a contemporary of Sir Syed 
was most prominent. He l e f t no stone unturned to harass 
S i r Syed and the Aligarh Movement (172, 173). The Deotjand 
group also enter tained s imi lar ideas about the P.tovement, 
yet they never came in d i r ec t conf l ic t with i t . sh ib l i 
Naumani was a great scholar , poet and philosopher who 
a t f i r s t cooperated v/ith S i r Syed and lec tured on Persian 
l i t e r a t u r e a t MAO College. During his l a t e r days he became 
b i t t e r opponent of the Aligarh Movement and joined the 
seminary of Nadwat-ul-Ulama. Tlie b ib l iographica l sketches 
and works of some of h i s important colleagues are given 
here . 
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Maulvl Sainiullah Khan 
Samiullah Khan was one of the colleagues of Sir Syed 
and the supporter of the Allgarh I/ovement. He backed Sir Syed 
in all his constructivet reformative and educational programme: 
Sir Syed always took his advice ir: all matters and loved him. 
Ir X886* he presided over the first session of ftluslim 
Educational Conference held in Aligarh. He was admirers of 
western education but was not in favour of increasing 
influence of English staff over rausiim staff and this created 
controversy be^ 'veen him and the Europeans {148). 
?Jiaulvi Chiraqh Ali 
iv^ ulvi Chiragh Ali was a man of wide attaintnem s. He 
knew Arabic, Persian, English and had o working knowledge of 
Latin and Greek. Like Sir Syed, he preferred the allegorical 
method of interpretation to the prevailing literalism of the 
day. He was an original thinker within his range, and v;as 
far from being a blind follower of Sir Syed. f/iost ofk his 
writings are in English and deal with theology and religion. 
His Urdu \,vorks are : Ta'liqat (1872), Islam ki Dunyavi Rarkatei 
and Qadim Quoroon Ki f/ukhtasar Tarikh. 
Chiragh Ali is one of the most important of the early 
writers vsHio came forward to defend Islam against the attacks 
of Christian^if missionaries. He gave some impetus to the 
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reform movement inaugurated by Sir Syed, and consolidated 
the position of his co religionists; but his literary 
in^ Jortance is negligible. He is probably the heaviest and 
the most wooden of a school of writers who arc conspicuifcusly 
lacking in charm and freshness of style. 
Nawab N'.ohsin-ul»t4ilk : 
Syed iVahdi Ali Khan, Nawab fAohsin-ul-JAjlk occupies 
an important position in the Aligarh MovemGnt. He affection 
for Sir Syed was iinmense. He helped Sir 5. ed in his political 
mission and assisted him in the educational movement also. 
He was regular contributer a€ to the Tahzib^ul-AkhlaO. Qi the 
death of Sir Syed, he became the Secretary of the College 
and during this period his qualities of leadership and his 
importance was realised by all. 
Mohsin-ul-Mulk came into contact v;ith Sir Syed in 
1863 and was greatly impressed by him and became his life 
long companion. Under Sir Syed*s guidance and mature experience 
he took leading part in propa jating the aims and ideals of the 
Aligarh f/iovement and facilitate of Sir Syed's works in 
raising funds in the South. 
His scholarly articles on religion, education and morali 
soon created a stir in the muslim community. To popularise the 
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education among the muslims and to raise contributions for 
the College, he toured distant places and after the retirement 
from the Nizam*s service in 1893, he was settled dovvn at 
Aliqarh. During his Secretaryship, College made much progress 
and the nuriber of students raised, (141-44). 
Nawab Vagar^ UdUf/ajdk : 
Nawab Vaqar-ul-f<^ ulk, one among the colleagues of Sir 
Syed, was a man of very bold and stubborn character. He 
assisted Sir Syed very enthusiastically. He looked after 
the Tah2ib»ul«»Akhlatq and worked hard for popularising the 
schemes of Sir Syed and to raise contribution for the College. 
He differed Sir Syed chiefly because the increasing influence 
and power of the English staff. He did not like the partici-
pation of Europeans in teaching as well as in management. He 
took charge as Secretary' of the College after :.'<ohsin-ul-Mulk. 
He was a man of principles, and strong vdlled. He had respect 
for the students and tried to create qualitiec in them, 
(162.64). 
KhwaJa Altaf Husain Hall : 
Khwaja Altaf Husain whose takhallus (poetic name) was 
Hali was an enthusiastic supporter of Aligarh :/;ovoroent. He 
was born in 1837 at Panipat. The financial position being far 
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from sound, his aarly educetion was haphazard and un-
satisfactory. At Panipat, he studied Arabic and Persian; 
and v^en at seventeen, he was married, much against his 
v/ishes, by his brother, his tchooling whatever, it was, 
ca^e to an end. 
During 1852-55, he came in contact with Ghalib for a 
short while v;ho encouraged him to cultivate his poetic 
talents, but no influence of S^alib appears in modelling 
his mind, or taste. In 1863, hs was omployed ..ith Nawab 
Mustafa Khan Shefte of Delhi vdth whom he stayed till the 
latter»s death. (1869). Only inportant poem of s this 
period is the elegy on the doath of (3ialib entitled .\torsiva-
e-Janab Asadullah Khan Dehlvi f>'utakhallis ba Ghalib (1869). 
Hali became a thinker and a poet when he was transferred 
to the Anglo-Arabic College, Delhi in the begiri ing of 1875. 
He had heard at Lahore of the reforming acti ities of Sir 
Syed, but it was only after his transfer to Delhi that he had 
a first hand knowledge of his great mission. It was Sir Syed's 
mission that actually awoke him frcxn his dogmatic sluanber, 
filled hin with moral earnestness and made him the poet of 
Islamic Renaissance in India with the appearance of fAjsaddas~ 
e-Hali in 1879. 
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I t was followed by Shakva*.e-'Hind (1887), Iv'unaia'Ue-
Bewa (1886), and Chup ki dad (1905). Mis chief ivorks in prose 
include Hayat^.e-Sadi (1866) , Divan»e~Hali v/ith .he f.vjqaddaroa 
(1893), Yadqar^u-Ghalib (1897) and Havat-e~Haved or l i f e of 
Si r Syed in 1901. He died on 31st Decenibor, 1914, His 
l i t e r a r y and socia l essays which appeared from time to time 
in Aliqarh I n s t i t u t e Gazette and Tah2ii:>-ul»Akhlaq were 
col lected in two volumes as Muqa 1 at-»e^HaJ^i> l^ iis l e t t e r s 
v.'ere published in to two volum s in 1925. 
TM* new literary and religious self-consciousness 
found its first adequate expression in the v.xitings of Hall. 
He overshadowed Urdu Literature in his day, ^ ni though his 
poetry benan to date soon after his death, his historical 
position as the protagonist of the new school is unassailable. 
From Hali wo feel the renaissance in poetry and criticism. 
The poetry of Hali i:; the expression of vio alternative 
moods, the one tender, pathetic and retrospective the other 
mardy and forward loo king; the on? dwelling on vAiat had been 
and was no more, the other fully conscious of the creative 
possibilities of the future, and pourinQ vitriolic contempt 
on the bigotry and conservatism that made light on v\«stern 
civilization. Unlike Sir Syed, he was deeply rooted in the 
past; he had also a vivid imagination, and it v/as but 
natural that the dov;nfall of his com jnity should cause him 
the most significant grief. 
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The best known of his poems and his chief passport to 
fame is the Maddo-Jazar~i~Islam known as ••'usaddos->e-Hali« It 
is a l-3ndrnark in the history of Urdu Literature, because it 
is the first important poem written after the I'utiny. It was 
composed en Sir Syed*s request for awakening of muslims in 
India* It contains an account of ancient qlorie^ ^ of muslims 
and lanants their miserable condition after the mutinv in 
India. It became Idely popular and its portions were 
recited in the moetings of nuslims. It tone wrs so pathetic 
ond inspiring thot not only muslims but even the merr.bers of 
other faiths melted into tears (138), 
After 1880, Hali devoted liiuself oxclusively to Sir 
;;yed's educational and political missions through composing 
his poetry and reciting it in the moetings. Holi helped 
Sir 3yed in every sphr^ re of life and wrote a biojraphy 
Called Havat-e-Haved. Though Hali hrd profound regard, 
for Sir 5yod, he also opposed whenever he thought it 
necessary but not publicly. On vjomen's education, Hali 
appears to have difference v/ith Sir Syed. For Sir Syed 
did not much importance to female education while Hali 
v;as of the opinion that male and female education should 
go together as they were compler^ ient-ry (135, 136, 138), 
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Shlbll Nautnanl 
Shibli Nauroani, born in the year of Indian mutiny at 
Bindul in the Azamqarh district, came under the influence of 
Sir Vyed in 1882. He was persuaded to accept the post of 
Lecturer li. Persian and Arabic at the College. The chief 
fomative influence on his mind, besides sir Syed v/es that 
of Dr. Arnold, Professor of Phiclosophy at Alioarh who 
introduced him to western literary criticism and helped to 
9Jnt enlarge his mind. 
In 1^92, ho undertook a tour to c-yot .-TI ' Turky vdth 
the tvto fo\^ object of recuperating his h?alth and collecting 
material for his important work Al-Farucu !iis S3farnaroe»e~ 
f.'!isr~o«Sham« published on his return frcn bis tr-vel, is 
a valuable document etnbodyinq his observstiops on the 
general intellectual and political decadonco of the 
countries visited. 
In 1904, he took over the mannnonant of Nadvat-ul-
Ulama, an Academy founded for the cduc tlon of Ulemas by 
lAoharrsnad Ali of Kanpur. The object of this institution was 
to bridge the gulf betv/een nuslimG with 2 v;ostern education 
and the ulema by introducing tho study of English in its 
curriculum. 
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Another useful work of his was the founding of the 
Dar^ul-f/usannifin at AzaniQarh to Gncojrage rpr>earch. The 
Acadyfiiy is in a flourishino condition today, Shibli's chief 
critical worU is 3hi'rul~Aja<nt or a iiistory of Poetry in 
five volumes (1399-1918), For some time ho had boon at -vork 
on Sirat-u.-Nabi a coraprehansive and criticnl life of the 
Holy Prophet, Left unfinished it \-jao corr.pleted by .'.'atilvi 
Sulairaan t^auvi. 
As a man Shibli v;as oolci, fcerlecr. on i independent 
liberal in politics and a stanch sapport<v of the r.ongress, 
he was a moildant critic of Sir Syed's ti::.o sorvlng political 
creed and the Mi slim League, 
There is a basic difference of doproach between Shibli 
and Sir Syed. ' hereas Sir Syed rejects mi acles in toto, 
Shibli neither accepts nor rejects thon. Ho defines miracle, 
with Shah Valiuilah, as an evont of on extrnordinary nature, 
which is against BveryUay exporion-G, but which does not 
contravene the chain of causation, 
4dR The theological writings of Shibli are a good 
surxiary of the views of Islamic relationalists. Ills treatment 
is neither exhaujitivo nor consistent. He is neither a cogent 
reasoner nor an original thin!:or. iiis notes on evoluetion 
and the origin and presence of evil, v^ e^r he could not 
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get much support frcxn earlier muslim writers, are rudiment ry 
and unconvincing (155, 156, 157). 
Maulvi Zakaullah : 
f^ aulvi ZakauXlah was one of inportant followers of 
Sir SyeU and was a strong supporter of Aliy.rh Movement. 
He v;as pon contributer a£ to the Gazotte and v;.3s the author 
of 143 books published from the Aligarh Institute. He 
rendered important services to tho causec of the new iearrdng 
by translating the books on Science and Mathematics from 
English into Urdu and bv writing numerous text books on 
subjects like History, Geography, Econondcs, i thics and 
Literature. He was of the view that higher education should 
be imparted in Indian vernacular languages. Inspite of some 
differences v/ith sir Syed, ho actively participated with 
Sir syed, (165-67). 
B-i-sideo p.bovc, some irnportont followers of Sir Syed 
\:QTO Aftob Ah'ned Khen, f.VjUlvi '^zir Ahmad and Syed Mohwood, 
(130, 146, 160). Syed J.'ahmood v/as the son of Sir Syed. Both, 
he and Sir Syed fr>lt the ncce??sity of Ennlish education, 
planned and thought the schemes for the foundation of a 
?.1UElim University. According to Dr. Sh?n .'tih-imr^ ad, most 
of the schemes of Syed Ahrn,-<d could succeed due to Syed 
ftehmood's energy. 
CHAPTER 1 .7 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The Aligorh f-tovement started by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
and his enthusiastic followers becamo a University in 1920. 
The Aligarh Muslim 'Jniversity v/as established on 17th 
Deceiriber, 1920 after the adoption of the A./^UU. Act by the 
Central Assembly of the Governtr.ent of India. The University 
hac nov; become one of the most famous seats of learning 
in the country and in the muslim v/orld. The University 
imports instructions in several branches of rts and science 
and has very \\'ell equipped Faculties for the .--pplied and 
general course.-,. It offers excellent facilities for research, 
haB very nood residential c^ ccoir.r.oi.'otlon for scholars and 
teachers. 
Sir Syed's droam of sstaDlishing a sost of learning 
for musliins in particular and Indians in general has been 
achieved ir th ; shape of this University, The Aligsrh Muslim 
University is an atnple testimony to Sir Syed's great 
foreeight v/ith v/nich he initiated the Itovemcnt of modernising 
the muslim conirnunity. Sir Syed's another great contribution 
to create en atmosphere of secularism in the institution 
he founded. His idea from the ver^ / boginrin-j was far from 
communal as he once said :-
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"... I would be sorry if any one wore to think that 
this College was founded to mark a distinction between the 
Hindus and [..ohanritnGdans. The chief cause that led to the 
foundation of this College was, as I believe you are aware 
of• that the iVx)haranedans were becoming m.ore and tpore 
degraded and poor every day. Their religious prejuoices 
haii kept them back from taking sdvonxao? of the education 
offered by the GovernmGnt coliogos and schools; arxi 
consequently it was deoraed nocoasary that some special 
arrangement should be made for them, Iz cjn bo thus 
illustrated : suppose there dro two brotiij;r^ , one of vMom 
is qui e vi;joroas anJ Uealtay, while tiie atho-: is ill and 
is decaying; ih-an it will ---e the liucy oi tlv forrier to 
help hirr. towards his rcccv^ry. This v73s :hi jixr^ .jht which 
led Jie to thL- fcuridsticn of th;; lAchrJ.MTod.:".. A";'-ji'>-Oriental 
College. Dut I ar. hapPY to be able to s.r/ th-t both brothers 
iGCeivG th-: same instrJCtior. ir. the: college. All the 
rights ^t the Ccllega which belonc tc one wno calls himself 
a ••ohjiT.medan, bslong without any restriction to him els© 
who calls hinsDlf a Hindu, There is not tho least 
distinction betv^ reen the Hindus and tho f'lohamedans. Only 
he can claim tho reward who earns it by his avn exertions. 
Both Hindus and fvohammodans are equally enti-cled to 
scholarships at the college both are treated equally as 
boarders. I regard the Hindus and ?<k)hanmodans as nay two eyes. 
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The great ideals of the founder have so much 
influenced to the course of development of the conxnunity 
and the people of the country' that it has not only cultivated 
in the founding of a University but has been reg rded as a 
movement. The Aligarh ..'ovement, in the v/ords of President 
Fakhruddin Ali Ahmad : 
"Syed Ahmad Khan*s decision to eschew politics and 
concentrate on education was made after c.roful study of the 
then prevailing situation. As Pandit Jiohru rightly summed 
up "Sir Syed's decision to concentrate on western education 
for muslims was undoubtedly a right one. Sir Syed's acti ities, 
although seemingly very moderate, vv3re on the right revolu-
tionary direction. 
It is because of such basic idealc arv* teachinnr, of 
the Founder that Aligarh I<^ uslim University has come to be 
regarded not morely a Univorr-ity bui. <: r.o.o::rp.t. This 
Movement had vai-iou-j tnisoions to f ilfil, Ono, r.s I said, 
was the mission of involving the I'U'-.lim Cornrr.unity in the 
educational process; the othor .v::3 tho misGion of scientific 
attitude of toieruAce sna cz cptancc of r-ll othor communities 
and involving thein, too, in the od'.!cai ional stream. The third 
mission was a cuJcUiol mission. The •nivor-iy would have to 
Continue those miGsions. ^ 
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CHAPTER 2*4 
elASSIFIED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ALIGARH MCVB1ENT 
1. EHTISmM HU5AIN (Sy«d). Aligarh Tahrik ke a§asi 
pahlu. (In Nasim Qurtshi, ed. Aligarh Tahrik : 
Aghaz ta iraroz. P 17-46). Aligarh, Muslim Univer-
sity, 1960. 
Gives the historical background and main concepts 
of Aligarh Movement which was mainly the result 
of the conflict of east and west and is also 
called sometimes the renaissance. Describes how 
this movement affected the political, economic, 
social, religious and literary life of the Indians 
in general and of muslims in particular, sir 3yed 
v;as the founder of the rtovement and his followers 
gave their full cooperation in strengthening the 
Movement. It was started in 1870. Gives the 
activities of Sir syed and his followers in detail. 
2. JAIN (M S). The Aligarh Movement in outline. Gh, 3. 
(In Jain, M.S. The Aligarh Movement : Its origin 
and development 1858-1906. P 24-38). Agra, Sri Ram 
Mehra, 1965. 
After return from England in 1867, Sir Syed was highly 
influenced with English people and considered that 
western education for muslims was necessary for their 
progress. r4uslims had feelings of dislike for western 
education. Sir syed tried to remove these mis-
understandings. Scientific Society was established and 
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Institute Gazette and Tahzil>"Ul-Akhlaq were started 
to publish. The MAO College was started on 24th May, 
1875. He managed to combine religious and moral 
education with the v;estem education, 
3. KALIM SHAHBJ« Zaklr Saheb ne kaha. SS Hall Rev. 
1,2; 1970-71; 57,58• 
Extracts from the addresses and lectures of Dr. Zakir 
Husain about Aligarh Movement are given. The view 
that the history of Aligarh is the history of 
intellectual movement is presented in the lasting 
element (the most powerful influence of Aligarh 
Movement)• 
4. SHAN MUHAfiV.V\D. Aligarh Tahrlk. Ch 3. (^ Shan Muhammad, 
Sir Syed tarikhl va siyasi aine maen. P 39-48). Aligarh, 
Anwar Book Dlpo, 1967. 
Describes all the aspects of Aligarh Movement. States 
that muslims were afraid of western education and 
the association vdth English people was considered 
as *kufr*« Vi/estern education had been spread among 
hindus with the attempts of Raja Ram '.tohan Rai while 
muslims were against the wfst€yri edocatio-A. S,v Sy^td 
fait iKa--wec^ssi^ of relig'^ous Ye-^o-r-vwatvow 3-v\c:4 
•SVayt«M tb pu-blisU TaW-iTb-ul-AK-KUCJ. Wst old Social . _^^ . 
customs and pra tices were criticised. He planned to 
establish a University and started a movement known 
as Aligarh hbvement. He emphasised on western 
•ducatlon but retained oriental education. Made a 
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Conmittee to search the causes of not adopting western 
education* Madarsa was established on 24th Mayt 1875 
and in 1877 it was converted into hVKQ College. I.tohavn-
medan Educational Conference wac established in 1386 
for the improvement of education and strengthening 
the movement* 
SJOOIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Sir Syed aur Aligarh. (In 
Nasim Qureshi, e^. Aligarh Tahrik : Agjiaz ta imroz. 
P 1-27). Aligarh, f/iuslini University, I960. 
This is an introduction of the book 'Aligarh Tahrik : 
Aqhaz ta imroz*. edited by Nasim gureshi. This book 
constitutes some selected articles duly revised from 
the Aligarh f/agazine (Aligarh No.), 1953-54 a 1954-
55 by different teachers and old boys of the lfr»iver-
sity. All the aspects of Aligarh Eovement have been 
covered in these articles, e.g. its influence on 
religion, Urdu Language & literature, western educa-
tion, etc. It discusses Sir Sy«d»s attempts for 
reformations after Mutiny of 1857. Sir Syed*s 
efforts to remove the eneraity between English people 
and muslims are also admirally enuneroted. 
- HISTORY & BACW3R0UND 
6. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Sir syed aur Aligarh. (^ 
Nasim Qureshi, £d. Aligarh Tahrik : Aghiz ta imroz. 
P 19-31). Aligarh, rJkJslim University, I960. 
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Gives the historical background of the Movement. 
From 16th century to about 18th century Mughal 
dynasty were quite safe from external invasions. 
After ISth century with the invasion of Nadir Shah 
there were external attacks as v/ell as internal 
disturbances as a result of which central govern-
ment weakened. Upto the end of 18th century. 
East India Company was the dominent force in the 
whole of the country. With the development of 
English people, Jagirdari system was breaking and 
Capitalist system was taking its place. Farmers were 
exploited. Science and technology was making progress. 
Some people were in favour of old traditional 
activities while others were ready to adopt the 
new syst«ns» 
7. HAFIZ MINAI. Aligarh Tahrik aur shibll. Aljg fteg. 
Aljqarh No. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 257-58. 
Giving the importance of Shibli and his works in Aligarh 
Movement, gives the main points of Aligarh /viovement. 
8. JAIN (M S). The historical background. Ch 1. {Jj\ 
Jain, M.S. The Aligarh Movement : Its origin and 
development 1858-1906. P l-8>. Agra, Sri Ram Mehra, 
1965* 
The historical background of the Aligarh r^ toveraent is 
given from the early period to the Mutiny of 1357. 
During the 19th century, India saw three revolutions -
the religious, the economic and the political. The 
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old social order become lose. Nev; currents in the 
sphere of religion, philosophy, lit>rature, social 
institutions and economics were let loose. Due to 
some reasons stated in the article muslitns were 
backward in education as well as in the govornment 
services in comparison v/ith the hindus. 
9. MUSHTAQ HUBAIN. Sir syed ke chand ghair raatbua 
khatut. Fikr.»o»Na2ar. 4,1; Jan, 1963; 117-21. 
Describes several letters of Sir ^yed v;ritten to 
Khwaja ftohd. Yusuf, father of i<hvvoja Abdul iv^ ojid, 
who was a raees and a famous lawyer and was close 
to Sir Syed. These letters are important in the 
study of Aligarh fttovement. 
10. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). fAiqadma (1) Pas lAanzar. (In 
Nizani, Idialiq Ahmad. Armugharv-e-Aligarh. P 7-13). 
Aligarh, Educational Book House, 1974. 
Gives the historical background of Alioarh ftovement. 
Describes 19th century as a turn from the old system 
to nev; system. Describes the social values which 
changed with the time. In this background Sir Syed 
opened his eyes and started his ftovecnent and estab-
lished mo College. 
11. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Sir Syed ka" maghribi talim 
ka tasawur aur us ki nifaz Aligarh maen. Fikr-o-Nazar. 
6,2; Apr, 1965; 35-67. 6,3; July, 1965; 56-85. 6,-1; 
Oct, 1965; 1-27. 7,1; Oct, 1966; 41-62. 7,3; Apr, 1967; 
1-16. 8,2; Jan, 1968; 74-85. 
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This is the series of essays written by the author 
on Aligarh T/tovement. In the period of Sir Syed there 
v/as a conflict between old and new ideologies. At 
last nev; ideologies brought by English people 
succeeded because it was filled with latest educational 
and progressive thoughts. In these essays he has stated 
the irrportance of western education. 
12. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Sun to sahi jahan maen hai 
tera fasana^  kya". Fikr^o-Nazar. 3,4; Oct, 1962; 
65-119. 
Important extracts have been provided from different 
sources regarding sir Syed and Aligarh J'tovernent, e.g., 
Havat-i-Javed, his lectures, reports and articles, 
addresses, sipasnamas. etc. 
13. SUROR (A1 Ahmad). Samandar par se Sir 3yed ke khatut. 
(In Surur, Al Ahmad. Tanqidi Ishire, 4th ed. P 145-
152). Lucknow, Idara-e-Farogh-i-Urdu, 1964. 
Gives the description of some letters of Sir syed 
written to his followers from London whore he vxrites 
about the social life of London and how his mind is 
influenced with the educational pattern of their 
schools and universities and the idea of establishing 
a college on its pattern is established in his mind. 
Coming to India he st.-rted to publish Tahzib-ul-Akhla,q 
on the pattern of Spectator and Tetlar and established 
f.WO College. These letters are helpful in understanding 
his educational and political mission. 
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- SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY ( Role of - ) 
14. ASGHAR ABBAS, Scientific Society, Aligarh. Hamari 
Zaban, 28,14; Apr 8, 1969; 5-6 & 8. 
This article deals vdth the establishment of Scientific 
Society at Ghazipur and later transferred to Aligarh. 
It deals with the aims & objectives of the Society. 
About 40 books were translated through the Society. 
A weekly journal Scientific Society Gazette started 
from the Society. During the period Sir Syed saw the 
dream of Aligarh Jtovement and to understand the 
Aligarh tovement, it is necessary to study it. 
15. ASOiAR ABBAS. Sir Syed ki Scientific Society. 
Fikr-o-Nazar. 12,3; 1972; 81-98. 
Says that Scientific Society was first of its kind 
in India which was secular in its aims 8. objectives. 
Its first session held on 9th January, 1364 at 
Ghazipur. Its aims & objectives were - to translate 
books of different subjects written in English or 
any European languages into Urdu or any Indian 
language; to publish rore books of old authors. 
It transferred to Aligarh on 6th Juno, 1864, Allotted 
translation of some books on the subjects of Scionco, 
Social Sciences, History 8. Humanities. Efforts were 
made for raising its funds. Only 15 books were 
published, from the Society in v/hich 11 are now 
available. Details of available books are given. 
To understand tho Aligarh r^ tovement the study of 
Scientific Siociety is essential because it is the 
starting point of Aligarh ?/i0vement. 
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16. f^ USHTAQ HUSAIN. Scientific Society maon Sir Syed 
ki pahll taqrir. Fikr-.o*Nazar« 3,4; Oct, 1962; 
127-34. 
This is the first lecture delivored in the Scientific 
Society established in 1864 at Ghazipur in its session 
on 9th January, 1864. sir Syed gives the objectives 
of scientific Society : to translate the books on 
Art and Literature in Indian languages; to publish 
old and rare books. Four languages Urdu, Hindi, 
Arabic and Persian were chosen for translations. 
17. SHERWANI (Harun Khan). Sir Syod ke tin ghair matbua 
khatut. Fikr-o-Nazar. 1,3; July, 1960J 101-04. 
These three letters were written to Mohd. Gaoed Khan 
under whose supervision old important buildings of 
the College, e.g., Strachey Hall, Victoria 3ato, etc. 
were built. One of these letters gives the role of 
Scientific Society and its journal 'Alijarh Institute 
Gazette' in the Aligarh htovement. 
18. SIDDIQI (A A)• Syed Ahmad Khan and the Scientific 
Society. Alig f/ag. 1970-71; 5-11. 
Describes that Sir Syed felt the necessity of western 
education specially for muslims. He made attempts to 
disseminate the scientific knowledge through trans-
lations in one of the languages of the country through 
this Society. It was considered necessary for improving 
the conditions of the people. Scientific Society was 
established at Ghazipur and later it v/ao shifted to 
Aligarh. It led to the birth of Aligarh P'ovement. 
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The efforts of Sir Syed for improving its financial 
condition have been discussed. Besides translation 
work. Society published its journal "The Institute 
Gazette" for popularisir^ its activities. 32 subjocts 
were selected for translation work. Later on Society 
couldn*t continue its activities because sir Syod 
started to devote all his energies for the cause 
of establishing an educational institution at 
Aligarh. 
19. YUSUF HUSAIN KHAN. Scientific Society ke mutblliq 
qhaiT matbua khatut. Fikr-o-Nazar, 4,2; Apr, 1963; 
L-50. 4,3; July, 1963; 51^100. 4,4; Oct, 1963; 101-40. 
5,1; Jan, 1964; 141-90. 
These letters deal vvith the ;cientific society which 
was founded on January 9, 1884 vvith the objectives of 
translating the works on art and science from English 
to Indian languages wliich are in common use and to 
search for and publish rare and valuable oriental 
worics. The study of these letters is essential in 
understanding the Aligarh I.'ovemont. 
- INSTITUTE GAZETTE (Role of - ) 
20. ASGHAR Ji^ BBAS. Sir Syed ke Institute Gazette kl 
ahmiyat. Urdu Adab. 1; 1970; 79-84. 
Gives the relation of journalism and literoture and 
that is why literary figures hove also a ploco in 
journalism, e.g. Sir Syod was also great journ,-:;list 
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who started Syed-ul-Akhbar. Tahzib-ul-AkhlaQ and 
Institute Gazette. Gives detailed description, 
importance of Institute Gazette* Through this Sir 
Syed threv; light on different political activities 
and problems of muslims and it played an important 
role in the fulfilment of Aligarh f.'ovement. 
21. ASGHAR ABBAS. Urdu sahafat par Gazette ko asrat. 
Ch 8. iln Asghar Abbas. Sir Syed ki sahafat. P 227-
51). Delhi, Anjiflnan-i-Taraqqi-e-Utdu Hind, 1975. 
Gives the importance of Sir Syed as a Journalist 
and the influence of Gazette on Urdu journalism. 
Describes the historical back ground in which 
Institute Gazette was started. Sir Syod felt the 
draw backs of Urdu journalism and tried to remove 
them v^ dth the help of English journalisiTi. English 
style of journalism can bo seen in the Gazette. 
In Gazette Sir Syed wrote the articles on various 
subjects. Various extracts about the principles of 
journalism and duties of a journalism are given. 
- TAH2IB-UL-AKHLAQ ( Role of • ) 
22. ABID HUSAIN (Syed). Syed ka" khuab aur us ki ta'bir. 
(In Nasira Qureshi, ed. Aligarh Tahrik : Agjiaz ta 
imroz. P 1-10). Aligarh, Muslim University, I960. 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq was an important journal which 
Sir Syed started in 1880 for the strengthening of 
Aligarh Movement. The article gives the aims and 
objectives of Tahzib.uA~Akhlaq in all the fields 
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It was discontinued due to Sir 3yed»s pre-occupations 
in Aligarh College. He succeeded in the reforraation 
of nBJslims to a great extent. 
23. ALTAF HUSAIN IWNl. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq aur jadid Urdu 
Adab. Aft^b. 3; 1974-75; 8-12. 
Discusses role of Tahzib-ul-Akhlag in all fields of 
life specially in promotion of Urdu Literature. It 
was started on the pattern of Tetler and Spectator. 
As the papers were doing reformation in England, 
Sir Syed started Tahzlb»ul-Akhlaq to rGform his 
community and to change the ndnds. As the old 
traditions had become mixed up with the religion, 
he also tried to reform religious practices by 
writing the commentaries of Quran on scientific 
basis. 
24. FARRUl^ l JALALI. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq ki yad. liamari 
Zaban. 30,5; Feb 1, 1971; 3 & 12. 
Deals with Sir Syed's imagination of the education 
for the conmunity and a message for Urdu Literatu e. 
The block of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq v;as prepared in London, 
Its Bnglish name was *i'A)hanamedan Social Reformer'. 
?.^ slims were surrounded in old traditions of religion, 
artificiality, economic and political crisis. Tahzib-
ul-Akhlaq is first journal which played an important 
role in reformation, sir Syed and his followers wrote 
so many articles on Aligarh Ntoveraent in Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq. These articles are good aiamples of Urdu 
essays. 
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- IJUCmmiEDPiU EDlCATIOr^VL COrNlFERENCE ( Role of - ) 
25. JAIN (MS). The ftohatranedan educational Conforonco. 
Ch 6. iJLn Jain, M,S. The Aligarh /."ovement : Its 
origin and developaent 1858-1906. P 73-91). Agrai 
Sri Ram Mehra, 1965. 
rtohamrnGdan Educational Conference has great 
importance in spreading western education and in 
the Aligarh Movement. It v/as established in 1386. 
Gives the aims and objectives of the Conferonce 
and its role in changing the minds of the masses. 
- Compared with imiAU MATIONAL COrCRESS 
26. EH^ ISHA^ ^ Hl^AIN (Syed). Aligarh Tahrlk ke asasi 
pahlu, (Jn Nasim Qureshi, ed,. Aligarh Tahrik : 
T^ ghaz ta imroz. P 42-43). Aligarh, Mislim University, 
1960. 
When Indian National Congress Party was established, 
the English Government started to oppose it and 
banned its employees to participate in the Congress. 
Sir syed who had seen the horrors of mutiny did not 
want that the muslims should take part in politics 
and so he was opposed to Congress. Ha v;3S of the view 
that no Indian had the qualities of leadership. As 
the muslims v;ere backv;ard in education as well as 
in other worldly matters called not to join Congress 
but to learn western education. i«4««=siM»i&iiii4*«l 
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27. r40HD, OZAIR. Maulvi Nazir Ahmad ke lekchar. Flkr-o-
Nazar. i,4j Oct, 1960; 33-35. 
Sir Syed was not in favour of joining the Indian 
National Congress. He considered it hamrful for 
Indians in general and for muslims in particular. 
Once Bhitnji delivered a lecture in Delhi Tovffi Hall 
in favour of Congress. An other function fron the 
ante-Congress was held on 5th October. Hero .Maulvi 
Nazir Ahmad delivered his first lecture against 
the Congress and described the causes of his O; po-
sition to Indians participating in politics. 
- Influence on \M3U LITERATURE 
28. ABDUL HAQ. Sir Syed - ek khaka. f.teh-i-Nau. 8,2; 
May, 1955; 7-9. 
Gives the contribution of Sir iyed in all fields of 
life. Describes his works and shov;s its influence 
on Urdu Language 8. Literature. 'Vith the effect of 
this movement simplicity came in Urdu Literature. 
He was lover of Urdu and v;hen in 1867, hindus moves 
to adopt Hindi in place of Urdu, he '.vas greatly 
griefed. Due to enemity with Urdu by hindus, hindus 
and muslims became txvo communities and caused for 
Pakistan. 
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29. ABDULLAH (Syed). Sir Syed ka asar adbiyat-i-Urdu par. 
(In Naslm Qureshi, §d^» Aligarh Tahrik : Aghaz ta 
imroz. P 281-312). Aligarh, r.^ slim University, i960. 
Describes the influence of Sir Syed and his follovvers 
on Urdu literature specially in the prose, jofore 
Sir Syed, Urdu Literature was limited to religion, 
tasavvuf, history, biographies or fiction. In the 
essays of Sir Syod we feel newness in matter. In 
writinos of Sir Syed we feel importance of intellect, 
nature and realism. His thinking pattern is scientific 
and more research oriented rather than following any 
traditional pattern. Literary views of Sir ;yed, his 
followers and their disciples are called the views 
of Sir Syed school and Aligarh Atovement. Views of 
the followers of sir Syod are given in great 
detail. 
30* ABDULIAH (Syed) • Sir Syed ka sab se bara" ko"rnama 
(Allgarh Tahrik)• Ch 1. (In Abdullah, Syed. sir 
Syed aur un ke namvar rufaqa ki nasr ka fikri aur 
fannl jayeza. P 30-37). Delhi, Chaman Book Dipo, 
1960. 
Gives the literary aspect of Aligarh Movement. 
Describes the influence of Sir Syed and his followers 
on Urdu Literature. 
31. ALTAF HUSAIN NADVf. TahzIb-ul-Akhliq aur jadid Urdu 
Adab, Aftab. 3; 1974-75; 8-17. 
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. Gives the importance of Sir y^ed's journey to 
England in 1869 where he edited * Khutbat»e-Ahtnadivah' 
and the thought of starting a journal named Tahzib-
ul-.Akhlaq came on the pattern of Tetlar and 
Spectator from which he was greatly influonced for 
the i«3c reformation of the community. Gives aims 8. 
objectives of Tahzib-ul-Akhlag and its influence 
on the literature and literary criticism. Its 
contributers stressed on describing the thoughts in 
natural way and avoiding the tasannau, takalluf, 
mub^liqha and ghilu* The literature which was the 
medium of pleasure before Sir Syed, became the 
painting of heart and its thoughts. Its main 
contribution is that it made a change in style 
from old to modern. 
32. A'ZMI (Khalil-ur-Rahman). Urdu* sha'*r-o-adab maen 
Aligarh ka* hissaT. (In Azmi, Khalil-ur-Rahman, 
Zavya-i-Nigah. P iOL-150). Gayat Adarsh Publishers, 
1966. 
States the importance of Aligarh J.'.ovement in the 
study of Urdu Literature. With the Aligarh Ifovement 
a new era of Urdu Literature starts and it can be 
said the renaissance, with effect of this Movement 
objective literature starts to bo created. The 
contribution of Sir Syed and his followers in the 
fields of different subjects including literature 
is important for the style in Urdu Language and 
Literature and it affects different schools of 
Urdu Literature, 
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33. f<«HD. OZAIR. Maulvi Nazir Ahmad ke lekchar. Fikr-.o-
Nazar* 1,4; Oct, I960; 37-40. 
Sir Syed started the use of English \yords in Urdu and 
Mali follovved it. He said that the Urdu language had 
the flexibility for the inclusion of new vvords of 
other languages. Nazir Ahmad also uses the words of 
English language^ in his lectures. Besides English, 
he also uses the Arabic words in his lectures. 
34. SIDDIQI (Rashld Ahmad). Azizan-i-Aligarh(3), Fikr-o-
Nazar. 13, 1 & 2; 1973; 53-65. 
Discusses the influence of Aligarh fovGrnent on Urdu 
literature which can be seen in the compositions of 
Sir Syed and his followers. Some important aspects 
are simplicity and conciseness. 
- BRITISH INDIAM GOVERNJvffiNT ( Role of - ) 
35. JAIN (M S ) . The role of the British Indian government 
and individual English men in the Aligarh Movement. 
Ch 10. (In Jain, M.S. The Aligarh : ovoment : Its 
origin and development 1818-1906. P 159-68). Agra, 
Sri Ram T-tehra, 1965. 
The role of the British Government and English men 
in promoting the Aligarh Movement is discussed. 
According to the author, when the Aligarh "Movement 
started, the Government of India had resolved to 
pay special attention to the education of fAohammedans. 
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The author looks at the Aligarh Movornent from another 
point of vlev/ vMch is quite interosting and worth 
noting. 
- ENGLISH PEOPLE ( Ftole of - ) 
36. JAIN (M S). The role of the British Indian Government 
and individual English men in the Alijarh Movement. 
Ch 10. (^ Jain, f.'.S. The Alijarh Movement : Its 
origin and development 1818 - 1906. P 168- ). Agra, 
Sri Ram Mehra, 1965. 
Describes in detail the services of Enolish people 
who took great interest in developing the mo College 
and the Aligarh f.'ovement. Important names are Principal 
Theodore Beck, Gardner Brown, Arnold and ftorrison. 
The views of Beck and J.'torrison were held by Sir Syod. 
- SIR SYED - LIFE & WORKS 
37. ABDUL HAQ. Sir Syed - ek khaka. f.teh-i-Nau. 8,2; 
May, 1955; 7-9. 
Gives the contribution of Sir syed in political, 
cultural* educational and other fields of life. Gives 
details of his work as */\sqr-.us-^ an;jdid', Aina-i-Akbari 
and other works. l/.utiny affected him and he thought 
to leave the country. But he changed his mind and 
wrote /\sbab—.j^Baqhavat-i-Hind and thus saved the 
lives of many muslims* He replied Hunter's book 
Indian Musalmans boldly. In 1862, he established 
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Scientific Society, the aim of which was to tronslote 
'ilml and historical books. Started Institute Gazette 
and after return from England started Tahzib-ul~Akhlaq 
where articles were v;ritten on religion, moral and 
cultural aspects and due to this he was called kafir, 
mulhid and kristan, etc. 
30. ABDUL C^YYlJtA. Sir Syed ka asar 'ahd-i^jadid ke musgl-
manon par. (Jn Abdul Qayyum. Tanqidi J^aqush. P 37-
53). Delhi A»itqad Publishing House, 1972. 
Tells that due to Sir Syed, muslims could bo saved 
in the critical period. The history of muslirriG of 
the 19th century tells how they became politi jally 
and morally weak. Reformative tendancies are seen 
in the writings of Sir Syed and for this purpose, 
vyas 
Aligarh Movement,/started. Sir Syed chcso elenionts 
of English people necessary for the progress of our 
community and propogated. Due to this most people 
of our community became against him. The movement 
is not against the spirit of religion but has tried 
to prove Islam as the religion of nature. Today the 
muslims are progressing due to this Movement. 
39. ABDULLAH (Sheikh f/ohd.). r.ushahidat va tassurat. 
P 1-107. Aligarh, Female Education Association, 1969. 
Gives the observations and impressions of Shaikh 
Abdullah, a favourite stiKlfnt of PIAO College and 
tho founder of Women's College; about Sir Syod Ahmad 
Khan and his movement. Gives di ferent life incidents 
of Sir syed and his followers, his relations with 
the Professors of the College, His viev;s about 
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religion, modern education, Movement and Mohaniniedan 
Educational Conference. 
40. ASGHAR ABBAS. Sir Syed ki zindagi ka mukhtasar khaka. 
Ch !• (is Asghar Abbas. Sir Syed ki Sahafat. P 13-
48). Delhi, Anjunan-i-Taraqqi-e-Urdu Hind, 1975. 
Gives the biographical sketch of Sir syed and historical 
background of the period. Gives extracts from his 
letters, speeches and the writings of his follov/ers 
which throw light on his life, culture and works. 
41. FARRUKH JALALI. Ghalib aur Sir Syed. /Miq I.'aq. 
Ghalib No. 1969; 271-79. 
Gives the relationship of Ghalib and sir syed who were 
contenporary. Ghalib wrote tagriz of Asar-us-Sanadid. 
Describes Sir Syed* s other works. When Sir Syed wrote 
Aina-i-Akbari, he requested for writing a tacriz for 
it. Ghalib inspired him to see towards Calcutta and 
London, In the revolt of 1857, sir Syed proved un-
usual intelligence and courage. He v/rote couseG of 
the revolt. Sir Syed v/as feeling the failure of the 
revolt. He went to Calcutta and observed the power 
for v^ich Ghalib had inspired him. From there he 
brought the concept of Scientific Society, 'hen he 
returned from Er^land, he brought the cone opt of 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq and LWO College. 
42. MOHD. YAQDB. Sir Syed. Saba. 10,1; 9-14. 
Describes the condition of ;ir syed in 1894 and gives 
the details of his writings. This is an impressive 
article written on Sir Syed. 
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43. ?.«J5HTAQ HUBAIN. Sir Syed. Aljq. Sir Sved No. 
1,53; 19561 2. 
Gives the biographical sketch of sir Syed and his 
activities from the earlier period to his death. 
Lists 33 books and articles written by Sir Syed. 
44. MISLEHUDDIN (f.1). Sir ^yed : The nan of science. 
AH Rev. 1970-71; 12-13. 
Gives the scientific attitude of mind of sir Syed 
who dedicated his whole life to the service of the 
entire nation and was a synamic figure of 19th 
century. He tried to extricate his people from the 
meshes of medieval traditionalism and impressed upon 
them the need of 'moving with the time in a modern 
scientific manner. He v/as of the view that the need 
of our society is to enter the age of sciencG and 
technology without losing the basic principles of 
our faith and idiology. He stresses for gaining 
perfection in science and in western literoture. 
To create a scientific outlook he established 
'Scientific society* in 1862 at Ghazipur which was 
shifted to Aligarh on Sir Syed's transfer, 
45. NAZfR AHfJlAD (Sufi). Akbar, Iqbal aur Sir Syed, par 
ek nazar. Alig h/iaQ, 2; 1957; 103-04. 
Gives the comparison of Akbar and sir yed and states 
that Akbar praises the activeness of Sir Syed. 
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46. NIAZ FATEHPURI* S i r Syed Ahmad Khan : Shakhsiyat 
ke aine maen. Allg f.laq» Aligarh No» 1953-54 8. 
1954-55; 75-79, 
Shows tha t Sir Syed v^ as mainly a reformer and af te r 
i t he was the author, h i s t o r i a n , j o u r n a l i s t and 
consnentator. Gives the h i s t o r i c a l background of 
S i r Syed and divides the l i f e of Sir Syed in to 
two pa r t s - P t . I - 1817-1857 and Pt . I I - 1857-1398. 
S igni f icant book* of h is f i r s t port i s Asarus-Sanadid. 
In the 2nd pa r t , he saw the mutiny and explorat ions 
of muslims and wrote Asbab»^Baqhavat-i-Hind. Second 
par t i s important in which he became a reformer; 
s t a r t ed Aligarh ^ilovement; es tabl ished Sc ien t i f i c 
Society and I'AO College. 
47. SAFDAR HUSAIN. S i r Syed ka kim. Adbi Duniya. 5 , l j 
Jan, 1960J 97-108. 
Gives ccwnparison of feudal system and s c i e n t i f i c 
system. S i r 3yed adopted Sc i en t i f i c system. Describes 
various i s sues of Aligarh Movement, e . g . , establishment 
of English schools a t Ghazipur, */A0 College, s c i e n t i f i c 
Society, i ssue of Tahzib-ul-Akhlag. e t c . Also qives 
the r e l ig ious views of S i r Syed. 
48. SHAHNAZ HASHMI. Hadis- i -digran. Alig Mag. Aligarh 
No. 1953-54 8. 1954-55} 173-6. 
Gives the views of d i f fe ren t liter-ory persons, ph i lo-
sophers and leaders of the world about S i r Syed and 
his University w^iich throw l i g h t on the personal i ty 
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of Sir Syed and his aims and objectives. Some important 
figures are Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, H.A.R. Gibb, Khalida 
Adib Khanam, H.G. Flavdinson, C.F. Andrews and Sir 
Theodore Morrison. 
49. SHERWANI (Haroon Khan). Sir Syed ke akhirf a'/yim. 
Mai Kiran. 23,7; 4-5. 
Gives a letter of Shaikh Abdullah, the founder of 
Women's College, written to the author v.tiich throws 
light on the last days of Sir Syod's life. It gives 
the description of Syed Mahmud's attitude tovards 
his father and Sir Syed's views about hiia. This is 
an important document in the study of Aligarh 
fJiov^ Qent. 
50. S i m QI (Rashid Ahmad). Sun to sahi jahan raaen hai 
tera fasana kya(2). Fikr-o-Nazar. 4,lj Jan, 1963; 
1-48. 
Irnpjortant abstracts from different sources, e.g. 
addresses, lectures, reports, articles, etc. not only 
by Sir Syed but also by various followers of his 
regarding explaining views on nation, ncTtionality, 
aims & objectives of University fi. Allgarh Movement 
upto 1947 are given. 
51. SURQR (A1 Ahmad)• Tahzib aur adab maen Sir syed k§ 
karnaraa". (In, Surur, Al Ahmad. Adab aur nazarya. 
P 33-61). Lucknov/, Idara-o-FaroQ]>-e-Urdu, 1954. 
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Gives the meaning of civilization and literrture and 
their aspect is broadened. Describes the values of 
old civilization known as mashraqivat the follov^r 
of which was Akbar and Sir Syed»s Aligarh lovetnent, 
his concept of nationality. Sir Syed established 
Scientific SocietyI the aim of which was translation 
of nnglish books into Urdu; started Institute Gazette 
and requested to Parliament for a varnacular Univej> 
sity. Later he emphasized the suitability of En ;lish 
for higher education. 
- A-S A JOURfiALlST 
52. ALTAF HUSAIN NADVI. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq aur jadid Urdu 
Adab. Aftab, 3; 1974-75; 8-12. 
Gives the importance of Sir Syed's jcurney to -ngland 
in 1869 where he saw some new .spocts in litoroture 
and civilization. Tho thought of st irting Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaw came I the block of which was prepared in 
England. He examined the Tetlar and spectator 
published under the editorship of Steel and Addison 
and was greatly influenced by the style and aims and 
objectives. He did editing work of Savvedul Akhbar. 
established Scientific Society at Ghazipur and brought 
out its journal Aligarh Institute Gazette. S.arted 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq on the pattern of spectator and 
Tetlar. sir Syed and his followers wrote many articles 
in different issues of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq for their 
mission. 
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53. ASa^AR XBBAS. Institute Gazette kl roshni maen 
Sir syed ki sahafat ka ek mukhtasar jayezo. Hamari 
Zaban. 28,16j Apr 22, 1969; 3-4. 
Sir syed has a many folded personality. As a journalist 
as a historian, an an essayist and as a poot. Sir Syed 
as a journalist is most prominent. Editing v/ork of 
Sawedul Akhbar was done by sir Syed though its editor 
was Abdul Ghafur. He started a journal naming Loyal 
i-foharnriiodans of India after mutiny. Its only three 
numbers camo out. Sir Syed was nreatly impressed 
by the mutiny and for it he opted journalisi;. He 
started Akhbar scientific Society in viiich the 
articles were published in both English and Urdu 
languages. The news about education were specially 
published. Its name was also Alijarh Institute Gazette. 
- PLACE IN URDU LITERATURE 
54. AFRIDI (Shahid Qaraar). Sir Syed • Ek 'amli insan. 
SStil Rev. 1,2; 1970-71; 39-40. 
Gives Shibli's quotation regarding Sir Syed v;hich 
tells that Urdu Literature was greatly influenced 
by Sir Syed. Due to sir Syed only Urdu Literature 
widened its scope to political, moral, historical 
and other aspects instead of romanticism. 
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55. AZMI (Khalil-ur-Rahman). Sir Syed ke adbi tasawurat. 
(In Azmi, Khalil-ur-Rahmah. 2avya-i-Nigah. P 91-100). 
Gaya*. Adarsh Publishers, 1966. 
States that though Hali and Shibli are tho founders 
of modern Criticism in Urdu but its foundation stone 
was laid by Sir Syed. Acc-ording to some critics. 
Sir Syed is not stylist as his style changec vdth the 
change of subject. The lesson of morals and natural 
poetry which Hali learnt from Col. Harrold aifooted 
both poetry and criticism. Tho moaning of natural 
poetry and nature is confusing in Holi. sir Syed has 
clear concept of nature and natural poetry and uses 
nature in the moaning of human nature. According to 
Sir Syed, literature is not only tho process of 
getting the pleasure but is the process of mental 
awakeness and gives OTiphasis on the living and 
dynamic language instead of paralysed and dead 
language. 
56. lHJHAl'hV^D SADIQ. Aligarh ftovement (9). Ch 13. (Bi 
f-'!uharamad Sadiq. A history of Urdu Literature. P 262-
63). London, Oxford University Press, 1964. 
Gives Sir Syed*s place in Urdu LitercJture. His earlier 
writings are ephimeral; his theological vvritings do 
not interest the modern reader. His essays are impor-
tant but these also have not added much to his 
reputation as a writer. Sir Syed also novor paid 
much heed to style, l-iis greatness lies in the fact 
that though he himself was not a great writer but 
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he was the cause of great writings in Urdu. The impulse 
he gave to literature was great; he inaujuratGd a new 
era in literature in modern India. 
- Influence of WEST 
57. Mir^AZ HU5AIN JA'JNPURI (Shaikh). Sir syed Ahmad aur 
zindagi ka nay a" sha'ur, Allq lAaQ. Ali larh No. 1953-
54 & 1954-55; 219-27. 
Gives the historical back ground of Sir Syed's age; 
shows growing English influence on religious, litor.ry 
and political 8. social life. Sir Syed folt the need of 
new education for which he was called nechari a kafir. 
Started Tahzib-ul-Akhl^q and bear nev; understanding 
in the literary, religious and social lifo of muslims. 
For the fulfilment of this understanding ho imposed 
the schemes - establishment of ocientific Society, 
starting Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq and establishment of schools 
and colleges, e.g. in Moraciabad, Ghazipur and Aligarh. 
- THOUGHTS & BELIEFS 
58. ANV/AR SIDDIQI. T»aruf. (In Anwar Siddiqi, ed. 
Intikhab-i-ftezaraln-i-Slr Syed. P 5-13). New Uelhi, 
f.'aktaba Jamia, 1972. 
This is an introduction to the collection of Sir Syed's 
essays written on different topics, e.g., religion, 
politics, education. Gives the conflict of tvx) 
civilizations in sir Syed's life and adoptation of 
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one after the mutiny. According to Prof. Rashici Ahmad 
Siddiqi, he tries to understand the problems of life 
on the basis of logic and experimenta which is appa-
rent in Tafsir-i-.Quran. Scientific Society and f.V\0 
College, etc. He was fed up with old education and 
established new style in Urdu Prose. The collection 
is helpful in knowing 3ir Syed's thoughts and ideas 
on different aspects of religious and social life. 
59. FARUQI (Shad S). Sir Syed and the Aligarh Movement. 
SSH Rev. 1.2; 1970-71; 30-34. 
It discusses the role of Sir Syed who worked tire-
lessly for the regeneration of muslims and his main 
important contribution towards their cultural and 
intellectual advancement which the author considers 
the pre-requisites to their political progress. 
Tells about religious and social reformation through 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq« Also discusses the role of the 
Muslim University in the future regeneration of 
muslims. 
60. JAIN (M S). The Aligarh Movement in outline. Ch 3. 
(In Jain, f.S. The Aligarh Movement : Its origin 
and development 1858-1906. P 24-38). Agra, sri Ram 
Mehra, 1965. 
Sir Syed was highly impressed by the moral and 
educational progress of English people when he went 
ID England in 1869. Before this visit he wa great 
admirer of native culture and great critic of English 
people. By his journal Tahzib-ul-Akhlag ho pursuaded 
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the musliras to accept the modern c iv i l i s ed way of l i f e . 
There were a number of hurdles . He t r i ed to remove 
them by vnriting i n t e rp re t a t i ons of Qjran and es tab-
l i sh ing ?'A0 College for the socia l progress of the 
community, 
61 . f/AHDI ALI KHAN (Nawab Mohsio-ul-fvlulk). ?;1aujuda Ta'l im-
o- ta rb iya t : Ek shablh. SSH Rev. 1,2; 1970-71j 9-13. 
In an a l l ego r i ca l s tory describes tb^ Inaportonce of 
western education and the horrors of i l l i t e r a c y . 
62. f.lOHD. OZAIR. S i r Syed Ahmad Khan : L'lUtal'a, shokh-
s i y a t , khatut k i roshni maen. (j^ n Masim (;ureshi, ed^, 
AlJgarh Tahrlk : Sghaz ta" imroz. P 387-412). Aligarh, 
Muslim Univers i ty , I960. 
Throws l i g h t on the manifold personal i ty of Si r Syed 
on the bas is of h is l e t t e r s wri t ten to his followers 
and gives his r e l i g i o u s , and p o l i t i c a l ideas with 
many quotations re la t ing his viev f^s for the improvenent 
of muslims. 
63. MOHD. l^ flARLK)DI^ J. S i r Syed ka naya mazhabi t o r z - i -
f i k r . Aliq» iVaq* Aligarh No. 1953-54 & 195<-55; 
177-86. 
Gives b ib l iographica l sketch of Si r syed and his 
a c t i v i t i e s i . e . eotablishment of Sc ien t i f i c .ociety, 
fitohammedan Educational Conference and f.lAO College, 
journey to England^Aft^l^eiffefto^Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, e t c . 
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Gives historical back ground of Sir Syod's attempts 
of reformation. Gives the political f econor..ic, moral 
and religious condition of rauslims of loth 8. 19th 
century. Gives Sir 5yed»s views about nature and 
religion. This is a detailed and informative article 
on Sir Syed and Aligarh f/.ovement. 
64. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). Muqadtna (2) Sir Syed ki fikr 
ke buniyidi pahlu. (^ rJizami, Khaliq Ahriad. Armughan-
i-Aligarh. P 13-30). Alioarh, Educational Book House, 
1974. 
Gives the basic aspects of Sir Syed's thinkings. For 
example, his exhortations to ther. to rnovo vdth the 
time and accept new changes. Also deals with the 
concept of conrnunity (nation); national education, 
v/estern education. United nation; his reli.^ ious viev.'s 
and his literary 8. linguistic concepts. 
65. SHAN '^O^ A^ .'MAD. The movement. Ch 3. (j^ Shan Muhammad. 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan : A political biography, P 54-85). 
f»teerut, MGienakshi Prakashan, 1969. 
Giving the background of muslims who considered the 
western education against their religion describes 
thoughts and beliefs of Sir Syed and all in.portant 
aspects of Aligarh Movement. Gives su gestions for 
improving the muslims who v^ ere backward educationally 
and economically and describes the role of Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq for reformation. Gives the educational 
campaign known as Aligarh Moverr.ent and background of 
I.iAO College and its establishment. 
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66. SHAN MJHAiAmD. Sir Syed and tho vvord qaum (nation). 
Ch 43. (j^ Shan Muharrmad, cotnp & ed. Writin ;s and 
spooches of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 265-68). Bombay, 
IJachiketa Publications, 1972. 
Sir Syed is denounced as the father of the tv;o-nation 
theory on the basis of the vjord 'nation' used frequently 
in his speeches. Describes the true opirit of sir 
Syed's approach to the v;ord 'nation'. 
67. SYED AH.',1AD ICI-iAN. Sc nadan khuda' parast aur dana" 
duniyidar kf kahini. S^H Rev. 1,2; 1970-71; 1-8. 
It is an allegorical story v/hich criticises in-
directly those people vJho are the slaves of religious 
traditions and prefers those v;ho serve the community 
and are free from these nar. ow-mindednoss and 
prejudices. 
68. SYED AHr.WD KHAN. Sir Syed speaks to you. SSH Rev. 
1,2; 1970-71; 1-2. 
This is a lecture of Sir Syed which deals with the 
importance of the College life and ca.jpares it with 
the precious book. It considers boardin i house as 
a aachine for making the nation. 
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• SCI en-IF IC OUTLOOK 
69. MIBLEHUDDIN (M). Sir Syed : The man of scionce. 
AH Rev. 1970-7Ij 12. 
Gives the scientific attitude of mind of Sir Syed who 
tried to extricate his people from the meshes of 
medieval traditionalism and impressed upon them the 
need of moving v/ith the times in modern scientific 
manner without losing the basic principles of faith 
and ideology. According to him Islam lays great 
emphasis on the acquisition and expansion of know-
ledge. He desires to give perfection in science & 
western literature vdthout forgetting k^lma that God 
is one and .Muhan^ rnad is his prophet. 
- LITEIv'\iT/ VIEVS 
70. EHTISHAM HUSAIN (Syed). Aligarh tahrik ke as-^ si 
pahlu. (Jn_ Nasira QMreshi, ^ . Aligarh Tahrik : 
Sghaz ta imroz. P 39-46). Aligarh, fuslim University, 
1960. 
Aligarh i.'ovoraent started in 1870 and influenced Urdu 
Literature* \vhich can be seen in the compositions of 
Sir ayed himself and Hali, Nazir Ahmad, Shibli and 
other follov/ers of Sir Syed. This made the literature 
active, lively. The Movement makes the boginring of 
a new stage tw*A*A<<l in the history of Urdu Liter ture. 
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71. SURUR (Al Ahmad). Sir Syed aur raa^hrib ke tahzibi 
aur adbi asarit. (In Nasim gureshi, ed. Aligarh 
Tahrik : Aghaz ta imroz. P 47-77). Aligarh iV.usliin 
Dfriiversity, 1960. 
Sir syed's 'Aovemont is an intGllGctual revolution 
through virfiich many changes carao in the civilization 
and literature. The renaissance which came in India 
with the effect of west, appeared first in Bengoli 
Literature and culture. With the result of it Sir 
Syed through Urdu Literature served cultural, edu-
cational* relinious, political and economic needs. 
As historical focts are necescary to understand the 
Ali<jarh '.'ovement, he has discussed the curses and 
virtues of the Enqlish Government. 
- RELIGIOJS VIBVS 
72. ABDUL V/ADUD. Akhbar-ul-.A]i^ yar A'uzaffarpur aur Sir 
Syed Ahmad Khan. Fikr-o-Nazar« 1,3; July, I960; 
30-31. 
Akhbar-ul-Akhvar was the fortnightly ne.vspaper of 
Scientific Society, f.luzaffarpur. GivoG he relationG 
of this paper with Sir Syed and doscribos some addresse: 
which give the life of f.fehamniedeSaheb and other 
religious views. 
73. AFRIDI (Shahid Qamar). Sir Syed : Ek 'amli insan. 
SSH Rev. 1,2; 1970-71; 34-37. 
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Gives Sir syed's religious views. He v/as shocked after 
seeing Sir William Muir's book 'Life of rohatnmad' in 
four volumes. He visited the British i.^ useum and India 
Office libraries and consulted the books necessary 
to reply the above 30ok. Vtorkod hard and wrote the 
reply of the above book and Khutbat^i-Ahraadiya» Somo 
extracts of the letter which point out his keenness 
and realisation of funds for the publication of the 
above book are given. 
74. AKBAimBADI (Saeed Ahmad). Deoband aur Allgarh. (^ n 
Nasim Qureshi, ed^, Aligarh Tahrik : ^ gj}5z ta iniroz. 
P 225-28). Aligarh, FAislim University, 1960. 
Comparing Aliiarh School with the Jooband School, 
it gives the roli^ious aspects of the .7iOvon;ent. 
There was a conflict of belief and intellect in Sir 
Syed, He favoured western educotion for rauslims and 
tried to change the frame of religious thoughts and 
removed the misunderstandings of English people and 
muslims. 
75. AKBARABADI (Saeed Ahmad). Sir Syod ka dini sha'ur-o-
^-^' Aliq •^aq. Alinarh No. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 
35-95. 
Deals vdth the religious ideas of Sir Syed, e.g., 
he was staunch muslim, had full belief on truth of 
Islam and Quran. Had also believed that r.luhangnad 
Sul'am was the last prophet. Sir Syed mainly wanted 
political and economic reformation of muslims. He 
studied Islam minutely and gave the five points. 
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Sir Syed's place as Islamic philosopher is shov;n. 
Deals with 15 rules as the basis of his writings. 
In reply to these rules t^eulana Mohd. Qasim Nanvi 
states that one should keep his logic subordinated 
to the religious laws, CHiran and Hadis. 
76. ALTAF HUSAIN NADVI. Sir Syed aur mazhab. Aftab. 
2; 1974J 54«60. 
Gives the religious views of Sir syed. From the child-
hood he was influenced vdth the religious views of his 
parents and was borne love and respect for the reli-
gion. The atnrasphere in which Sir syed was brought 
up was purely religious. At that tine thete 'vvere 
two learned persons in religion - one of Shah Ghulam 
Ali and the other of shah Wali Ullah. 3oth hod purely 
religious views. Gives his vievs about Allah, His 
prophet and Quran. 
77. EHTIsmM HUSADJ (Syed). Alfgarh tahrik ke asasi 
pahluu (^ Nasim cxiroshi, ed. Ali jarh Tahrik : 
Sgh'az ti" imroz. P 22-31). Aligarh, :,iuslitn University, 
1960. 
l^to the end of i8th century English people became 
the dominent power in Indian history. They helped 
in the spread of Christianity, o^rno roformations worr-
made in Hindu religion. In muslitns also some rformation 
were made as Waliullah's movement and the movement of 
Syed Ahmad Shaheed and Syed Ismail Shahoed. These 
were against English. After returning from London, 
Sir jyed started Tahzib-ul-Akhl^q and tried to under-
stand Islam on scientific basis. 
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78. JAIN (MS). The religious and social aspects of the 
f.^ ovement. Ch 7 {^ Jain, M.S. The Aligorh '.'ovement: 
Its origin and development 1858-1906. P 92-106), Agra 
Sri Ram Mehra, 1965. 
According to Sir Syed, the main reason of the backward-
ness of muslims was the burden of religious supersti-
tions and customs. According to him, true Islan as a 
revealed religion could never be against progress. 
HG believed th.:t the religions should bo conducted on 
the true principles of Islacn, His call was back to 
Quran. Another important aspect of his religious 
movement was to relegate religion on its 'proper' 
place in life and worldly affairs. ;ir y^ d revised 
and reformed the concepts of certain values in life, 
e.g., Ibadat, roza, zakat, etc. He argued that certain 
other deeds as learning modern ancl western education 
was also pious. According to him the essentials of 
Islam were a belief in God, as the creator of the 
universe and in Muhamriad as his prophet, '^ uran was 
God»s revelation. 
79. fMHAR (Ghulam Rasul). Sir Syed ki dini IdWLdniit. {In 
Nasim Qureshi, ed» AlTgarh Tahrik : Aghaz ta" imroz. 
P 81-101). Aligarh, Muslim University, I960. 
Describes Sir Syed*s many folder porsonality. liis 
religious activities are discussed in detail on the 
basis of which he was mostly criticised, some think 
that he was not competent of it. The author has given 
the reasons of writings on religious topics in lahzil)-
ul-Akhlaq and Tafsir. Hali has given the dangers to 
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Islam in Havat-i^Javed which Sir Syed had to face. 
For this purpose he studied Islam on nodern lines 
and tried to understand it. Some collections from 
his writings have been presented to prove iir Syed's 
activities on reformation, 
80. f/IOHD. Ur.1ARUDDIl^ » Sir Syed ka naya mozhabi tarz-i-
filcr* (In Nasim Qureshi, ed, Alicjarh Tahrik : 
Aghaz ta imroz. P 103-167), Alirarh, .uslim universityt 
i960. 
Gives historical background of sir Syed's religious 
activities. In his time the concept of religion was 
limited. So the author has given different i?.ovonents 
but the improvement of Islam lies in economic, r^ oral 
and political conditions of muslims in hie time. 
31. i.^ JKHTARUDDIN AifAO. Makatib-i-Sir Syed. Fikr-o-Nazar. 
1,2; Apr, 1960? 107-9; 113-14. 
Letters published in the /AJslim Institute Gazette or 
elsewhere and not included in the collection of Wahid-
uddin 8, Ross Masood are given hero with necessary 
sources and anno'cations. In a letter to Peer Vohd. Arif 
Saheb, he states 15 principles v/aich ./ore adopted in 
the writings of religious nature. In arK)ther letter 
to Ahmad 3aba riakhdoomi Saheb, dicur.sed som.? r.?ligiou5 
points about the translation of Cjuran. 
82. SURUR (Al Ahmad). Sir Syed ki haqlqi peinhim eur 
Aligarh ma en ek zahnT inqilab kl zuriJrat. SSH Rev, 
1,2; 1970-71; 14-17, 
. 86 -
This important article written in 1924 oives the 
religious viev;s of Sir Syed. Ho Gxamined religion 
in the light of Science. He loved Islam and he used 
it for the progress of the corumunity instead of 
superstitious charms. He managed religious education 
in fvlAO College. 
83. SYED PiWfAD KHAN. Islam and tolerance. Ch 4. {In 
Shan f.'uhanmad, comp & ed. Writings and spooches of 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, P 59-64). Bombay. Nachiketa 
Publications, 1972. 
Sir William Muir wrote a book Life of Mohammed* 
accusing Mohammedanism as being a religion of the 
sword. Sir 3yed, in reply to Muir, wrote 'A series 
of essays on the life of Mohananad and Subject subsi-
diary thereto in England. This is an oxtract from it. 
- EDUCATIONAL VIEWS 
84. XBDUL GHAFUR (Chewdhury). sir Syed ki talimi tahrik. 
(In Nasira Quroshi, ed, Alfjarh Tahrik : "AgTiaz ta imroz. 
P 415-34). Aligarh, rv\islim University. 19'60. 
Describes the educational vie^ vs of Sir Syed in detail. 
States the ruined condition of muslims before the 
mutiny and after it with v;hich sir Syed was influenced. 
Muslims were throvm out of the Government services. 
In the meantime Wahabi Movement came into existence. 
Vdth the result that the Govt.'s faith on r.iuslims was 
finished. These influenced Sir Syed's political and 
educational thinkings and he presented educational 
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policy. It discusses about Urdu-Hindi conflict. According 
to Sir Syed, Urdu was the common heritage of muslims 
and Hindus* Gives the educational scheme prepared by 
Sir Syed and Justice Mahraood and VNdshed to operate 
but he could establish a College only in Aligarh, 
He wanted a free and independent college but ho could 
not succeed in his college due to Enolish influence. 
85. ABDUL WADUD. Akhbar-ul-A]chyar Muzaffarpur aur Sir 
Syed Ahmad Khan, Fikr-o-Nazar. 1,3; July, I960; 
24-31. 
Akhba3>ul~Akhyar was the fortnightly nov.'spaper of 
Scientific Society, Town r/iuzaffarpur, distt. Turhat, 
established in 1868. Describes some important events 
letters to Sir syed about his educational viev«. 
86. ABID HUSAIN (Syed). Syed ka kjiuab aur us kl ta'bir. 
(In Nasim Qureshi, ed, Aligarh Tahrik : ^ g^haz ta 
^umm^ ****** -^ 
imroz. P 1-13). Aligarh, Iv^ uslim University, I960. 
This article states that the establishment of an 
institution for v;estern education was one of the 
motives of Sir Syed in which he succeeded. Gives the 
aims and objectives of the publication of Tahzib-ul-
AkhlaO. His view was that the College will comprise 
of three schools for medium of instruction n,-.raely 
English; Urdu and Persian & Arabic. 
87. AFRIDI (Shahid Qamar). Sir Syed : Ek 'amli insah, 
SSH Rev. 1,2; 1970-71; 35-36. 
- 88 -. 
One of the objective of Sir 5yed*s visit to England 
was to study their organisation of education and 
training, before the establishment of the College 
in India. He faced every enemity but were not 
frightened at all« 
88. AFTAB SHAi.SI. Sir Syed ka talfml tasavvurat. (Tahzib-
ul-Akhlaq ke ibtadai tin sal ke najtal'e ki roshnl maen). 
Fikr~o»Nazar. 10, 3 & 4; 1970; 85-107. 
Gives educational views of Sir oyed. AG Sir Sy.id was 
afraid of blind religious ferver of musliir.s, he presented 
a positive programme to improve the mental attributes 
of musliras and their economic conditions, which was 
possible only after learning scientific and western 
education. He faced nemerous difficulties but remained 
firm and propogated the importance of his views about 
the usefulness of western education through his famous 
journal Tahzib»ul~Akhlaq and criticised the traditional 
education. 
89, ISHWARI PRASAD and SUBuDAR {S K) • The Alijarh J/ovements. 
Ch 2 (j^n Ishwari Prasad and subodar, S.K, Hindu ."'uslim 
Problems. P 7-27), Allahabad, Chugh Publications, 1974, 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was greatly influenced by the 
English people, British attitude towards muslims was 
gradually undergoing a change. Vernacular lanjuages of 
muslims were encouraged in all GoverimommGnt schools. 
Development of a separate muslim literature with a 
bias tov;ards Arabic and Persian were to bo taught. Sir 
Syed Khan established f.'AO College, Scientific Society 
and the Aligarh Institute Gazette. 
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90. JAIN (M S). The educational aspect of the Atovonient ; 
The rAohananedan Anglo-Oriental College (1887-1398), 
Ch 4, (Jn Jain, lA.S. The Aligarh Movonent; Its 
origin and development 1858-1906. P 39-59). Agra, 
Sri Ram Mehra, 1965. 
Gives the educational conditions of imjslims before 
the establishment of MAO College. In 1875 .VAO College 
Was started as a school. In 1978 F-A. Classes were 
started. In 1881 B.A. classes were st rted. In due 
course M.A. and LL.B. Classes were also opened. In 
the beginning emphasis was laid on Urdu mediurn of 
instruction but later it was thought that English 
Was the ruling language as well as the life and the 
soul of modem sciences. In f-AO College the intollec-
tual training was followed by the physica; and equal 
emphasis was laid on sports and social activities. 
The article discusses important institutions of 
the College, e.g. Union Club. Cricket Club, etc, 
iVAO College was the one institution which was sending 
regular batches of students for study to England. 
Sir Syed was an educationist but in the opinion of 
the author his vision was confined to the muslim 
feudal classes. 
91. f^ UjOiTARUDDIN AHr.V\D. Sir Syed ke kuchh gjiair matbul 
khatut. Fikr-o-Nazar. 1,1; Jan, I960; 109-118. 
Those are some letters of Sir Syed from the collection 
of the author ftekatib-i-sir 3yed. Critical notes are 
also given in the margin. 3orae portions of the letter 
denote the importance of education. Sir Syed's hospi-
tality and educational views. 
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92. MROrrARUDDIN AHfWD. f.tekitib-i-Sir :.yecl. Fikr^o-Nazar. 
1,2; Apr, 1960; 110-11. 
Letters published in the f.iuslim Institute Gazette or 
elsowh;^ re and not included in the collection of V^ ahood-
uddin S and Ross Masood are collected here. Nocessary 
sources and annotations are also qiven. In reply to a 
letter to Abdul Haq, he states the importance of 
western education. Education should be not only to 
secure Govt, services but such subjects anci crofts 
should be taught through v/hich they can earn their 
livelihood. 
93. 5IDDIQI (Khurshid Ahmad). Sir Syed aur talim. Aftab. 
2% 1974; 6a-71. 
Gives the educational views of Sir Syed. He wanted to 
remain eastern culture but wanted to add good aspects 
of western culture. He wished that the raanagements of 
schools & colleges should be of their own and not of 
foreigners. His aitn was to create interest for higher 
education in the correnunity. In the beginning he vvas 
in favour of the pedium of instruction in vernacular 
languages but later ho advised Indians to adopt 
English.** He was in favour of female education but 
not in ordinary schools and v;as against the extra-
ordinary liberty and frankness. 
94. SYED Alimu mKN. Sir iyed and the Education Consnission. 
Ch 6. (jyn Shan Muhammad, comp 8. ed. Writin s and 
speeches of sir Syed Ahmad Khan, p 33-93). Bombay, 
Nachiketa Publications, 1972. 
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In 1882, Government of India appointed an Education 
Commission under the chairmanship of Sir v..w. Hunter 
to ascertain viev;s of responsible Indians. Sir 3yed 
was also onei of the witnesses v;ho a.:peared before 
the Education Commission. The proceedings of the 
dducation Commission commenced in the Hall of the 
Aligarh Institute. Sir 5yed appeared as a vdtness. 
The cross examination is given. 
95. SYED AHJVAD f^ jAN. The vjould-be univ .rsity of Allahabad. 
Ch 7 (^ n Shan Wuhammad, corop 8, ed. Writings and 
speeches of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 99-101). Bombay, 
Nachiketa Publications, 1972. 
\Vhen the Government wanted to make the Allahabad Univer-
sity an oriental one, sir Syed opposed this attitude 
of the Govt, and argued that Indians wanted English 
and not oriental education. 
- EDUCATION OF WOf.OI 
96. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Shaikh aur sir Syed. AMU 
Worn Coll Jv^ q. 1975; 25-29. 
Describes the establishment of f/lAO College by Sir 
Syed in 1876 after the mutiny which later became a 
University. Gives Sir syed's viev/s about fenale 
education. He was in favour of house traininj for 
girls which was the tradition of shurafas. On^ of 
the cause may be that v;hen his con,rnunity is against 
the education of boys, how it would tolorote the 
women education. This important vtork was done by 
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Shaikh Abdullah who was affected by the weak condition 
of women and started Women's College. Tho difficulties, 
he himself and Begum Abdullah had to face are described. 
- POLITICAL VIEWS 
97. 'ABDUL GHAFUR (Chowdhury). Sir Syed ki talimi tahrlk. 
(In Nasim Qureshi, e6, Alfgarh Tahrik : Ag^az ta 
imroz. P 413-28), Aligarh, Muslim University, I960. 
Gives the political aspects of the Movement vvliich 
influenced in the making of educational views. Des-
cribes the critical condition of rnuslims after the 
mutiny, the Urdu-Hindi conflict and the rnovement of 
cov*-slaughter. Also describes that Sir Syed was 
against congress as it v;as the political moveraent of 
some upper class educated persona and arjainst rnuslims 
in the beginning. Later it became national and .All 
India level after kliilafat movement, 
98, EHTISHAM HUSAIN (Syed). Aligarh tahrik ke asasi pahlu. 
(In Nasim .ureshi, e|d. Aligarh Tahrik : Ag_ha2 ta imroz. 
P 13-36), Aligarh, f'uslim University, I960. 
Gives the social economic and political conditions of 
the period especially of rnuslims. Control position 
of mughal emp4ror was becoming weaker and weaker. 
English people rose to an important place in Indian 
politics and captured slowly a number of states. English 
became compulsory for Government services. Sir Syed 
saw the fall of mughal empire and disturbances and 
the horrors of mutiny and all these influenced him. 
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He published Asbab-o^Baghawat-i-Hind and hi: Enolish 
people responsible for the mutiny. He tried to remove 
the misunderstandings of English people and muslims, 
99. HAQ (Mus&ir U)« l^ people are my nation. Ch 3. (^jn 
Haq, i\'^ shir U. f.^ uslim politics in India, 1857-1947. 
Tells that Hindus and muslims both took part in the 
mutiny of 1857 but the muslims were held responsible 
for the mutiny and made them special object of their 
vengonance. Tolls that according to Sir Syed, British 
rule was a boon and he was not prepared for partici-
pating in any Movement which nioht lead the country 
to another mutiny. He advised Indians in Qeneral and 
muslims in particular to obstain from the Congress 
and to be united, 
JDO. ISHV^RI PRASAD and SU3EDAR (S K). The Aligarh f/loveaents. 
Ch 2. (!£ Ishwari Prasad and Subedar, S.K. Hindu f.iisli 
problems, P 7-27). Allahabad, Chugh Publicationst 1974. 
After the mutiny the e were misunderstandings between 
the muslims and English people but vdth the at empts 
of Sir 3yed the attitude of English people gradually 
changed. Muslims were considered backv.ard in education 
and their languages were encouraged. According to author 
these were the se^ d^s of muslim separatism which grew 
up later in the tree of Pa istan. It tells that Sir Syed 
Was liberal and believer in Hindu-, uslim Unity in the 
beginning of his career and was renerded a great 
nationalist leader by both the com unities. 
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101. JAIN (MS). The political aspect of the Movement. 
Ch 3 & 9, (^ n Jain, M.S, The Aligarh Afevenent : 
Its origin and development 1858-1906. P 111-58). Agra, 
Sri Ram i\"ohra, 1965. 
r/ost important political objective of the Alijarh 
ftovement v/as the attairenent of an equal share for 
the tnusllras vis-a-vis the hindus in the future set 
up of India. The leaders of the Aligarh .fovoinent 
feared that the longer corrmunitv vwuld totally 
override the interests of smaller community in 
parliamentary form of Government and muslims would 
never prefer under a Government found on deraacratic 
principles. The Jlligarh Institute Gazette, chief 
organ of the Movement v/rote a number of articles 
against the demand for an Indian Parliament. They 
thoyght that the Parliamentary Government would be 
pre-mature and was not suitable for India. The author 
has given sir Syed»s political views and his relations 
with Indian National Congress. 
102. JA^r (Moin Ehsan). Angrezon aur rmjsalmanon ke darmiyan 
mufahimat kl koshish (Sir Syed ki tahrik). Ch 3. (In 
Jazbi, Moin Ehsan. Hali kg" Siyisi Sha'ur, P 4o-32). 
Lucknow, Ehbab Publishers. 1959. 
According to author Sir Gyed's 'bvemant was political. 
Sir Syed preferred English service instead of Bahndur 
Shah because ho thought that only En jlish people '.vere 
able to rule. He laid stress on English oducction and 
cooperation with the English people. The mover.iont 
started since 1870 with the issue of Tahzib-ul-AkhlaQ. 
He tried to remove the mis-intorprei^ation that muslims 
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were responsible for mutiny by vjriting Asbab-o-Baqha vat-
i-Hind. In it he traces the causes of mutiny and 
responsibility of mutiny is fixed on English pooplc 
Also gives ethicalt social* educational and religious 
views of Sir Syed, Establishment of Scientific Society 
and uVKO Colleqe v;ere his attempts to create cooperction 
between muslims and Enalish people. 
103. fAOHD. ASHRAF. Aligarh aur siyisiyatz-i-Hind. (In 
Masim Quroshi, ed, Aligarh Tahrik : "Agtiiz ta imroz. 
P 171-92). Aligarh, r.'uslim University, I960. 
Describes the role of Aligarh in Indian politics. One 
aspect of it is the concept of muslim nationalism, as 
a result of v/hich f."uslim League v/as established and 
Pakistan came into existence. Gives the comparison 
of Sir Syed with Raja Ram f.'ohan Rai but says that 
their periods and the communities to which they had 
to reform were quite different. After 1848, iir Syed 
becane fed up with the old political system. For 
mutiny, he blamed the Govt, for not tackling the 
relationship with Indians. r»*jislims v;ere backward in 
education, in services, in business and also in all 
spheres of life, sir Syed and his followers tried to 
improve the community. Aligarh also played important 
role in the freedom movement and after 1911, old policy 
of the College of Pro-Govt. expired when Government 
refused to make a fAuslim University and to recognise 
all the muslim colleges v/ith this University. Alicjorh 
took great interest in the Boycot lioveinent by Gandhiji 
and Jamia f/dllia came into existence. In the last he 
has mentioned some loaders vjho were old boys and took 
part in the freedom moverent. 
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104, iMaiD. ASllRAF. Aligarh kl siyosi zindagl. Ali.j :.aq. 
Aliciarh Ho» 1953-54 8. 1954-55; 157-71, 
Gives the contribution of Aligarh in the ;x)litical 
and social movements. Gives the conditions of that 
time. Deals '.ith Roja Ram f'ohan Hai's and roformation 
and Wfhabi nioveraents. In his opinion their failure 
influenced Sir Syed In his political thinkings, sir 
Syod*s creative v/orks are given and details the 
differences '/ith Shibli in the last days due to the 
fact that Shibli was the follower of Jamal Afghani 
and VVQS not influenced with English people. 
105. rJAUVI (Nurul Hasan). Sir Gyed aur quoiiii tatirik. 
Fikr-o-Nazar. 11,2; 1971; 63-80. 
The author in this article gives argurtoents in reply 
to some historians who fix responsibility of partition 
of the country on sir Syed and Aligarh i.'.ovement and 
have regarded Sir Syed as the founder of the tvx> nation 
theory and one of the earlier builders of Pakistan. 
The author of this article has tried to oxonino the 
above statement in the light of liis political thoughts. 
It describes the causes of mutiny as stated by sir 
Syed in his Asbab-e-D:qhawat-i~Hind and states that 
its failure was inevitabl due to lack of leadership. 
Sir Syod tried to remove the rr.isundorstDndinjG betvjoen 
English people and muslims and considered all the 
communities of India as one nationality. He was in 
great favour of united nation. Ho thought that muslims 
were backward in education and could/play a role in 
any moveracnt so he estdblished iMAO College '. " oharnmodan 
Educational Conference. 
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106. RA.v GOPAL. Sir Syed and Justice Amir Ali. Ch 5. 
(In Ram Gopal. A political history (185tVi947). 
P 44-52). Bombayt Asia, 1959. 
Deals with the reasons of mutiny and the activities 
of Sir syed, e.g., Tahzibul-Akhlaq, scientific <ociety, 
and i'AO College. Also gives the comparison of Sir Syed 
and Justice Amir Ali vho has groat contribution in 
muslim politics. 
107. SsiARAFAT liUSAIH I'lKZA* Sir 'Tyod Ahmad Sijnor maen. 
Urdu Adab. 1; 1965j 97-117. 
Gives the biographical sketch of Sir Syed and has 
detailed accounts and vvorks composed upto that time. 
Describes his activities in the mutiny which helped 
in Saving the lives of English people - development of 
friendship v/ith English people, sir Syed advised the 
Government not to punish those who did not participate 
in the mutiny and v/rote Asbab^e-" ^ agha .at-i-Hind. States 
that Ids stay in Bijnor was important as here the 
thought of Aligarh F.'iovement came in his mind. 
108. SURUR (Al Ahmad). Sir Syed k'a haqiqi paigjiam aur 
Aligarh maen ek zahni inqilab kl zururat. SSH Rev. 
1,2; 1970-71; 14-18. 
Tliis article va-itten in 1924 has groat importance today 
also. It gives the some important views of Sir Syed 
including political views. 3y instituting the Gazette 
and writing Asbab-e-Bagha^vat-i-Hind he tried to 
remove the raisunderstandings botvjeen English people 
and muslims. On the other hand he tried to avoid the 
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Congress and adopting western education. He examined 
the religion in the light of science. The objective of 
Aligaiti was not only the means of providing the Govt, 
services but it was more than that which failed. 
109. SYED AHmo fOjAN, Asbab-e-Baghawat-e-Hind. Ch 1. 
(In Shan Muhamraad, comp & ed. Writings and speeches 
of Sir syed Ahmad Khan. P 15-33). Bombayi Nachiketa 
Publications, 1972. 
Just after the mutiny of 1857, Syed Ahmad Khan v/rote 
Asbab^e-Baqhawat-e-Hind (causes of the Indian revolt) 
pointing out the weaknesses of the British Government. 
When the house of the commons discussed the pamphlet 
Mr. Sale Beadon, the Foreign Secretary, vehemently 
opposed it and asked the Govt, to imprison such a 
revolutionary writer. But Parliament did not support 
him. On the contrary, most of the British papers 
supported the views of Sir Syed and advise the Govt, 
to act upon the valuable recommendations made by him. 
In 1873 the pamphlet was translated into English by 
Sir Auckland Colvin and Lieut. Colonel Graham and appeared 
as the causes of the Indian revolt. 
110, SYED AHmo lOWN, The loyal mohammedans of India. 
Ch 2. {Xri Shan Mihammad, comp 8. ed. V(/ritings and 
speeches of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 34-56). Bombay, 
Nachiketa Publications, 1972. 
Syed Ahmad Khan published it in I860 to remind the 
rulers of eminent services rendered by the muslims 
during the mutiny of 1857-58 which the English writers 
on the mutiny had ignored altogether. 
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111. SYED AH/4AD Wj^N. The national congress and the 
government. Ch 8. (In Shan fvUjhafnnacI, cot.ip 8. ed» 
Writings and speeches of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 102-
106). Bombay* Nachiketa Publications, 1972. 
In a lecture Pt. Ajudhya Nath said that the Govt.'s 
attitude towards the Indian fiational Congress was 
favourable. Sir Syed contradicted this statement and 
appealed to the muslims to keep aloof from the 
Congress. 
112. SYED AH/VIAD \Q\AN, Review on Hunter's Indian musalrrans. 
Ch 5. (j^ Shan Muhommad, comp 8. ed. Writings and 
speeches of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 65-82). Bombay, 
Nachiketa Publications, 1972. 
In 1871^72 Sir W.W. Hunter wrote o book The Indian 
Musalmans in which he arraigned the muslims of India 
a being disloyal to the British rule. Sir 3y?d wrote 
a reviev; on it which appeared in a series of nrticles 
i" *h® Pioneer. These articles were collected in 
England by Hafiz Ahmad Hasan, vakil of Tonk. He got 
them published and succeeded in reraovinr; the mis-
understanding created by Sir W.W, Hunter, 
113. SYED AH?A^ D KHAN. Rules of the Indian Patriotic 
Association. Ch 9. (jUi Shan Muhamnad, comp 3. ed. 
Writings and speeches of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 107-
112). Bombay, Nachiketa Publications, 1972. 
In August 1808 Sir Syed formed the Indian Patriotic 
Association and laid down the rules es given in the 
chapter. Its name v;as changed into United Indian 
Patriotic Association. 
iCO -
- I^©IAN WTIONAL CO^RESS 
114. ISHmRI PI^SAD and SlBEmR (S K). The Alijarh .Vovements. 
Ch 2 (^ Ishwari Prasad and Subedar, S.'. Hindi-.'uslim 
problems. P 13-27). Allahabad, Chugh Publications, 1974. 
Indian National Congress was established in 1385 just 
after 10 years of the establishment of Aligarh School. 
The attitude of English fiBpia towards the Congress 
gradually changed frora sympathy to active hostility 
and the sympathy of English towards muslinjv increased. 
In this change Aligarh College became hot bed of 
consnunalisra with the inspiration of European principals 
and professors. 
115. SVED AHf.TAD lOVVN. On muslim attitude to the Indian 
Fi-tional Congress and the British Government. Ch 28. 
(In Shan fJluhammad, comp & ed. Writings and speeches 
of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 203-17). Bombay. Nachiketa 
Publications, 1972. 
In opposition to the National Congress, Sir Syed, before 
a big and very influential audience of rausalmans in 
Lucknow on 23th December, 1887 at 3.30 P, delivered a 
speech on the attitude of muslim conmunity towards 
the Government, the political questions of the day 
and the Indian National Congress. The meeting v;as 
attended not only by the musalmans of Lucknow but 
by gentlemen who had come from all parts of India. 
Sir Syed»s speech v;as lasted for an hour and a half 
and was delivered with great eloquence. 
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- SCX:iAL VIEWS 
116. ABID HUSAIN (Syed). Syed ka yiwab aur us ki tabir. 
(In Nasira Qureshi, ed,. Aligarh Tahrik : T^ ghaz ta 
imroz. P 1-13). Ali<;!arh, Muslim Uniwrsity, 1960. 
The main objective of Tahzib^ul-Akhlag was to attract 
muslims for adopting w stern civilisation. Ho wanted 
to improve the individual as well as social life of 
the muslims. This journal v;as criticised badly, but 
it also influenced a group of muslims. Later some 
followers carried on Sir Syed*s mission. 
117. AKBARABADI (Saeed Ahmad). Deoband and Aligarh. (^ 
Wasira fijureshi, ed. Aligarh Tahrik : Aghaz ta imroz. 
P 225-27). Aligarh, Muslim University, i960. 
Comparing the schools of D«)band and Aligarh, the 
author gives the social views of Sir Syed. He wanted 
that the English people and muslims should come closer 
so he stressed the training on the pattern of v/estern 
education and played an important role as a reformer. 
In his later days, he was influenced with Principal 
Beck and for this reason some of his followtes became 
against him. 
118. EHTISHA!^  HUSAIN (Syed), Aligarh tahrik ke asasf pahlu~. 
(In Nasim cjureshi, ed. Aligarh Tahrik : T^ ghaz ts 
imroz. P 17-40). Aligarh, Muslim University, I960. 
States that Aligarh f-tovement was the result of the 
conflict of east and west which is also called sometimes 
the renaissance. It gives the political, economic and 
social conditions of that period, western education 
was spreading in Indians specially in hindus, L%jslims 
v«?re against it. Scientific improvGirients were joing 
on. In 1869, Sir Syed vjent to England and was greatly 
influenced with the English culture and education. 
He wanted to improve the corxiition of tnuslims. He got 
rid of blind faith and traditional customs. Sir Syed 
called all Indians one nation (quorn). Later the Hindu 
fAJslitn differences developed. 
119. JAIN (MS). The religions and social aspects of the 
t^ovelnent. Ch 7. (In Jain, M.S. The Aligarh rtovement: 
Its origin and dGvelopment 1858-1906. P 92-93) 104-110). 
/^Pftam Mehra, 1965. 
One of the reasons of the social backwardness of muslims 
was the burden of religious superstitions and customs. 
According to Sir Syed true Islam as a revealed religion 
could never be against progress. He interpreted Quran 
in scientific way and emphasised the need for rGform 
in the customs and traditions because he felt that 
most of them were against Islam. Sir Syed v/as opposed 
to the removal of pardah and female education. He was 
not in favour of education of niuslim girls on western 
lines. He wanted the old system of female cxlucation in 
which girls were taught by respectable ladies at their 
homes. The author also discusses Jir Syed's other 
religious views about slavery, divorce system in Islam. 
120. SYED AHmo ]QJJ^i. iVbhammodans eating food with christians. 
Ch 3. (In Shan l^uhamniad, comp & ed. Writings and spaeche 
of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, P 57-58). Bombay, Ncchikota 
Publications, 1972. 
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There was a vddespread be l ie f among the rmjsliras that 
dining vdth chr i s t i ans was prohibited by tha Islamic 
law and t h a t i t was a s inful a c t . Syod Ahmad v;rote 
Mohammodans eating food with ch r i s t i ans to ronovo the 
unfounded conviction of the muslims and rep l ied a l l 
the questions pertaining to t h i s subject . 
- HINDU & iJUSim COOPERATION 
121. SHERWANI (Haroon Khan). Syed Ahmad Khan aur hindif 
muslim i t t i h a d . (jtn Nasiin Qureshi, ed. Aligarh 
Tahrik : Aghaz ta imroz. P 193-215). Aligarh, iVuslim 
Universi ty , I960. 
Si r syed Atoad Khan was in great favour of hindu-
niuslim uni ty . In his school hindus and muslims both 
were engaged equally in a l l the spheres of College. 
After 1857 he wrote Asbab-e»3aqhawat»i«Hind.He wanted 
tha t both hindus and muslims go in l i f e hand in hand. 
Syed ftehmood road Sanskr i t . The f i r s t address in r'AO 
College by an ru l e r was by a Sikh ftteharaja S i r /.'ohinder 
Singh. In the College the students from a l l conrunit ies 
came for higher education. The author has given compa~ 
r a t i v e statements of students of the College to show 
the number of hindus and muslims. 
122. SYED AH?,V^D lOWN. On hindu muslim cooperation. Ch 24. 
(In Shan fAjhammgd, comp & ed. Writings and speeches of 
S i r syed Ahmad Khan. P 174-76). Bombay, Nachiketa 
Publ ica t ions , 1972. 
- 1C4 -
This is an important speech delivered by sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan at Jullundhur on 4th February, 1384 on hindu-
niuslim cooperation. He lays emphasis on education. 
He considers Punjab University as a tree v/hich bears 
two kinds of fruits. He emphasises on loyalty and 
obedience to the Government, and gives omphasis on 
hindu muslira cooperation. 
123. SYED AH?^D {a^ AM. On hindu-muslim relations. Ch 20. 
(In Shan fAjharamad, comp S. ed. Writings and speeches 
of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 159-60). Bombay, Nachiketa 
Publications, 1972. 
This is the speech delivered by Sir Syed at Patna 
on 27th January, 1883 emphasising the need for cordial 
relations between hindus and musliras. 
- comparison vdth JAf/iALUDDIN AFGHAMI 
124. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). Syed Ahmad l^ ah aur Syed 
Jamaluddin Afgjiani. (^ n Nasim c?ireshi, ed. Aligarh 
Tahrlk s Aghaz ta" imroz. P 229-265). Aligarh, r.'uslim 
University, I960. 
The article deals with two important figures of 19th 
century who have influenced every part of thought and 
action of the muslims and havo reformed then in every 
field of life. Sir Syed was influoncod by the moveiDent 
of Jamaluddin Afghani xnoi but its failure broke the 
heart of Sir Syed which was already broken by the miser-
able condition of Mughal dynasty ano at last the failure 
of mutiny of 1857 completely changed the h art of Sir 
Syed and he thought only the way for the progress to 
cooperate English and to learn western oducotion. 
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- SIR SYED»S FOLLOWERS 
125. ASGHAR ABBAS. Gazette ke qalmi mu»avinin. Ch 6. (In 
Asghar Abbas. Sir Syed ki Sahifat. P 155-90). Delhi, 
Anjuman Taraqqi-e-Urdu Hind, 1975, 
Describes Sir oyed's followers who wore the contributors 
of the Gazette. The main figures are 'toulvi Zakaullah, 
Hali, Shibli, Haji Mohd. Ismail Khar;, Qazi Sirajuddin 
Ahmad, Moulvi Samiullah Khan, Vahiduddin Sail-', Khwaja 
Ghulafnus-Saqlain, Babu Harish Chandra, Moulvi Karamat 
Husain. Describes their biographical sketches in short. 
126. AZMI (Wialil-ur-Rahman). Urdu" sha'r-o-adab maen 
Allgarh ka hissa. {Jsi A^mi, Wialil-ur-Rahman. Zavya-
i«Nigah. P lOi-50). Gaya, Adarsh Publishers, 1966. 
States the importance of Aligarh i.'ovoment, and its 
influence on Urdu literature. Gives detailed account 
of Sir Syed's follov-^ fers, his disciples, students of 
the College and AMU who took great interest in Aligarh 
?.<ovement and their contributions. Some notable followers 
are Hali, Shibli, Nazir Ahmad, Zakaullah, iohsin-ul-
WRilk and Chiragh Ali who wrote in the fields of History, 
Political Science, religion, philosophy, science, 
biography, essays, letters, fictions and other forms 
of literature. In Tabzib-ul-Akhlaq and Institute 
Gazette their contributions are important. 
127. BASHIRUDDIN (ffeulvi). Aligarh TahrDc ke mai'mar. 
Allq Mag. Aligarh TJo. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 247-55. 
- iC6 • 
This article gives author* s ov/n views about the main 
figures of the Aligarh ftovement. Sir Syod Ahmad Khan 
and his follov/ers. The contents are itnportent as the 
author has seen the period and people of the novement 
with his own eyes. 
128. L'tUKHTARUDDDvI AHM^D. Makatib-i-Sir syed. Fikr-.o«Nazar. 
1,4; Oct, I960; 135-33. 
These two letters have not been included in any coHocti 
tion of letters of Sir Syed. In one letter ho has 
stated his relations with f.tohd. Husain Azad. 2nd 
letter was sent to various persons at the time of 
inauguration ceremony of Strochyy Hall. 
129. SYED AH.MAD i-OjAu. Sir Syed kl ek ghair niatbui maktub. 
Urdu. 42,3; July, 1966; 
Navvab Vaqarul-.^ ''aJlk was a follower of Sir Syed. Due to 
some circumstances some differences took place between 
them. This letter illustrates the anger of Sir Syed 
vdth the Vaqar-ul-f4ulk. Four letters have already been 
published. In the beginning of the letter the cir-
cumstances are given in which this letter wac v/ritLen. 
- AFTAB Ali'.'AD KHAN 
130. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). Sir Syed aur un ke rufaqai 
Ek t'aruf. Sir Syed Hall. 1970; 20-22. 
Describes Aftab Ahmad Khan, a follower of Sir Syed 
who was favourite student of the College. Ho tried 
to remove the nisunderstanding about Sir Syod ano 
said that Sir Syed was first man v;ho felt the need 
- :n7 -
of sura.iva* Ho felt the need and importance of hindu 
muslim unity. 
- CHIRAGH Ml 
131. MIJHAf.mo SADIQ. Aligarh movement (18). Ch« 13. 
(In ?.%jiha!P-inad Sadiq. A history of Urdu literature. 
P 235-36). London, Oxford Lfriiv rsity Press, 1964. 
Describes the life and work of fvlaulvi Chiragh Ali 
vvho was a man of wide attainment. He knew Arabic, 
Persian and English together with a working know-
ledge of Latin and Greek and brought to oear all 
his scholarship and industry on the vindication, 
exposition and interpretation of Islam. He was an 
original thinker within his range, and was far 
froni being a blind follower of Syed Ahmad, '/bst of 
his writings are in '.nglish and de.'^ l v/ith Theology 
and religion. lie is one of the most important of the 
early v^riters v/lio came forward to dof nd Islarn ag inst 
the attack of christian* oiissionaries. He JCVG some 
impetus to the reform raovemmt inaugurated by Syed 
Ahmad and consolidated the position of his co-
religionists; but his literary importance ir is 
negligible. 
- MALI 
132. AS'.JHAR ABBAS. Gazette ko qalrfil mu'avinin. Ch 6 ( ^ 
AsQhsr 'Abbas. S i r Syed ki sahafat . P 163-67), Delhi, 
Anjunan Taraqqi-o-'Jrdu Hind, 1975. 
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Gives biographical sketch of Mali and his importance 
in Aligarh Movement. Hali wrote several articles in 
the Gazette about Aligarh ?tovement; took part in 
musha'iras of nazms vMch was the current of Ali^ a^rh 
?tovement; wrote the Musaddas-i->Hali and a poorn on 
f/adarsatul-Ulum which draws a good picture of Aligarh 
itovenient and its period. Hali also went to collect 
the funds with sir Gyed. 
133. ASGHAR 'ABBX'S. Hall ke khatut Sir Syed ke nam; ghair 
rantbu'a (un published). Fikr-o-Nazar. 11,1; 1971; 
113-20. 
In the introductory note the editor surprises that no 
letter of Hali to Sir Syed -.vere included in the collec-
tions of Hali*s letters* though he was in close 
contact vdth Sir Syod. Hali was influenced with Sir 
Syed and took part in the spreadings of the objectives 
of the Aligarh Movement through his writings. These 
letters are important and helpful in underst nding 
the relationship of Hali and Aligarh Movement. 
134. GHULAfA-Ul^HASmiN (Khwaja). Hali Nugush. shakhsiyat 
No. 2(>-35. 
Giving the biographical sketch of Hali in short, the 
author states that Maulana Hsli was the supporter of 
Aligarh ifoverv.ent and h^ d also the relations with 
hindus, e.g. r/iaster Pyare Lai, Lalo Madan Gopal, He 
composed many poems v/hich show his patriotism for 
the country. His poem Maddo-Jazar-i-Islam is the 
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first and the best poem viiich is true picture of rise 
and fall of muslims and wroto for the Aligarh itovetnent. 
135. r/UHAf^ mo SADXQ. Aligarh movement (10). Gha 13. (^ n 
['uhamnad Sodiq. A history of Urdu Literature. P 263-
66), London, Oocford University Press, 1964. 
Gives the bioviraphical sketch of Hali, his education 
and employment and his knowledge of English Literature 
and the account of his works. He came in contact with 
the mission of Sir Syed in 1875 v\^ ich awoko him. 
fAusaddas-'i-Hali is his famous poem. Describ s the 
other poems and literary and social essays appeared 
from time to time in Aligarh Institute Gr>zetzQ and 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. 
136. SHAN l/lMAl'mu, Syed and his colleagues. Ch 4(c). 
(In Shan Muhammad. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan: A political 
biography. P 96-98). f.'oerut, MeenakshA, 1969. 
Describes Khwaja Altaf Husain Hali vMo v/as one of 
those geniuses who enthusiastically supported the 
ftovement. Syed's association inspired him with a 
missionary zeal for muslim development and Hali, 
through his poetry and prose inspired millions of 
people. He was a regular contributor to the Aligarh 
Institute Gazette and Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. Wrote his 
famous poems Mus,qddas-i-Hali on Sir Syed's rocjuest 
to av/aken the slumbering musalmans of India. After 
1880, he devoted himself exclusively to Gir Syed's 
educational arK3 political mission through his 
poetry. He also opposed sir Syed if he thought it 
necessary, e.g. female education. 
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137. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad. Azi2arv-i-Aligarh(3). Fikr-o-
Nazar. 13, 1 & 2; 1973; 58-61. 
The Aligarh f/ovement was a historical and revolutionary 
event of the time. Hali was one of Sir Syod's close 
associates who took great interest in the strengthening 
of the .\tovement. He composed Musaddas-i-Hali and other 
reformative poems. 
138. smLEHA ABID HUSAIN. Hall ka" talluq Sir Syed aur 
Aligarh se. Alio ^^g. Aligarh No. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 
135-56. 
Describes relation and attachment of Hali with sir Syod 
and the Aligarh f.'overaent. It is v/rltten with the help 
of Sir syed's letters written to his friends and has 
described Aligarh, Sir Syed 8. University. Hali was 
fed up with old Urdu poetry and when ho mot vdth Sir 
Syed, he was greatly influenced by Aligarh I.'iovement. As 
a result of it, he vjrote his famous poem ;.usaddas-.i-Hali 
and several other poems about Aligarh and reformation 
of muslims. Hali also contributed several articles on 
literary, reformative and religious aspects in Tahzib-
ul-Akhlaq and Aligarh Institute Gazette. Hali helped 
Sir syed in every sphere of life and wrote a biography 
*Havat-i-Javed'. 
- INAYAT ULLAH 
139. ABDUL RAHL'AN (Syed Sabahuddin). Inoyat Ullah Dehlvi. 
Aliqagf/aq« Aligarh ^^ o.; Pt. II - Sh;^ khsiv.-jt aur ,iayze. 
1953-54 S. 1954-55; 37-52. 
- JLli -
Describes the biographical sketch of Inayatullah Dehivi 
who was the son of Klaulvi Zakaullah, a followor of 
Sir Syed. According to him Sir Syed»s way of life was 
the v/ay of progress. He helped the College by giving 
subscriptions and wrote many translations for the 
Scientific Society. He was one of the important 
workers of Aligarh ftovement and wrote articles 
continuously in Tahzil>»ul-Akhlaq» Scientific Gazette 
and Educational Gazette. He graduated from the College 
and appointed Librarian. Worked as Sub-Editor of 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, 
- imiDl IFADI 
140. KHALIL (Abdul Ahad Khan). Mahdi Ifa"di'. Alig Mag. 
Aligarh No. Pt. II ~ Sh^khsiyat aur iavze. 1955-54 & 
1954-55; 75-83. 
According to Mahdi Ifadi, Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq mode him 
man. It was the imaiortal spirit of Aligarh rtovement 
which affected Mahdi and hundres of persons like him. 
The author has given the properties of Aligarh ftove-
ment in all the fields of life and tells that all 
the properties of Aligarh Movement were present in 
writings and oratories of f.'ahdi Hasan. He was a true 
follower of Sir Syed in all his values. Ho wrote a 
number of article in Sir Syed*s style. As a result 
of his love for Aligarh r/ovementt he was reformer 
of national and literature first and an artist 
later. 
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• MOHSIN-UL-MJUC 
141. MUHAf/ifAD SADIQ, Aligarh Movement (18). Ch 13. (In 
Muhammad 5adiq. A history of Urdu Literature. P 285-
86). London, Oxford University Press, 1964, 
Gives the description of Syed f«/lahdi Ali, entitled 
Atohsin-ul-Mulk who succeeded Syed Ahmad as Secretary 
to the WKO College, Aligarh on the latter»s death 
and was a frequent contributor to the Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq* He also struck to Sir Syed»s political 
policy and proclaimed that the Indian muslims Kowed 
no allegiance to the sultan of Turkey, and was 
largely responsible for the founding of the /vUislim 
League in 1906. 
142. SHAN fiJHAMMAD. Syed and his colleagues. Ch 4. (In 
Shan WMhammad. Sir Syed Ahmad : A political biography. 
P 92-95). Meerut, ffeenakshi, 1969. 
Describes the inportance of f.'ohsin-ul-Mulk in the 
Aligarh Movement. His affection for Sir Syed v/as 
immense, and he assisted him in his political mission 
and educational movement also. He was the regular 
contributer of Tahzib-uL-Akhlaq and this won him a 
very important position inthe leadership of the 
ftovement. Describes his life and contribution. His 
articles in Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq on religion, education 
and morals soon created a stir in the muslim community. 
To popularise education among the muslims and to raise 
contributions for the college, he toured ckJistant 
places and was a faithful interpreter of Sir Syed's 
ideas and realised the sincerity of his mission. 
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143. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad), S i r Syed aiir un ko rufaqai 
Ek ta»aruf. S i r Sved Hall* 1970; 6-14. 
Describes the l i f e and works of Mohsirwul-f^lk, a 
follower of s i r Syed and secre ta ry of .'-lAO College 
who in the f i r s t function a f t e r the death of Si r Syed 
s ta ted the des i re of Sir Syed tha t the College should 
be promoted to Muslim Universi ty. The Movement of 
changing the College in to Universi ty s t a r t ed . Mohsin-
uL-Mulk took great i n t e r e s t in col lec t ing the funds 
and promoting the College. After his death, he was 
buried near the grave of S i r Syed in Jama Masjid. 
144. 21BAIRI (Maulvi J^ tohd. Aroin). Mohsin-ul-Mulk. 
Mah-i-NaUt i s t l q l a l No. 9 ,5 ; Aug. 1956; 39-44 & i»31. 
Gives a biographical sketch of Mohsin-ul-Mulk. 
Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk was associated with Aligarh 
since 1869. In 1889 he was appointed the Secre ter / 
of the WV\0 College. In 1906 Prince of Wales paid a 
v i s i t to the College and was highly impressed.the 
a r t i c l e gives the sunmary of the l e t t e r s and 
addresses of Nav/ab Mohsin-ul-Mulk which give an 
account of the ro le he played in the development 
of MAO College. 
- &UMTA2 HASAN 
145. ALTAF AU BARELVI. Dr. Mumtaz Hasan : Ek bikatiial 
insan. Al-Ilm. 23,4; Oct-Dec, 1974; 3-6. 
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Gives Sir Syed's mission of reformation and the 
characteristics of his followers. Describes the 
life of Dr. Mumtaz Hasan who was tru follower of 
Sir Syed and his educational and reformatist move-
ment. 
- NAZXR AHmO 
146. ABDULLAH (Syed). Mazir Ahmad, quomi Zaban. 13,8; 
Oct 16, 1958; 4-7. 
Describes biographical sketch of Nazir Ahmad who was 
one of the followers of Sir Syed and was mostly read 
and heard in the functions. He understood Sir Syed»s 
literary and logical problems and transcribed them 
to general public. He was the greatest representative 
of Sir Syed*s mental and philosophical movement and 
he gook great interest in its propogation, 
147. Wt'JD» OZAIR. K.aulvi Nazir Ahmad ke lekchar. 
Fikr-o-Nazar. l,4j Oct, 1960; 30-57. 
Gives introductory note on the lectures of Nazir Ahmad 
one of the followers of Sir Syed. He is famous for his 
reformative novels and translstion of Quran. Gives 
his views through his lectures delivered at different 
places. 
- SAMIULLAH KHAN 
148. SHAN MJHA^ '^AD. Syed and his colleagues. Ch 4(A). (^ 
Shan fv^ hammad. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan : A political 
biography. P 90-92). Meerut, Meenakshi, 1969. 
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Describes Samiullah Khan, one of sir Syed's colleagues 
and supporter of Aligarh Movement, He backed iyed 
thoroughly in all his constructive,reformative and 
educational programmes. Syed always took his advice 
in all matters and loved him. In Dec. 1886, Maulvi 
Samiullah Khan presided over the deliberations of the 
first session of the All India fAjslim Educational 
Conference held in Aligarh. He was admirer of western 
education but was not in favour of increasing influence 
of English staff over the muslim students and this 
created a tension between him and tho Europeans. Syed 
sided English staff and it deprived the College of 
Maulvi Samiullah*s services. 
- SAYYID AHMAD DaiLVI 
149. MUHAMMAD SADIQ. Aligarh Movement (18). Ch 13. (Jn 
SkmB Muhamnad Sadiq. A history of Urdu literature. 
P 287). London, Oxford University Press, 1964. 
Gdves the description of Maulvi Sayyid Ahmad Dehlvi 
wAio wrote a number of educational works for vjoroen and 
girls. His most important publication is Fa„rhanq-e-
AsafiVfl. a manumental work in four volumes, published 
in 1892 after 24 years* hard work. It is first Urdu 
dictionary in which the principles of modern lexico-
graphy have been observed. 
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- SAYYID A LI BlU^RMa 
150. f.'OJHAMmD SADIQ. Aligarh Movement (18). Ch 13 (In 
rAjhammad Sadiq. A history of Urdu Literature. P 256-87). 
London, Oxford IMiversity Press* 1964. 
Gives the description of Sayyid All Bilgrami v^o is 
knowffi for his translations for Persian under the title 
of Arab and Tamaddun»e-Hind. He had an essentially 
modem outlook 3n6 v«s in full synpathy with the 
Aligarh ?tovement. 
- SAYYID 9USAIN BIlj3RAMI 
151. MUHAVMAD SADIQ. Aligarh Movement (13). Ch 13 (Jgii 
Muhammad Sadiq. A history of Urdu Literature. P 286-87) . 
London, Oxford University Press, 1964, 
Describes Sayyid Husain Bilgrami, entitled Navvab 
Imad-uA-Mmlk Bahadur, who had a distin uished political 
Career, was in CIOSG touch with Aligarh and his essays 
and addresses have been published under the title of 
' RaS£^'il»e-Imgd-uA-f4ulk«. 
- SHAIKH fADHD. ABDULLAH 
152. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). Sir Syed aur un ke rufoqa": 
Ek ta»aruf. sir Sved Hall. 1970; 26-30. 
^Describes 
auOtdam/the activities of shaikh ivohd. Abdullah who 
v/as a favourite student of f'AO College in 1891, follower 
of sir sycd and the founder of female education in 
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Aligarh and estt-iblished Women's College. He was 
appointed the Secretary of Female Education Dept. 
of Educational Conference; started a journejl 
Khatoon on the pattern of Tahzib«'Ul~Akhl a^« An 
ordinary school started with only a teacher became 
a great institution 'Women's College' and he was 
buried in the corner of it. 
- SHIBLZ 
153. ABEWL HAQ. Maulana Shibli Baba-i-Urdu kF nazar maen. 
Adib. Shibli No. 6,9; Sep, i960; 12-15. 
One important misunderstanding about Abdul llaq is 
that he is against Shibli. This mis-understanding is 
removed through a letter which was v/ritten to Abdul 
Latif Azmi in reply to his letter. Both letters are 
published here. fVlaulvi Abdul Haq states that there 
was not restrain in Maulana Shibli VAIQTQ Hall was a 
great restrainer. He did not tolerate any body. He 
Was a true follov/er of Sir Syed a^id not agoinst him 
and helped him in his policies. 
154. ABDUL RAJ-MAN (Salahuddin). Maulana Shibli" Naumani. 
NuQUsh. Shakhsivat No. 18-25. 
Gives biographical sketch of Shibli Naumani who came 
to Aligarh in 1881 after completing his education 
end appointed teacher. Felt need of English education 
and established Shibli National College in Azamgarh 
in 1883. He was not influenced from linglish people 
as Sir S^ /ed and wrote so many articles in praise of 
Turkey against the will of English Govt. 
- LiC 
155. ASaiAR ABBAS* Gazette ke qalmi mu'avinin. Ch 6. (^ n 
Asghar 'Abbis* Sir Syed kf sahafat. P 167-71). Delhi, 
Anjuman Taraqqi-e-Urdu, 1975. 
Describes the contribution of 5hibli in Aligarh Jfovernent. 
Shibli left Aligarh after the death of Sir Syed. The 
cause of it was his difference with Syed f^ tahmood. 
156. HAFIZ MINAI. Alfgarh Tahfik aur Shibli. Alig Mag. 
Aligarh ^^ o. 1953-54* & 1954-55} 257-62. 
Gives the views of Shibli regarding the Aligarh r.'.ovement 
and the importance of his literary works and reformist 
mission. He came to Aligarh in 1882 at the age of 25 
and became conversant with Sir Syed's views. He was 
not influenced with west and was also influenced with 
the movement of Jamaluddin Afghani. He was against the 
religious views of Sir syed. Due to carelessness towards 
religious education in the College, he became opposed 
to the Atovement and left College after the expiry of 
sir syed. 
157. NAU'f^ ANI (Ahmad Ishaque). Shibir: All arh se Nadve tak. 
Tamliwe-failat. 5,23j Rlar-Apr, 1960; 54-58. 
Deals with the relations of Shibli with Sir syed and 
Hali. Like some other followers of Sir Syed, Shibli 
was also against the religious policy of Sir Syed but 
what was common in all was the main objective to 
reform the community. Sir Syed was also not happy 
during his last days because of differences with Syed 
fwlahmood. Shibli felt this changed condition and left 
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Aligarh. Shibli was against English people and not 
vdth sir Syed and left Aligarh due to the policies 
of Syed Mahraood. 
15?. SHAN MJHAMMAD. Syed and his colleagues, Ch 4(F). 
(In Shan Muhammad, sir Syed Ahmad Khan : A political 
biography. P 102-105). Meerut, Meenakshi, 1969. 
Shibli was influenced by Sir Syed but could not 
wholly reconcile himself to his position and always 
presented a mild opposition to him. He was a man of 
outstanding calibre, biographer, historian and 
founder of Literary Criticism in Urdu. Describes 
biographical sketch, his tour to foreign countries 
and the points of differences with Sir Syed. 
- SIR SHAH MOHD. SULAI/^N 
IS©. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). Sir Syed aur unke rufaqa : 
Ek Ta'iruf. Sir Syed Hall. 1970; 23-26. 
Describes Sir Shah Mohd. Sulaiman who belonged to a 
noble family of Azamgarh. He was of only 12 years old 
at the time of Sir Syed's death. He was appointed as 
Judge of Allahabad High Court after 9 years;promoted 
as youngest Chief Justice. Appointed the Vice-
Chancellor of the University thrice and tried to 
promote the learning of Science in the University. 
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• SYED MAHMUD 
160. SHAN MLJHAWJ.V\D. Syed and his colleagues. Ch 4(G) . 
(In Shan Muhammad, sir Syed Ahmad Khan ; A political 
biography. P 105-07). fteerut, Meenakshi, 1969. 
Describes contribution of Syed Mahmood, the illustrious 
son of the founder, in Aligarh Movement. 3oth father 
and son felt the immediate necessity of English 
education for nujslims, planned and thought of schemes 
for the foundation of a Rfejslim University in India. 
He acted as his father*s Secretary and all the corres-
pondence was done by him. His services to the College 
were far greater than those rendered by anyone elso. 
According to Sir Syed, he understood all its problems 
tlu)roughly and because of it Syed v;anted to make him 
Life Hony. Secretary after him. Most of the schemes 
of syed Ahmad could succeed due to Syed PJiahmood»s 
energy. 
- VAHIDUDDIN SAUM 
161. MUHAf.1f/AD SADIQ. Aligarh Rfovement (18). Ch 13. (Iri 
Muhammad Sadiq. A history of Urdu literature. P 286) 
London, Oxford University Press, 1964. 
Gives the description of Vahiduddin Salim who began 
his Career as Syed Ahmad's Secretary at Aligarh and 
occupied the chair of Urdu at the Osmania University 
for several years. As a lingjist, he tried to make 
the Urdu language simple and the ccxnmend it to non-
muslims by stressing and popularising the indigenous 
element in it. His chief work is Va2*i Istilahat-e-
*Ilmia« 
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• VACAR-UL-MULK 
162. NIZAMI (Khallq Ahmad), Sir Syed aur un ko rufaqa : 
Ek ta'aruf. sir Syed Hall. 1970; 14^19. 
Gives the description of Vaqar-ul-Mulk who was follower 
of Sir Syed and took charge as Secretary of the College 
after Mohsin^ul-Mulk. He was a man of principles« 
pure at heart and forthright & strong willed. He had 
respect for the students and tried to create qualities 
like piety, self respect in the students. He was 
expired on 28th January, 1917 in Araroha. After him 
Nav«b Mohd. Ishaq Khan and Syed Mohd. All were appoin-
ted on the post of Secretary upto 1920 when f^O College 
changed into the University. 
163, SHAN IMiAM'AD, Syed and his colleagues. Ch 4(E). (^ n 
Shan Muhaniniad. Sir syed Ahmad : A political biography, 
P 99-102). Meerut, Meenakshi, 1969. 
Describes Maulvi Mushtaq, Nawab /aqar-ul-Mulk, one among 
the colleagues of Sir Syed who was a man of very bold and 
stubborn character. He enthusiastically assisted syed 
and also strongly differed with him at times. He looked 
after Tahzib-ul-Akhl^q. Aligarh Institute Gazette and 
other press vrork and translated a book French Revolution 
and Napolean for the Scientific Society. He worked for 
popularising Syed's educational schemes and to raise 
contribution for the proposed colleges. He differed 
from sir Syed chiefly because the increasing influence 
and powers of the English staff and he did not desire 
the participation of Europeans in teaching and management* 
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164. ZUBAIRI ( l^u lv i ftohd, / toln). Vaqar-ul-Mulk fterhoom". 
Matwl-Nau. Jatohoorlvat No. f'ar, 1958; 27-28, 
Vaqar-ul-Mulk has played important r o l e in the Aligarh 
Movement. He was instrumental in a t t r a c t i n g the muslim 
masses. The a r t i c l e deals d e t a i l s in his ro le of 
promoting the western education amongst the masses. 
- 2AKAULLAH 
165. ASGHAR XBBAS. Gazette ke qalmi naj'avinTn. Ch 6. (In 
Asghar Abbas. Sir Syed ki sahafat. P 155-63). Delhi, 
AnjiBnan Taraqqi-e-Urdu Hind, 1975, 
Describes sir Syed»s followers v;ho woro contributors 
of the Gazette. Maulvi Zakaullah was one of the impor-
tant pen contributers of the Gazette. Gives his short 
biographical sketch and contribution in education. 
According to Sair-ul-Musannifin. he was the author of 
143 books of various subjects. Most of his books were 
published from Aligarh Institute. He was in favour of 
Urdu as medium of instruction. A list of books is given 
on which Zakaullah wrote tabsiras. 
166. MIHAKWIAD SADIQ. Aligarh RtovementClS). ch 13. (In 
Muhammad Sadiq. A history of Urdu literature. P 286). 
London, Oxford University Press, 1964, 
Describes Zakaullah, a miscellaneous writer of note 
in his day, who had a useful and varied educational 
career and was a strong supporter of the Aligarh 
ftovement. He rendered important services to the 
causes of the new learning by translating books on 
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science and Klathematics from English into Urdu and 
by writing numerous text books on subjects like history, 
geography, economics, ethics and literature, 
167. SHAN MJHAMMAD. Syed and his colleagues. Ch 4(D). 
(In Shan Muhammad. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan : A political 
biography. P 98»99). Meerut, Meenakshi, 1969. 
Describes Maulvi Zakaullah who v/as one active supporter 
of Syed's educational and reformative scheme. He gives 
his family and education career. He was of the view 
that higher western education should be imparted in 
Indian vernacular languages. In spite of some diffe-
rences with Sir Syed, he actively participated with 
Sir Syed. 
- COf/PARATIVE STUCV 
168. f.iJSHTAQ AHim>* Vaqar-ul-Mulk aur t^ohsirwul-^ '.ulk ke 
khatut I Ek tabsira, Fikr->o~Nazar. 10,1; 1970; 
80-93. 
Gives tabsira on the letters of Nawafa Vaqar-ul-Mulk 
and Nawab iVohsin^ui-Mulk who were the followers of 
Sir Syed and Secretaries of f/AO College relating 
to the hVKO College or political association. This 
is comparative study of both in the light of their 
letters. 
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- CRITICISM 
169. lOffl. AMEEN (Mian). 1878 A.D. kg'Aligarh. SSH Rev. 
Old BOYS I^to. 1975; 19-20. 
Great number of muslims called Sir Syed 'naturv' and 
created hurdles in his activities. The *Avadh Punch' 
from Lucknow was main newspaper against Sir Syed. 
Sir Syed's followers wanted to reply to the essay 
o^ Avadh Punch but he did not allow them. 
170. MOHD. OZAIR. f4aulvi Nazir Ahmad ko lokchar. Fikr-o-
Nazar. 1,4; Oct, I960; 47. 
Removes the misunderstanding of Sir Syed*s high way 
of life. He considers it necessary. Nazir Ahniad was 
also sometimes opposed with Sir Syed. He was against 
the discontinuance of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. He also opposed 
Sir Syed on some religious matters. 
171. SIDDIQI (Mohd. Atiq). Sir Syed ka" ek muk^ ialif akhbar 
Meo Ntemorial Gazette. Jamia. 45,2; Dec, I960; 78-91. 
^fieo f^ emorial Gazette of Delhi was one of these news-
papers which criticised Sir Syed apparently while 
other news papers criticised by their editorials. 
There are several references to the articles v;hich 
were written against the Aligarh i.bvement. Extracts 
from these are given. But Sir syed v/as quite firm and 
Meo Gazette and other newspapers of this kind could 
not stop Sir Syed with his determination. 
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- SIR SYED»S OPPONENTS - AKBAR 
172. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Azlzarwi-AligarhCS). Fikr«.o» 
Nazar> 13,1 & 2; 1973; 78-97. 
Akbar was contemporary of Sir Syed and was one of the 
important opponents of Sir Syed. He uses satire and 
hucaour in his compositions. He has criticised ^ir Syed 
and Aligarh effectively. In fact he was in favour of 
the good points in both systoms old and new and was 
against tho draviA)acks of both ot them. But he wrote 
several times in favour of the relioion and the eastern 
culture. The shallov^ness of both of these systems, 
appeared in his own humourous style. 
173. SURUR (A1 Ahmad). Akbar a»Jr Sir Syed. (j[n SuriJor, A,A. 
Naye aur purane chiraght 4th ed. P 219-'46). Lucknow, 
Idara-e-Farogh-e-Urdu, 1972. 
This is the comparative study of Akbar who was one of 
the opponents of Aligarh f^vement and Sir Syed. Akbar 
made his articles in 'Avadh Punch* the aim of which 
was to propogate against Sir Syed and his followers 
and his movement. In the beginning Sir Syed's Movement 
was religious. Ho thought that without it, the progress 
was not possible. Akbar*s religion is not pure Islam 
but huHianisra. Ho was against not only to sir Syed but 
also against the new civilisation, viestern culture 
and education. 
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- PLAN FOR ORIENTAL UNIVERSITY 
174. JAIN (MS). The outbreak of 1857 and birth of the 
Aligarh Movement. Ch 2. (Jn Jain, M.S. The Aligarh 
Movement : Its origin and development 1858-1906. 
P 20-21). Agra» Sri Ram ftehra, 1965. 
Deals with the vwjrking out a plan for Oriental Univer-
sity. To understand English people properly, knowledge 
of western education was felt necessary. He tried to 
popularise western sciences through medium of Urdu. 
175. KARAWWT (Karamat All). Urdu" University aur Aligarh. 
Hamari Zaban. 31,7; Febu 22, 1972; 3-5. 
Deals with the point in favour and against the case of 
establishing an Urdu University - one group in favour 
other in against it, and is of the view that Urdu may 
be the medium of instruction at primary and secondary 
stage but at the stage of higher education, it should 
be English. The author's view is that Aligarh should 
be chosen as the University using Urdu as the medium 
of instruction and the books should be v/ritten by 
the subject experts who have command both over Hnglish 
as well as Urdu. 
176. MASlS) HUSAIN WIAN. Ali'garh Tahrik, Muslim University 
aur Urdu zaban. (j^ Nasim Quroshi, ed. Alfgarh 
Tahrik : Jghaz ta" imroz. P 355-83). Aligarh, Muslim 
University, 1960. 
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Deals with the relation of Aligarh fADvement and Aligarh 
Muslim University with Urdu Language. Describes the 
cultural situations in which Urdu language was originated 
and developed from Indo-Aryan languages. It became 
Government language in 1835. In 1867 Sir Syed faced 
the modern Hindi Movement in Benaras against Urdu 
script. Sir Syed tried his best through Aligarh College 
and Aligarh ftovement to favour and develop Urdu. Anjuman 
Taraqqi-e-Urdu was established in 1903. Vaqar-ul-Mulk 
wanted a separate University in which medium of ins-
truction should be Urdu. Jamia Millia Islamia was 
established for this purpose. From 1937 Urdu was 
studied at B.A., M.A. and research level and the 
author suggests that the time has come when r.'jslim 
University should be changed as Urdu IMiversity. 
- M.A.O. COLLBGE - HISTORY 
177. BHATNAGAR (S K). From the school to the college. 
Ch 3. iln Bhatnagar, S.K. History of the M.A.O. 
College, Aligarh. P 49-55). Aligarh, Muslim University, 
1969. 
Describes the history of the College from the beginning 
to 1920 when it was raised to A.M.U. All aspects as 
teachers, financial resources, boarding houses, prominent 
visiters, etc. are described in detail. 
178. JAIN (M S) . The Muhamrriadan Anglo-Oriental College 
(1898-1906) Ch 5. {In Jain, M.S. The Aligarh 
Movementj Its origin and development 1848-1906. P 60-
72). Agra, Sri Ram Rfehra, 1965. 
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Giv9s the history of the ColXego after 1096, tho c^ath 
of i i r 3y«d Ahsiad Khan, I t was down fa l l of the oollege 
and the strength of the students fe l l quite a lo t due 
to the increasing hold of English staff and the irv-
eoi^tdnee of Syed 4^ahmood« Ilony* jecretary of the 
College. The loss suffered by the death of ^ir Syed 
was iintnense and i t was further rerKiered i r re t r ievable 
fay the death of Beck in 1899* Molisin*ul«>Mulk was 
olocted Secretary of the College. Sir Syod Mefiiorial 
Fund Connnittee was constructed and i t visi ted a nundaer 
of iinportant places and acquainted the people i^th the 
real aims and objectives of Sir Sy«d. Aligarh Ins t i tu te 
Ga2ott« was revived, students froa other far regions 
were adnitted. He laid ^ai^asis on religious education 
and afjpcaled ulofoa to help the Qollego. Another problem 
was Hindu-Urdu controversey* f-any agitations were hold. 
The Urdu Defence Association was organised under the 
Presidentship of ;iohsin»ul»£i^lk. This was affected 
by XJt\Q Qoverner. Dates of students who received 
degrees, etc* are also given. 
179* (^ JRESHI (Abdul Razzaq). M#A.O. Oollege, Aiigarh i 
Pas manzar aur maqasid* ^an^.^* ^ > 9 | July, 1961| 
4721.81. 
Deals vdth the pol i t ica l and economic si tuation of 
nuslims after the mutiny and S i r 5yed*s attmrpts to 
improve theci. CorKiitions in wtiieh Si r Syed established 
fJUA.O. College and i t s aims and objectives hnvo been 
discussed in d e t a i l . 
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180. YUBUF HUBAIN WiAN. M.A.O. College se mutalliq ghair 
matbUa khatut. Fikr^o^Nazar. 5,2; Apr, 1964j 191-250. 
5,3; July, 1964; 25J.-300. 5,4; Oct, 1964; 301-50. 
6,1J Jan, 1965; 351-406. 
There letters are concerned with MAO College which was 
established in 1877 to prepare Indian minds to under-
stand the value and purpose of modern science and 
education. 
- OBJECTIVES 
181. QURESHI (Abdul Razzaq). M.A.O. College, Alfgarh : 
Pas manzar aur maqa~sid. Jamla. 45,9; July, 1961; 
472-81. 
Gives the historical background of Aligarh Movement 
describing the political and economic situations of 
muslims and sir Syed*i« attempts to improve them. 
Conditions in which tJVKO College was established and 
its aims and objectives are given in detail. 
182. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Ek khutba jo diya na ja^  sakS. 
SSH Rev. Old BOYS NO> 1975; 142-44. 
MAO College, its union and other secondary institutions 
were established for the security and progress of some 
special objectives. Sir Syed helped and reformed the 
muslims in such a critical and historicali^ •••iii«i 
turn and made muslim progressive, and partners in social 
and cultural life of the country. 
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- BUILDI.NGS - HISTORY 
183. ASGHAR ABBAS. Yeh khak ki hai jis ka junun saiqal-i-
idrak. SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. 1975; 7-16. 
Sir Syed Hall is the oldest Hall of the University. 
The author gives the detailed history of the Hall and 
the description of the construction of its buildings, 
e.g.. Jama tosjid, Strachey Hall, Lytton Librory, etc. 
• Fir^ ANCES & FINDS 
184. JAIN (M S). The Mjharamadan Anglo-Orientol College 
(1898-.1906). Ch 5. (^ Jain, .M.S. The Aligarh 
Movement : Its origin and development, 1858-1906. 
P 60-65). Agra, Sri Ram fv^ ehra, 1965. 
By the death of Sir Syed and Principal Beck in 1898 
and in 1899 respectively, the condition of Colleoie 
became very critical. There was also a case of 
erabazzlement and the College was in debts. Mohsin-ul-
Mulk was appointed iecretary. Sir Syed Menorial 
Fund Committee was constituted which visited a number 
of places and acquainted the people v.'ith the real 
aims and objectives of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. A large 
sum of money was collected in a short time and old 
debts were paid off. Mohsin-ul-Mulk took great pains 
to increase the financial position of the College. 
185, MOHD. AJVEEN (Mian). 1878 A.D. ka*'Aligarh. SSH Rev. 
Old BOYS NO. 1975; 21-24. 
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Refers a great function held in 1882 in which n^ -,wabs and 
r ich people v/ere inv i ted . Good r e s u l t of Entrance from 
Calcutta University and the l ec tu re of iVohsin-ul-Mulk 
influenced the people and they helped f inanc ia l ly . In 
1883, number of boarders was 300. In 1884 S i r Syed with 
h i s followers v i s i t e d Punjab for ra i s ing the funds. 
186. r.mrTARUDDlN AHfMD. S i r Syed ke kuchh ghair tnatbua" 
khatut . Fikr.>o^Nazar. 1,1; J an , I960; 109-110 8. 113-15. 
These are some l e t t e r s from the co l lec t ion of Atekatib-i-
S i r Syed by the author. One l e t t e r to rvbhsin-ul-Mulk 
r e fe r s about the subscript ion for the College from 
di f ferent s t a t e s . 
187. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). S i r Syed aur unke rufaqa : Ek 
t a ' a ru f . S i r sved Hall* 1970; 10-11. 
Describes the attempts of r a i s i ng the funds for ?.V\0 
College, f/ohsin-ul-f/ulk t r i e d his best to r a i s e the 
funds and succeeded in ra i s ing from 76 thousand 
annual to one and half l a c s . He col lected about 6 lacs 
witliin 5 or 6 years . This work continued in the period 
of Vaqar-ul-fAilk also and col lected 6 laCs during his 
period. 
188. SYED Aim^D KHAN. tokatib-i-Sir Syed. Fikr-o-Mazar. 
2 , 1 ; Jan, 1961; 128-30. 
These l e t t e r s .'.'ere wr i t ten to Nawab i.'hjzaninilullah Khan 
In one l e t t e r s i r Syed thanks Nawab Soheb for sending 
Rs. 100/- as subscr ip t ion. In another l e t t e r he r e f e r s 
to the chequing of the accounts by the Secretary. 
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189• SYED All''AD a^^ A^ 4• Six Syed ka ok ghoir naatbua oaktub. 
i l E ^ 4 2 , 3 j July . 19661 15. 
This l e t t e r Is \iaKltt«»i by s i r syod to Ikn^mb Vj^qoiwitUrulk 
and describes tho rocoipt of subscriptions for the 
Gollega* 
- AiailNISTRATORS 
190, Al*MD SHUJA (Hakim) • Mara Aligarh Coliooe. SSli Bgv. 
Qld 3QY3 WO. 197^ 103-05, 
iSr. Vaqar^ul-ilallt vmG tho Socrotory of the mo Golioge 
vAion JiaUiD Ataad shujo joined the Colleg? in 1909. On 
one side thoro was Aftab Alisriad Khan viio >;©ro buoy in 
rotaininj the (jducationsl and pol i t ica l constitution 
viiidb was : l r Gy©d*« aitas ti^ilo on tho other hand there 
were Shaukot All and % . r,iohd. All '.vho wore tho 
suppcrtors of ruaw aducational and pol i t ica l policy and 
ware of the viev-; that tho Ooll^go student a should take 
part in national movonents and pol i t ica l matter , . There 
were sotaotirws conflicts and Vac.ar-ul-.f'ylk was racing 
these s i tuat ions . Also describes tho i n to l l i ont 
administration of Sir Zlauddin at that titae. 
191. f.fJWfTARUDDirv AHf.'AD. f/\al'.cititwi^3ir J-v'^ d. F^Jacva^Ngz^. 
1 , ^ rpTf 1960? 116.30. 
Letters published in the -'Aislin In'^ticuto ^oEotte or 
elseviAiore and not included in tho collection of l.aheed-
uddin and Ross .^ lasood are given vdth nocossary sources 
and annotations. These papers re la te the the aduiiristra^A 
tiwi of the College & deal with tho rul s and problems 
of adsdssions and scholarships. 
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192. r^ JKHTARUDDir^ l AHWD. Sir Syed ke kuchh ghair raatbua 
khatut , Fxkr-o»I>tazar. l , i ; Jan, I960; 109-16 8. 120-27. 
Some of thesG l e t t e r s deal with the scholarship to 
Syed Jvtehinood and appointing him as Secretary of the 
College; the others deal with the administrat ion of 
the College. 
- H.G.I. SIDDONS 
193, BHATNAGAR (s K). Henry George Imply Siddons, the first 
principal. Ch 4. (J^ Bhatnagar, S.K. History of the 
M.A.O. College, AliQarh. P 56-77). Alioarh, !.1uGlim 
University. 1969. 
Describes the administration of Henry 6.1» Siddons 
who was the first Principal of the College. The activitie 
and improvetiionts in the College during his Principal-
ship are discussed. 
- THEODCBE BECK 
194. BHATNAGAR (S K). Under Theodore Beck,: Ch 5. {In 
gftiatnagar, S.K. History of the MAO College, Aligarh. 
70-110. Aligarh, J'uslim University, 1969. 
Describes Principal Theodore Beck who was recoinmended 
for Principalship by Syed Mahmood. Gives the management 
of the College, its various activities as4 discussed 
here. 
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19^ HABISUtlAH mm* ?A.A.O, College ko ouiataz an^raz 
asatS£a» - Principal Theodore B&ck. Ali^ q IMQ. Alioarfa 
l^-jt Pt. n - Shakhsiyat aur .-jav^o, 19»3-5'> a 1954-55; 
145-64. 
f*. Beck was appointed principal of IJ\^0 Col log o after 
Mr* Siddorts in 1883« Altls fatnily Z oducotionox 
cjtescriptlons end tho condition of the boarding house 
of the Coliogo before tiis arr ival i s given. :<*. Bock»8 
treatfoent vdth tho students and his educotional 
ac t iv i t ies* roliglon and pol i t ica l thinkings have 
boon discussed* As the College lyas in i t s growing 
stage* r/^ r. 3ock took nr c t in teres t in it;, progress. 
ilio pc l i t ico l iiur&inasi v/ore as of Sir Syad and took 
in teres t in Aligarh f-oveciGnt* II' did his best to 
iniprove tho standards of the AliQarh College. 
196. .larj. AlAcLBi (Jaian). 1870 A.D. ka .dioorh. 3SH Re¥. 
qld Bov^ m* 1975| 24-30. 
Discuseos •^* Beck who cotaa from Errjlond as Principal 
of TAO Collnqo with Syod '^ h^tnooU* ;'r. Bock was very 
kind to students and an able principal . Oescribos 
tho strikos of 1837 and s ta tes bovt h? solved the 
problem. 
197, BMAT^ 4^ A^n (S !<), nv^odoro Ltorrison. ::h 6. (J^ 
Bhatnagar, S.K* History of the J4.A.0. College, 
Aligarh. P X3a.d6). Aligarh, fAislim University, 
1969. 
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Describes Theodore Morrison who becane Pr incipal of the 
CollegG in 1899» af ter 3eck»s death. His management in 
the Colloga for various oc t iv ios i s doscribod. 
198. JAIN (M S)• The Muhammedan Anglo-Oriental College 
1898-1906. Ch 5. (Jn J a i n , M.S. The Aligarh 
Movement : I t s or ig in and developtnont, 1858-1906. 
P 62-69). A gra , S r i Ram Mohra, 1965. 
Mohsin-ul-Mulk was appointed Secretary af te r the 
doath of S i r Syed. He v/as a good adminis t ra tor . 
Financial condition of the College at tha t time 
v/as c r i t i c a l which came in control with the attempts 
of ?.fohsin-ul-Mulk. During his Secretaryship a nuirdoer 
of students from the far-region of Indian and outside 
India admitted. fiohsin-ul-Mulk also took i n t e r e s t in 
the i ssue of Hindu-Urdu controversy. . Urdu Defence 
Association was ostoolishod under the Prosidontphip 
of .Vohsirv-ul-Mulk. 
199. NiZAJa (Khaliq Ahmad). S i r Syod aur unke rufaqae : 
Ek Ta»aruf. s i r Syed Hal l . 1970; 10-14. 
was 
Describes the a c t i v i t i e s of .Vohsin-ul-Mulk wtio/appointed 
tha Secretary of the College on 1st February, 1899 and 
romaincd upto I6th Oct. 1907, the time of bis death. 
Ho took grea t i n t e r e s t in promoting the College and 
in the co l l ec t ion of funds for the Colleoe. Given the 
students love for fttohsin-ul-Mulk doscri ing the episode 
then viion in 1907 a s t r ike in students took p lace , 
Mohsin-ul-J'Ailk decided t o resign but the students 
requ sted to ranain on h is cos t . 
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200, ZUBAIRI (Maulvi K'>ohd. Amln) • MOHSiH-ul^ Mulk. 
Mah»l-Nau, I s t i q l a l No. 19,5; Aug, 1956} 39-44. 
Gives the doscr ip t ton of Mohsin-.ul-.^'!ulk as Secretary 
of A*5iO College. He was appointed Secretary of the 
College in 1899. In 1906 Prince of Wales was highly 
iitpressed v^en he v i s i t e d the College. 
- VAQ\R-UL-fAJlK 
201. NIZAM (Khaliq Ahniad). . i r Syed OUT un ke rufaqa : 
Ek t a ' a ru f . S i r Sved Hal l . 1970; 14-19. 
Describes the a c t i v i t i e s of fNiawab Vaqar-ul-Mulk v*ien 
he v/as appointGd as Socretary of the College in the 
succession of Mohsin-ul-fAjilk on 15th Dec., 1907. He 
was a good administrator as well as very syn^athetic 
t o the s tudents . Also took i n to r e s t ir. r a i s ing the 
funds 4f the College. He expired on 23th January, 
1917. After him, l\!£?v/ab Jvlohd. Ish-q Khan and Syed 
Mohd. Ali was appointed as Secretary and worked upto 
1920 when the College b:camG c Universi ty. 
202. ZUBAIRI (iViaulvi r.tohd. min). Vaqnr-ul-Mulk Marhoom. 
fjlah"i"Nau. Jamhuriyat N6» Mar, 1958; 27-28. 
Vaqar -u l - f^k was appointed Secretary of MAO College. 
S i r Syed was grea t ly influenced by him vMen he was 
aunsarim a t Aligarh and S i r Syed was Sadrussudur. 
- MOHD. iSmqUH KHAK 
203. ASLAM SAIFI. t^ewab ?.bhd. Ishaq i<han. Alig fAaO. Aliqarh 
No.. Pt . I I ; Shakhsivat aur .iavze. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 
33-35. 
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Nawab Mohd. Ishaq Khan was the fifth Secretary of the 
Board of Trustees of IW) College and the successor of 
Nawab Vaqar-ul-h*jlk. He was related v/ith the Aligarh 
Movement from his youth. He also helpc?d in the 
construction of the buildings of the College. He took 
great interest in the collection of donations. 
- TEACHERS 
204» ABDULLAH (Shaikh tohammad). M.A.O. College msen mere 
dajshila*. SSH Rev. Old Boys No. 1975j 59-60. 
Shaikh Abdullah was a famous student of l*J^ College 
and Was founder of /totnen's College. This article is 
frora his bock 'r.iushahidat»va>-Tasurat" published 
recently. He describes the teachers of hV\0 College 
v/hen he r/as a student of the College. H-^  describes 
Sir Theodore Morison, Sir Thomas Arnold, J.C. Chakra-
barty, Sharasul Ulema Meulana Shibli and Voulana Abbas 
Husain and thoir woriks. 
205, QURt^HI (Abdul Majid). Alinarh naen mor« shab-o-roz. 
SSH Rev, d d Boys No. i975j 93-100. 
Abdul Mejid Qureshi was a favourite student s£ the 
Saiiags and also a tejcher of the College. He describes 
some properties of the College,Principal ."/orison was 
a picture of affection and kindness. Describes Prof, 
Chakraborty v;ho was Professor of .Mathematics, toulvi 
Abul Hasan and Prof, Abdul Hai. Third property, he 
states is the dining hall where attendance v;as compul-
sory except illness. Fourth property was the Siddon's 
Union of the College vjhero Vice-President, Secretary 
and Librarian were selected. In 190 the author was 
appointed as Lacturor in place of Prof. Chakroborty. 
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206* RAZ^ AXJ (Sir). Madarsat-ul-uluin Aligarh cnaen mera 
dakhila. SSH Rev> Old Bovs No. 1975; 76. 
The author vilno was an eminent old boy of the College 
gives description of his teachers some of them are 
Maulvi Abbas Husain, fAauIvi Khalil Ahmad, f/aulvi 
Abdullah, Prof. Chakraborty, Dr. Ziauddin, etc. 
Their activities and characters are given. 
207. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Phir chhera Husn ne apni 
qiss^. Fikr-o»Na2ar. 3,3| July, 1962; 42-49. 
Describes some incidents of student life of the author 
in f/AO College and biographical sketches of some of 
its teachers. The establishment of Aligarh Movement 
and MAO College was the result of the acceptance of 
historical change of late 19th century which came after 
the conflict of old eastern civilisation with the new 
western civilization. Sir Syod and his followers helped 
the community when the attitude of English people 
was that of revange. Gives etophasis on higher education 
and understanding Islam and its importance. 
208 miAYAT HUSAIN (l.^ eer), Aligarh College ragen dqlshila. 
SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. 1975; 
The author was an old boy of the College; later he 
became a teacher. He describes some Professors and 
teachers of the College. Mr. Siddons who was principal 
also taught some classes. It discusses fAr. Nisbi, 
Headmaster of the School, fteulvi Amjad Alif Lecturer 
of Philosophy, Babu Govind Pradad, Lecturer of Mathe-
matics, H/iaulvi Abdul Jabbar of Persian and Pt. Shiv 
Sjanker, Professor of Sgnskrit. In the beginning there 
were two departments of one English and other the oriental. 
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- SHIBU 
209. ABDUL RAHfMN (Sakahuddin). toulana Shibli Nau'mani. 
Nuqush. Shakhsivat No«. 18-25. 
Gives biographical sketch and activities of Shibli 
Nau'mani who was a teacher of IH/^O College. He was 
appointed a Persian teacher of the College in 1883 
after completing his education. Be was a favourite 
teacher. 
- WAIAYAT HUBAIN 
210. WALAYAT HUSA-IN, gatr diary ke chand varaq. Aljg r/iaq. 
>\liqarh No. Pt. II ; Shakhsivat aur iaveze. 1953-54 & 
1954-55J 9-24. 
This is an extract of the auto-biography of Meer Walayat 
Husain who was a student of 1^A0 College and also a teache 
of the School. IJ^, Husain has described the fAAO College 
of his period, his admission, the political and 
administrative convention of Aligarh, economic crisis, 
and about the activities of the students of the College. 
He has also given the relation of Aligarh with the 
p>olitics of the country and has described some of his 
friends. 
- P.M. Valis 
211. HABIBULIAH KHAN. M.A.O. College ke mumtaz angrez asatza. 
Prof. P.M. Valis. Alig Mag. Aligarh l^, Pt. II Shakh» 
sivat aur javze. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 164-68, 
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Gives the description of Prof. P.M. Volis who was the 
Professor of English and History and came in July, 1887. 
He had his own technique of teaching. He was popular 
irythe students of the College and made great contri-
bution in cultural 8, social develo.onent of Ali jarh 
students. 
- T.W. ARNOLD 
HABIBU 
212. HABIBULLAH KHAN. M.A.a College ks mumtaz angrez 
asatza III - Prof. T.W. Arnold. Alig.Mag. Aliqarh 
No. Pt. II Shakhsiyat aur jayze. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 
168-72. 
Prof. T.lfil. Arnold who was a famous orientalist and 
a graduate of Cambridge reached Aligarh in January, 
1888. He became popular in Indian muslims and the 
students of MAO College. He tried to improve the 
religious condition of students of the Colloje and 
recitation of Quran was established in the College. 
He was the moving spirit mi behind the f.'.ajlis Akhwanus-
safa in which members wrote articles on different topics. 
He introduced prizes for natural poetry. 
- THEOiDORE MORRISON 
213. HABIBULLAH KHAN. M.A.O. College ke mumtaz angrez asatzl". 
Prof. Theodore Morrison. Alig Mag. Aligarh No. Pt II 
Shakhsiyat aur .lavze. 1953-54 & 1954-55> 172-80. 
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Prof. Morison was appointed the Professor of English after 
Valis* He helped in establishing Islamia Schools in the 
state, e.g. Marehra, Sahaswan, etc. Union Hall was 
constructed during his time. This oiost important work 
was to obtain the services to the students of this 
College. He also took interest in the upbringing of 
Ross Masood, the grand son of Sir Syed. Ho was also 
the President of the Conference. In his metnoaoy a hostel 
of the College was named as ?\torrison Court. 
- EHSArvI MAREHWI 
214. ZIA AHMAD BADAYUNI. Hhsan Marahravi. Alig Mag. Aligarh 
No, Pt. II Shnkhsivat aur lavze. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 
107-111. 
This article is an impression essay. The author gives the 
biographical sketch of Maulana Ehsan f/.arehravi v^o was 
a teacher of the College and a poet, adib, critic and 
v/rote a number of articles* 
- STUDEMTS* ACTIvniES 
215, ABDUL GHAFFAR (Qazl). f-laulana r^hammad Ali. Aljq Mag. 
Aligarh No. Pt. II Shakhsivat aur .iavezet 1953-54 & 
1954-55J 69-73. 
This article deals vdth the activities of Mohd. Ali, a 
famous old boy of the College as journalist. He was the 
editor of 'Hamdard' for a long period and started a nevj 
era of Urdu journalism. Though was a great supporter 
of the Aligarh ?tovement, he clashed with the gro t 
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)i leaders of Aligarh and criticised Mohsirwul !.1ulk, 
Vaqar-uL-J^ jlk and the English staff. 
216. ABDUL mJlD DARYABADI. ?Auhamfnad All (Alig). Alig //^ g. 
Aligarh No. Pt II Shakhsivat aur jayze. 1953-54 & 1954-
55j 67-68. 
Mr. Mohd. Ali v/as a true lover of Aligarh and he had 
3 great pride on his being an Aligarian, He took part in 
Aligarh Movement from his toung age and wrote a number 
of articles. Though he was not a supporter of Sir Syed's 
religious views, yet he had great love and respect for 
him. He founded Jamia in Aligarh as he .-anted the 
cooperation of Aligarh for his aims and objectives. 
217. ABDUL f*UID SALIK. Zafar Ali Khan. Alig Mag. Aligarh 
M » Pt. II Shakhsivat aur .iavze. 1953-54 & i954-55> 
59-65. 
fJt. Zafar Ali Khan was a favourite student of the College 
He was a great Urdu poet and essayist. He also took part 
in Indian politics. His style of writir^s is peculiar. 
The author has presented his poetic lines. He has also 
translated a number of books. 
218. ABDULLAH (Shaikh M»ti«ianad). M.A.O. College maen mera 
dakhiliT. SSH Rev. Old Boys No. 1975; 56-58. 
Shaikh Abdullah was a favourite student of liAO College 
and a great supporter of women education. Ho founded 
Muslim Girls School in 1906 vMch is now known as 
Women»s College. This article from his book 'Mushahidat 
va Tassurat published recently describes his hostel and 
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life and his other companions at that time. He met 
Sir Syed several times* He describes Sir 3yed*s 
relations with Raja Jai Kishan Das, Sir Jagdish 
Prasad, Gives Sir Syed's views about controversies 
in muslims due to the ulemas« 
219. AHI^ V^ D SHUJA (Hakim). Mera Aligarh College. SSH Rev. 
Old Bovs No. 1975; 101-
Ahmad Shuja was a favourite student of f.lAO College. 
He narrates about his family and then descriptions 
of his student life in the College. He was admitted 
in 1^ )9 v/hen Vaqr-ul-Mulk was the Secretary of the 
College. Gives the description of the favourite 
students of the College at that time and the staff 
members. Name of some in^ Dortant students which are 
described here and Syed Al H-san, Ahmad Ali, His 
Highness Sir f>fohd. Hameedullah Khan, Sahabzada 
/iftab Ahmad Khan and many interesting episodes of 
these students. Also describes Ahma Bukhsh, 3arber 
of Sir Syed and Sohan Lai Postman at that time. 
220. ANSARI (Ziauddin). Sahibzada Aftab Ahmad Khan. 
Aftab. 2; 1974; 8-40. 
Gives the biographical sketch of Aftab Ahma-i Khan 
vA\o was a favourite student of the College, a^ood 
player and an excellent author. He was admitted here 
in 1878 and remained upto 1891 when he passed in F.A. 
He did his B.A. Hons. from England and got the degree 
of BarristoB. On return he settled in Aligarh on the 
advice of Sir syed. He became a ^mtd great muslim 
leader and founded sir Syed Memorial Fund in 1898 
when he expired. 
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221. BHAimOAR (S K)* Changing patterns of the Ufa a t 
the f4A«0« College. Ch 11 {Jn Bhatnogar, s.K. 
History of the r.A.O* Golleg . P 354-66)• Aligarh, 
JijkJsliin Jhivorslty, 1969* 
Gives the main featusos of the College, i t s rosldontlal 
sydteiB» ehonges in various disciplines of l i f e , effects 
of western culture* introduction of vad OJS clubs* 
gatnes a sports • s tates thot the Collogo rernained the 
iaodel of Secularism* The choi ac tor is t lc of Aligarh 
students, his good monnors ani neatness and cleanli;-iess; 
feelir^ of honour; abhoranco of every thin that i s 
Ewan and ir>gentlemc:!nly. 
222. QfJLAMS SAYYED<^>IN (Khwaja). Ek niard-i-d rvesh. 
AUa MSQ. Aligarh No. Pt. I I I . 1953-5^ I 1954-55; 
i*40. 
b<h»»aja Ghula<asa»Saqlain was a favourite student of 
the Qolletg^ and wos t l ^ product of Allgaih in real 
sense. V/hat prc^crties an Aligarinr. should hovo wore 
there in him. He eotablished an Anjuman named 'Akhwan-
iteHBaf a *. I t s oin was to produco pio-is l i f e , scholars 
ship and respect for each other. Mo wroto a njnber of 
a r t i c l e t tm different topics arvJ ronarding the 
Aligarh Movement. I t i s a detcjilod a r t i c l e and throws 
l ight on many aspects of Khwaja Ghuiansjs-Saqlain's 
l i fe* 
223. INAT.' ILAHI. f/aulvi Aziz f^lrr.a. Alio h^a. Aligarh No. 
P^. ,11 ^^ akhf4Y<?:^  flo^ .Igy^ SSL i 9 9 3 . ^ & i954-55| 25«32. 
This a r t i c l e gives the l i f e and description of rfe j lvi 
Aziz h'iiza vMo vias one of the niost injjjortont figures 
of the College. He v;as an Intel l i e n t and popular 
sl^dmrk 
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student of /MO College in its earlier days. He got 
double honours in his B.A, and worked as in Collectorate 
and Judge's High Courts in Hyderabad. The aim of Aligarh 
Movement was to understand the latest developments of 
changing period and to remove the misunderstandings 
and vijork against narrow mindodness. For this purpose 
a new generation came into existGnco in the College 
which moved the life and boro a nov; stream in literary, 
political, economic and all fields of life, Mirza was 
one of such persons who left impressions behind him 
and took great interest in the activitiec of IfAO 
College in that period, 
22^. IVDHD. ANEEN (Mian). 1873 A.D. ka Aligarh. SSH Rev. 
Old Boys No. 1975; 17-22. 
This article has been taken from Sarquzasht. The author 
of this article was one of the favourite students of 
m o College from October, 1878 to ?.^ arch, 1889. In 1886, 
he v;as selected as Captain of College cricket team and 
presided the annual function of Old Boys' Association 
in 1932. He has described the College of that time. 
Discusses Sir Syed's attitude towards students. Described 
Syed Mahmood, who was the ablest judges of the High 
Court. He also discusses a number of other students 
of the College and their activities. Also discusses 
the lectures delivered by the stijJents in Union Hall. 
One student f/!r, Mustafa Khan was a ood speaker. 
225, F5AZA ALI (Sir). r.lodarsat-ul-ulum Aligarh maen raera 
dajdiila. SSH Rev. Old Boys No. 1975; 6a-76. 
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Sir Raza Ali was an eminent old boy of the College. He 
describes the f.V\0 College of his time v;hen he took 
admission in 1898. Describes the activities of some 
students of that time, e.g. Zafar Unar, Ejaz Alatn, 
Naimatullah, Zarnan Mahdi Khan and many others. 
226. SICOIQI (Rashid Ahmad) • Azizan-e-Aligarh. Fikr..o.Nazar. 
12, 1 & 2j 1972} 141-82. 12,3; 1972; 99-106. 
This long essay is the part of a detailed a dress of 
Rashid ^mad Siddiqi, The student of AlfU are addressed 
here and old and new traditions of the University are 
compared. The draw bgcks of students community are 
also criticised. 
227. WALAYAT HUSAIN. Zati diary ke chand varaq. Alig Mag. 
Aliqarh No. Pt II Shakhsiyat aur iavze. 1953-54 & 1954-55, 
9-24. 
Gives an auto-biography of Mir Walayat Husain who was 
a favourite student of MAO College and later became 
a teacher. This describes the social, political and 
economic conditions of /vlAO College and discusses the 
place of Aligarh in the politics of the country. 
228. WAQAR AZIM (Syed). Hasrat : Mahaul, shakhsiyat aur 
sha'iri. Alig fJlao. Alioarh No. Pt. II Shakhsiyat aur 
javze. 1953-54 8. 1954-55; 85-106. 
The author gives the biographical sketch of Hasrat 
f'ohani who was a student of MAO College and remained 
upto 1903. The country was divided politically into 
two groups at that time. Congress and Aligarh f/ovement. 
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Hasrat instituted Urdu-e-Moalla from Aligarh and became 
inen4)er of Congress in 1904 and published some articles 
in Urdu-»e-Moalla in favour of Congress. His presence 
in the University was prohibited and he propagated 
his political thinkings by living in the city. Enemity 
vdth English people was his political belief. He wrote 
a no. of political poems (qhazlain) which are included 
i" ^ s Kullivat. Later he joined Muslim Lieogue. His 
main objects was to regenerate Urdu Gha2al and it is 
great contribution in Urdu Literature. 
229. ZAKIR HIBAIN. Chashma-i-hayat ki yad raaen. SSH Rev. 
Old BOYS NO. 1975; 127-30. 
Dr. Zakir Husain was admitted in MAO College in 1913 
and passed B.A. with Honours in 1918. He was a favourite 
student of the College and was elected Vice-President 
of the IMion. This article has been taken from his book 
Talimi Khutbat. In this article he describes the hostel 
life of the College at that time. 
- SPCHTS 
230. ABCWLLAH (Shaikh Mohammad). M.A.O. College maen mera 
dakjiila". SSH Rev> Old Bovs No. 1975; 61-65. 
Shaikh Abdullah was a popular student of fMO College 
and was the founder of Women's College. Present article 
is from his book 'Mushahidat va tassurat* published 
recently. He describes the sports facilities available 
to the stiKlents of the College and their activities, 
e.g., in Drill, Cricket, Football, riding, etc. Describes 
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some students and teachers ivho took interest in these 
activities. Teachers of Cricket and itkkmt Football 
were constituted and they got success in the matches 
with the teams of other colleges, even of the English 
people* 
231. MOHD. AfJEEN (Man). 1878 A.D. ka Aligarh. SSH Rev. 
Old BOYS NO. 1975; 19-25, 
This states that Gilli Dand^. Kani Panda and Kabaddi 
were common sports of the boarders at that time. In 
1879 boarders thought of playing the cricket. A team 
was constituted and first friendly match v^ as held 
between Aligarh and ftoradabad Govt. High School in 
1881 in which Aligarh succeeded. Aligarh also played 
several matches and succeeded. The author had great 
interest in cricket and was captain of College team 
for six years. 
• STUDENTS UNION 
232. ABDULLAH (Shaikh Nlohamiiad). M.A.O. College maen mora 
dakhila". SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. 1975i 63-67. 
The article is from Shaikh Abdullah's biographical work 
'Mushahidat va tassurat'.i^te was a popular student of 
MAO College and the founder of Women*s College. He 
describes the College Union which was called Siddon's 
Uni^n Club where the lectures and discus ions v/ere hold 
weekly and a medal known as Cambridge speaking Prize 
Was given to the best speaker, shaikh Abdullah v/as also 
given first prize in 1396. College Principal and later 
the Vice-(3iancellor was the ex-officio President of 
the l^ion and Vice-President was selected from the 
students. 
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233, RAZA ALI (Sir), Madarsat-ul-uluin maen mera dakhila. 
SSH Rev. Old Bovs f^o. 1975> 
Describes the eloction of the College Union which was 
known as Siddon»s Union. In 1901 due to disturbance in 
the atmosphere of the College, elections could not be 
held. In 1902 Sir Raza Ali was elected Vice-Bresident 
which was the highest post as President was the ex-
officio member and he was always Principal. 
• HISTOHY 
234, SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad). Ek khut.ba'jo diya na ja saka. 
SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. 1975} 131^70. 
Rashid Ahmad Siddiqi came to Aligarh in 1915; passed 
B.A., appointed Urdu teacher in 1922. This audress 
was written for M W Students Union but it could not be 
presented as the Union was suspended. It gives the 
history of the Union from its earliest titr.es when 
Slddons became the first Head blaster and Principal 
of the College on whose name the Union was named as 
Siddon's Union. In the Union the students were learnt 
to speak freely and to hear calmly. Gives the description 
of guests which came in the Union, e.g. Sri Niwas 
Shastri, Abdullah Yusuf Ali, ICS, Pt. f.^ dan f.'ohan 
Malviya* etc. and show that there were no Hindu-
rausliro differences. In the end he gives some suggestions 
for the students and teachers of modern time. 
- iSO -
~ HINDU STIDENTS 
235, SYED AHW\D KHAN. Gold medal for a Hindu student 
standing first in the 3.A. Examination. Ch 38. (in 
Shan ft&ihamraad, com & ed. Writings and speeches of 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. P 250). BombaYt Nachiketa, 1972. 
It is a notice issued from sir Syed, Hony. Secretary, 
Managing Committee, MAO College from Aligarh on 3rd 
August, 1882 stating that 'Hon'ble Sir Syed Ahmad 
Bahadur will award a gold medal from his own pocket, 
to the student who may pasn the approaching B.A. 
examination in the First Division. 
- DISCIPLI^E 
236. ABDUL ALI (Khwaja). M.A.O. College ki yad. SSH Itev. 
Old Boys jfe. 1975? 37-40. 
The author of this article Khv/aja Abdul Ali was one 
of the favourite students of the College of early 
days. Describes the discipline of the students of the 
College at that tin» and the relationship of teacher 
and taught. Describes Principal Beck's sympathetic 
and kind attitude towards the students. Describes the 
discipline among the students and their attitude 
towards teachers, employees, servants, etc. 
- BOVRDIhG HOUSES 
237. TUFAIL AHf/sAD (Syed). Aligarh College ka ib tada i zaraana. 
SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. i975j 
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Describes the condition of boarding house in the early 
period of the College wAien the author was the student 
of the College. There i-jere three classes in the boarding 
house* Gives the details of food, breakfast, etc, given 
to the boarders. 
238. ViALAYAT HUSAIN (Kteer). Aligarh College ntiaen dakhila. 
SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. 1975; 41-45. 
Meer Walayat Husain was one of the popular old boys of 
the college who was admitted in 1882 and became member 
of the staff in 1886. He was also appointed as Proctor 
and Manager of Aligarh Niagazine. He gives a description 
of the boarding house of the College in his student 
life and tells there were three categories. First Class, 
second class, and third class. The fees & expenses of 
these houses were also different. Describes the food 
and br«allfast,,etc# of the boarding. Sir Syed did not 
like third rate facilities in the boarding house and 
he emphasised on the improvement of facilities to the 
boarders. 
ALIGARH MDVEMSCr AW JAfJllA hILLlA 
239. ABIDULLAH (3JA2I. Aligarh lahrik a^r Jamia" WSillia. 
Alio Mag. Ali .arh No. 1953-54 & 1954-55; 263-76. 
Gives the objectives of Aligarh College in the minds 
of English Government to prepare the clerks and Oy. 
Collectors for services, while Sir Syed's objectives 
for establishing the College -as more than that. Thus 
with the establishment of the College only a limited 
number of desires of Sir Syed were fulfilled. Describes 
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the relationship of Jamia f4illia and Aligarh Movement. 
Because of great interference of English people in 
the Aligarh College and by seeing that the desires of 
some muslim leaders were not fulfilling for raaVving the 
l&du medium Jamia Klillia was established in 1920, a 
national muslim university, Urdu being the medium of 
instruction. 
ALIGARH N5CVEMENT A^D DEOBAND MOVEMENT 
240. ABDUL GHAFUR (Chowdhury). Sir Syed ki tallmf tahrik. 
(In Nasim Qureshi, ed. Aligarh Tahrik i Kghaz ta 
imroz. P 413-14). Aligarh, r«/!uslim University, 1960. 
Gives the influence of the mutiny in the shape of 
rising two schools, one in Aligarh and other in 
Deoband. The founders of both the schools were the 
students of Delhi College. Gives the comparison of 
both the schools. These were quite different with 
each other but their object was seme i.e. to improve 
the condition of muslims. 
241. AKBARABADI (Said Ahmad). Deoband aur Aligarh. 
(In Nasim Qureshi, ed. Aligarh Tahrik : Aghaz ta 
imroz. P 217-228). Aligarh, fAislim University, 1960, 
Gives a comparison of the two famous schools namely 
Deoband and Aligarh which were established in 1867 
and in 1875 respectively. These schools differed 
in their basic approach. One favoured the old 
education while the other favoured modern and 
western education. The founders i.e. Maulana Mohd. 
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Qasim Nanotvi and Sir Syed Ahmad Khan were students 
of Delhi College. This is a laarned article which 
deals with the points of similarities and divergences 
of the two schools in detail. 
ALIGARH WVEMENT - ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVHRSIIY - ADMINISTRATOflS 
242. MLIKHTARUDDIN AHWD. Yadon ke chiragh. SSH Rev> 
Old Boys No« 1975; 205-22. 
Prof. Mukhtaruddin Ahmad, now Head of Arabic 8. Dean, 
Faculty of Arts was one of the selective students of 
Aligarh Muslim University. He describes Prof. Shafi 
who was a loving Provost of S.3. Hall and took 
interest in brilliant students, orators of the Union 
and famous players. Describes A^aiman Saheb who was 
Professor of Arabic and Dr. Zakir Husain, the Vice-
Chancellor of the University. The Education Coomission 
under the chairmanship of Dr. Radha Krishaan was 
appointed, and came to Aligarh. Also describes Dr. 
Syed ffehmood. Shaikh Abdullah, Dr. Aleem, Prof. 
Rashid Ahmad Siddiqi and Prof. Syed Bashiruddin who 
was Librarian. Describes the celebration of Sir Syed 
Day and starting the exhibition on Sir Syed on Sir 
Syed Day with the help of Prof. Bashiruddin and 
other staff members. 
243. SIDDIQI (Habib Ahmad). Dastan-i-Gul. SSH Rev. Old 
Boys No. 1975; 284-90. 
The author describes the qualities of Dr. Zakir Husain 
and Col. B.H. Zoidi, then Vice-Chancellors of AMU 
during the stay here as student 1956-59. While one 
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improved the campus by constructing tube wells, nalees 
and lawns, etc*, the other built a number of new and 
beautiful buildings. 
244. SIMSI (Al Ahmad). Kuchh suha^ ni yaden kuchh puranl 
batain. SSH Rev. Old Bovs no,k 1975; 190-
Prof. Suroor was the Provost of S.S. Hall in 1956 
and Head of the Department of Urdu for quite a good 
niBdt)er of years after Prof» Roihid Ahmad siddiqi. 
Describes the hostel life of his time. Prof. Syed 
Bashiruddin who Yias retired after serving as Librarian 
and Heed, Department of Library Science, was the warden 
of his hostel« His attitude towards his students and 
how he uses to visit the rooms of the students. Atten-
dance in the dining hall was compulsory at that time. 
In this period, Sir Ross Masood was the Vice-Chancellor 
of the University. 
245. ZAUQI (fv^ sud Ali). Chand yadain, chand chehre, chand 
dagh. SSH Rev. Old Bovs No. 1975; 182-
The auttv>r describes Dr. Ziauddin who was Pro-Vice-
chancellor at the time of his student life. Also gives 
description of Ghulamus-Sayyedain, Principal, Training 
(College and Dr. Hedi Hasan, Head, Department of Persian, 
The author saw the period of five Vice-Chancellors : 
Aftab Ahmad Khan, Nawab ^zammilullah Khan, Sir Shah 
Sulaiman, Sir Ross Masood and Prof. A.B.A. Haleem. 
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- AFTAB MVffiiD KHAN 
246, ANSARI (Zlauddin). Sahibzada "Aftab Ahmad Khan, Aftab. 
2| 1974; 10-14, 
Gives the description of Aftab Ahmad Khan as good 
actainlstrator. In 1904 he was appointed the Incharge 
of College buildings. On this honorary post, he worked 
with great enthusiasm and many important buildings, 
e.g., Jania Masjid, Mumtaz House, Sir Syed House, 
University Hospital t ^ Aac-Donnel Hostel and Heck Wanzil, 
Lytton Library and Hameed Manzil were built. In 1905 
he was appointed as HorKjrery Naib ?.^ u'tmid of All 
India Muslim Educational Conference and worked hard 
upto 1917, Sultan Jahan lAanzil and separate library 
was built during his tenure. In 1923 he was appointed ai 
2nd Vice-chancellor of Aligarh Muslim University and 
as Vice-chancellor he introduced many reforms in 
Uhiversity teachers. University students, and estab-
lished several Departments, e.g. Arabic, Islamic 
Studies, Geography and reformed Training College. 
Jubilee was celebrated during his tenure. In 1926 he 
completed his tenure and in 1930 he expired. 
247. NIZAMI (Khaliq Ahmad). Sir Syed aur unke rufaqa : 
Ek ta»aruf. Sir Sved Hall. 1970; 19-23. 
Describes the appointment of Sahabzada Aftab Ahmad 
as Vice-chancellor on 1st January, 1924,xtt»«t He 
remained on the post upto 31st December, 1926. 
Sahebzada Saheb was one of the favourite students 
of the College. The activities of iW. Khan and his 
attempts for removing the misunderstanding about 
Sir Syed's political views are given. 
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- SIR SHAH MOHD. SULABVW 
248, NI2AM1 (Khaliq Ahmad). Sir Syed aur unke rufaqa : 
Ek ta»aruf. Sir Sved Hall. 1970; 23-26. 
Gives the brief sketch and activities of Sir Shah 
Mohd* sulaiman Mho was appointed the Vice-Chancellor 
of the University thrice* His last duration was 
from 30th April, 1938 to 23rd April, 1941. He attemp-
ted to start establishment of Science teaching in 
the University in accordance to the needs of his 
tloies. 
- ZAKIR HJSAIN 
249. KALIM SHAHIN. Zakir siheb ne kaha. SSH Rev. 1,2; 
52-66. 
Dr. Zakir Husain was the Vice-Chancellor of Aligarh 
Muslim University during 1952- , and as Vice-
Chancallor he gave many useful talks. This article 
includes the extracts fran the talks of Zakir 
Saheb regarding Aligarh, its movement, its teachers 
and students. 
- K.A. NIZAMI 
250. MftMC&B AHMAD. Vice-Chancellor Professor Khaliq Ahmad 
Nizami Saheb se ek mulaqat. SSH Rev. Apr, 1974; 
L-2 8. 4-5. 
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This is an interview with Prof. K.A. Nizami, by the 
editor, S.S. Hall Review. In reply of sotne questions 
of the Editor, he tells about his life, states that 
some of the personalities v/ith whom he is groatly 
influenced are rJizamuddin /uliya» Shah V.'aliullah 
and Sir Syed. Tells about tks his pre-occupations 
and v/ishes the students of AMI should excel others 
in merit and character. In his opinion there should 
be no change in the building built during Sir Syed's 
time. He wanted to establish a good Sir Syed Academy 
in Sir Syed House, and to collect all the political, 
religious and other literature. Also some other 
aclministrrtive natter? of the University are 
discussed. 
- TEAa^ERS 
251, ISHPES (Auto). Aligarh ki yad maen. Aliq fteg. 
Aliqarh No. Pt. II Sh;^khsivat aur javz?. 1953-54 & 
1954-55} 5-8. 
The author of this article wns the Professor 8, Head 
Department of Arabic of Aligarh f.^ jslim University 
from 1932 to 1936. He has referred the movements 
in India in which Aligarh movement was an important 
one which affected the religion and cultural life 
of India. In 1920, 'MO College came into AfvW. A 
numher of European teachers taught in this 
institution. The author has described some important 
figures of the College and told Sir S/ed's view to 
bring this institution equal to the important 
universities of the v^ orld. 
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252. IC^ LIM SHAHIN. Zakir Saheb ne kaha. SSH Rev* 1,2? 
55-60. 
Dr. Zakir l-ftjsain was not only a Vice-chancellor of 
Aligarh f.'uslim University but also he was a favourite 
student and teacher of the University. Some extracts 
from his essays and lectures are given on various 
topics. He tells that students and toochers are the 
spirit of Aligarh. According to him the teachers of 
this University are in the best teachers of the 
country. 
- STI/DENTS ACTIVITIES 
253. ABBASI (ftohd. Adil). 1925 A.D. k^ Alfgarh. SSH Rev. 
Old BOYS Tfe. 1975j 171-81. 
Mc, Adil Abbasi was mu^ phid«i-a2adi and supporter 
leader of Urdu Tahrlk, He came to Aligarh in 1925 
and describes the buildings of the University and the 
students mostly v/earing shenvani. Sir Syed Hall was 
called Pakki baraq and Usmania Hostel was kachchi 
barag. Describes some students of the College at that 
tinx}. Describes some students belonging to'Kjrandy 
Party" reforming of new students was their respon-
sibility. Seniority was on the enrolment of University 
and not on passing the exataination. Gives the traditions 
of the election of Union. 
254. AfSHAD ?MSUD. Sir Syed Hall of my days. SSH Rev. 
Apr, 1974j 3. 
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Describes the students life and activities of the 
author and his fellows and hostel life in University 
hostels of AMU. Also describes then Vice-Chancellor 
Or. Zakir Husain. 
255. ARSHAD M\SOD GA^ Gli^ I (Qazi). Yadon ki dhup chhaon. 
SSH Rev. Old Soys Nto. 1975j 223. 
Qazl Arshad Masud Ganguhi was one of the favourite 
students of the University 2. passed his intermediate 
in 1949 and his M.A. and LL.B. Examinations with 
Honours in 1955. Gives the dojcripticn of his admission 
and hostel life and the traditions of the Uhivorsity. 
Soaie of the important names he describes are - Khalil 
Ahmad Khan, Azizuor Rahman Khan Rahmani, Ejaz Ahmad, 
Kr. Majid Ali Khan, etc. 
256. KALIM SHAHIN. gakir Sahob ne kaha". SSH Rev. 1,2; 
55-66. 
Gives soae views of Dr. Zakir Husain vjhow was a 
favourite student of this institution. Dr. Zakir 
Husain leaunt from this institution a lot. It 
gives Zakir Saheb's vio'.vs about the students of AMU. 
He advises the students to have the knov/lodg .* of the 
subjects and to see the real truth of the education. 
How we should also try to improve the society, 
hfanners of talking to each other, etc. should also 
be known. 
257. MOINUDDIN DURDAl. Sir Syed ki nggri maen guzre roz-o-
shab. Al"Ilm. 23,4; Oct to Dec, 197'*; 65-73» 
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Describes the students activities of Aligarh v/hen the 
author was a student of B.A. Describes the constitution 
of an Islahi ^njuman and some lectures delivered in 
its meetings on female education, women freedom and 
about the characteristics of a good wife. 
258. MUKHTARUEDIN AH14AD. Yadon ke chiragh. SSH Rev* 
Old Bovs No, 1975; 205-22. 
Prof* Mukhtaruddin Ahmad, now Head, Dept. of Arabic & 
Dean, Faculty of Arts was also one of the bright student 
of the University. He came to Alifjorh in 1947 and 
remained upto 1952 and got his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. 
\\Q Was the editor of Aligarh I/agazine (Urdu) Gives 
description of some f.-vourite students of the 
University at that time, e.g. Masood Siddiqi, Nazis 
Ahmad Tirmizi, etc. 
259. QUR:^HI {mhd* shafi). l^uabon ka shahar. SSH Rev. 
Cqd Bovs No. 1975; 269-73. 
Discusses about f.'ohd. Shafi Qureshi, now Minister of 
state Railways, born in the vclloy of Kashioir who was 
the student of AMFJ during 1952-54 and passed M.A. & 
LL.B. and also fought the Union elections. He took 
part in many oratory competitions and got prizes. 
Dr. Zakir Husain was the Vice-Chancellor and many 
changes v/sre taking plnce in tho Unluersity. Describes 
some of his fionds, e.g. Saeed 'Anda* and r.'ohd. Amoen 
Balbaria and describes other activities, e.g. Intro-
duction light, etc. Describes como cualities of the 
institution and calls it "Madnrsa-i-'amal" where a 
man learns quality of self confidence, self-respect, 
broad-mindedness, good manners, propar behaviour and 
discipline. Mo student of Aligorh, in his opinion, 
is narrow-minded or communal. 
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260. SIDDIQI (Habib Ahmad). Dastan-i-'ahd-i-gul. SSH Rev. 
Old Boys Ito* 1975; 284-90. 
Discusses that Habib Ahmad Siddiqi vMo is an eminent 
lawyer of Gorakhpur and an active nionbor of Aligarh 
Old Boys Association. I'IT. Siddiqi took admission in 
1956 vvhen Dr. z<^ kir Husain vas the Vico-Chancellor and 
Qazi iVahmood was the Registrar. R »niained as student 
upto 1959. Describes SS Hall vjhere a nuniber of depart-
nents w/ere there. Describes r.'r, V.K. Krishna 'etnon 
vi^ o came to visit the University. He mossago 'vas "Learn 
to live dangerously". Describe: his friend R.K. Bhandari 
Saheb Saood, ;;.olka 8. ^ hah Iran, Shah Afghanistan and 
many ministers were received in the University. 
261. SURUR (A1 Ahmad). Kuchh suh^ni y-tien, kuchh purani 
bataen. SSH Rev. Old Boys No. 1975; 190-
Prof. A.A. Suroor was a favourite student of this 
University during 1933-34 as well as a good teacher 
and as Provost, S.s. Hall in 1956. Describos his 
educational activities. He was appointed Editor, 
Aligarh .Magazine (Urdu) and was elected Vice-President, 
Ai'.U Students' Union. Describes various favourite -s 
students of the University during his studentlife. 
262. SLRUR (A1 Ahmad). Sir 3yed Roll of rny days. SSH Rev. 
Apr, 1974; 3. 
Gives the student life and activities of S.S. Hall during 
the period of studentlife of Prof. A.A. suroor. Doscribes 
dining hall, Union Hall, his colleagues and some students 
of his times. 
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263, WAQ(\R HUSAIN (Syed). S.S. fiall ki bataen. SSH Rev. 
Old Dovs No. 1975; 28-^90. 
Syed Waqar Husain was ono of the brilliont students of 
S.S. Hall and is lecturer in English Departmont since 
1969. He was a student of S.S. Hall durinrj 1959-64. 
He gives descriptions of the Hall and the changes 
that took place during his student life. Also describes 
the activities of students at the time of Sir Syed 
dinner in 1963 v^ hen Pt. Nehru came in Alijarh and other 
student activities. 
264, fJASlUR RAH:.y\N, Aligarh tnori nazar maen. SSH .iev. 
Apr, 1964j 3 & 5. 
The author is the Professor a Head, Department of 
Cliemistry and as a student of i.l.Sc., provides -jlimpses 
into the student life of his time. 
265, ZAU3I (f.lasud Ali), Chand yoden, ch: nd chohre, chand 
dagh, SSH Rev, Old Boys lio, 1975; 182-
Masood Ali 2-.uqi passed his Matric in 1922 an^ l Interme-
diate in 1924, He describes some faaous students of his 
time. Gives discipline among students in all public 
places and describes a Persian Droma s aged in tr chey 
Hall in 1925, Also describes Silver Jubilee Fanction 
in 1925. 
- STUDENTS UrnOM 
266, AR5HAD I.IASUD G/a^ lG^ JHI (Qazi), Yadon ki dhup chhaon, 
SSH Rev. Old Boys No, 1975; 238-43. 
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The author was one of the favourite students of the 
University and describes the activities of Students' 
Union, election and traditions, 
267. QURESHI (f/ohd. Shafi). J^uibon ka shahar. SSll P^ v. 
Old Boys No. 1975; 269*73. 
Discusses obout r.ohd. Shafi Qureshi, present member 
of State Railways who fought elGctions of A..J Students' 
Union during his stay in 1952-54. The author describes 
his first speech in the Union Hall and admits that he 
learnt so many things bere. 
268. SURUR (Al Ahmad) • Kuchh suha"ni y^ d^en kuchh pur'ani 
b^aen. SSH Rev. Old Boys No. 1975; 
Prof. Suroor v;as a good speaker and had a literary mind 
from the very beginning. He v;as a, ointed the Editor 
of Aligarh uagazine (Urdu) anu v.-as elected -s Vice-
President, AMU Students' Union. In this article, he 
describes students activitaes in Union Hll and outside 
it. President of the Union vjas the the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor and election was hold only for Vice-President, 
Secretary, and Librarian, In 1933 ?t, Jowahar Lai Joliru 
came to Aligarh as a guest. 
- ALIGARH f.USLir.l UTJIVeRSlTY - ROLE 
269* ABDUL ALEEM. f.luslim University ko naya daur. (gn 
Nasira C^roshi, od« Aligarh Tahrik : 7\g_h'a2 to" imro^ 
P 267-78). Aligarh, ".'.uslim University, 1960. 
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Gives the drawbacks of the A^ ligarh moven-i^ nt that though 
it took 9*eat interest in improving the nuslims and 
relation \vith English people, it overlookod the other 
communities of the country resulting the position of 
Aligarh is like an island. The constructive work done 
in the Aligarh is lao;. The author hi^ s jivon the respon-
sibility of Aligarh r.uslirr. University after 1947. 
270. ABID HUSAIN (Syed). Syed ka khuab aur uskl tsbir. 
(In Nasim Quroshi, ed^ , Aligarh T.-hrik : Aghaz ta 
irnroz. P 1'5-.16) • Aligarh, .Muslim University, I960. 
Discusses the conditions of r.uslims after the partition 
in both tho countries India and Pakistan but no one 
feels it and feels that such a movement is now also 
necessary. If any body today starts such a movement, 
it will not opposed as in tho time of Sir Syed ano he 
will be able to complete all tho dreams of Sir iyod 
v\rfio he could not fulfil. 
271, FARUQI (Shad S)• Sir 3yed and the Aligarh . ovonent. 
SSH Rev. 1,2; 1970-71; 31-34. 
It gives the objectives gained by the Aligarh I overiont. 
fvlain objective v/as that the middle class crystallized 
within the Muslim coroinunity and steadily grew to 
important dimensions by tho end of 19th century. It toll 
that muslirns of India, today, are once again, sociaily, 
economically and educationally at tho rear of . ossonsio'i 
They are divided and need of the hour is for another 
renaissance among the muslirns. IVo should seek courage, 
strength and vitality from the life of Sir Syed. MiJ 
has to play important role to fulfil tho unfulfiilod 
dreams of Sir Syed. 
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272. SID3IQI (R,3shid Ahmad), Azizan-i-AligarhCa). Fikr.o-
Nazar. 13,1 & 2; 1973; 99-102. 
After the partition, Aligarh Muslirr; University fell 
in difficulties. Dr. Zakir Husain saved it and Jamia 
L'iillia vath his great foresight and administrative 
ability. The studentr. of this institution also 
contributed to his success. 
273. SURim (Al Ahmad). Aligarh kidhar?. {In Nasim Uureshi, 
ed. Aligarh Tahrik : TTghaz ta imroz. P 437-53). Aligarh, 
Muslim University, A960. 
Tells that Aligarh Movorncnt is closely related vath the 
?-1A0 College and the Aligarh L.uslin University. Centre 
gives aid to it like other central univorsitien. Sun-;estG 
that it is necessary that Art. students should be aware 
of ancient history, its civiliGation, Hindu philosophy, 
and Sanskrit Literature. Some improvomonts in the 
courses of studios are suggested. 
274. SURUR (Al Ahmad). Sir Syed ka haqiqi paioliom aur 
Aligarh maon ok zahni inqilS^ b ki zururot. SSH Hev. 
1,2; 1970-71; 19-21. 
Giving Sir Syed»s viev;s, it gives tho moons of better-
ment of Aligarh ; (1) to oxamine tho contribution of 
Aligarh in the development of knowledge in India; 
(2) to think whether it is according to the objectives 
of tho Govt, or the community 8, country; (3) Urdu 
should be tho medium of instruction; (4) to encour go 
tho nation and to create in them determin.?tion to vjork 
for the uplift instead of considering it os : :?.eans to 
employment; (5) to award degrees to exports ond 
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intellGCtuals; (6) to improve the stcndardn of students 
and create an atmosphere of learning and free enquiry. 
Today a movement of such a type is necessary in the 
opinion of the author. 
- SUGGESTIOfB 
275, fvV\HTAB AH/.TAD. Vice-Chance 1 lor Professor Khaliq Ahmad 
rdzamT Saheb so ek mulSciat. SSH lev* Apr, 1974; 4-5. 
Describes the interview of the editor vdth Prof. K.A. 
Hizartii. De-ils some of his suggestions a'jout v/ork vAiich 
the ATAU ought to take. Prof. Nizami Gugyests that his 
first conviction is that it is the duty of the Alig.rh 
to procure the history, culture and civilization of 
1000 years in India which we hovo you to do though we 
have best moans. Aligarh has also not complotod its 
duty which was before Sir Syod i.e. more v;ork is dono 
and research books are published, but h^ is not in 
favour of translations. More labour, more fojling of 
duty and more discipline is noedod for a minority to 
give his placo. Describes soma atternirts for the 
vjelfare of the students. 
276. SIDDIQI (Rashid Ahmad), Ek khutba jo diya nn ja saka. 
SSH Rev. Old Boys No. 1975; 159-70. 
Prof, iiashid Ahmad jiddiqi, in his address which could 
not be given to the students gives nome useful suggotion 
to the students. 
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